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Plasmonics is the science of manipulating light at the metal and dielectric inter-
face. Therefore, a high-quality metal film plays a critical role in this exciting frontier of 
research. Among available plasmonic metals, silver (Ag) and aluminum (Al) is of par-
ticular interest. Ag is a widely used plasmonic material because of its intrinsic low loss. 
However, conventional thermal Ag films usually show rough surfaces (root-mean-square 
roughness is as large as several nanometers) and polycrystalline structures with grain 
boundaries. These features lead to significant plasmonic loss. Preparing an atomically 
smooth epitaxial Ag film is thus a very critical step in the developement of plasmonics. 
However, due to the pinning of grain boundaries by contaminants and the propensity to 
dewetting from commonly used semiconductor substrates (such as Si and GaAs), Ag is a 
very unforgiving material in the perspective of film growth. In this dissertation we are 
going to report novel methods to overcome these difficulties and realize the epitaxial 
growth of atomically smooth Ag films on Si(111). We will show that our films possess 
excellent optical properties with extraordinarily low loss. The significantly narrow distri-
bution of the lifetime of giant quantum dots placed on our Ag film is another demonstra-
tion that our films perfectly apply to, and thus facilitate, the research in plasmonics and 
quantum photonics. 
 x 
In recent years Al is demonstrated to be an excellent platform for ultraviolet (UV) 
plasmonics. However, Al is highly reactive with oxygen and can be rapidly oxidized once 
exposed to even a low partial pressure of oxygen (10-8 Torr). Therefore it will be very 
challenging to prepare high-purity Al films. In this dissertation we are going to demon-
strate the epitaxial growth of high-purity, atomically smooth Al films on Si(111) with dif-
ferent growth methods accompanied by an optimally controlled, ultraclean method of 
oxidation. Our epitaxial Al films demonstrate considerable loss reduction in the UV spec-
tral range, in comparison to the polycrystalline Al films. These high-quality epitaxial Al 
films provide an ideal platform for UV plasmonics. Moreover, the availability of 
newly-obtained intrinsic optical constants on our single-crystalline Al films from the 
spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement enables a more accurate theoretical prediction in 
the design of nano-plasmonic devices. 
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 1 
Chapter 1: Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) - Background and Review 
1.1 Introduction 
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an epitaxial method for thin-film deposition of 
single crystals. The invention of MBE was closely related to the development of semi-
conductor devices since these devices were highly critically dependent on the growth of 
very perfect and extremely pure semiconductor crystals. Because of its operation in an 
extremely clean environment (ultrahigh vacuum, UHV) with highly pure, controllable 
atomic or molecular beam flux, MBE provides a superior solution to preparing such a 
high-quality semiconductor thin films. [1 - 6] 
"Epitaxy" refers to the growth of a crystalline overlayer (film) on a crystalline 
substrate. In other words, if the film has a crystalline structure that is ordered with respect 
to the crystalline structure of the underlying substrate, it is considered as an "epitaxial" 
film. An epitaxial film can be grown on a substrate of the same material, which is called 
"homoepitaxy." If the film is grown on a substrate of a different material, the growth of 
such a film is called "heteroepitaxial growth". 
MBE growth can be simply imagined as "spray painting" the substrate with va-
pors of atoms or molecules. The growth of semiconductor thin films from the vapor 
source was not a new idea, but prior to 1970s films prepared by such a method suffered 
from ill quality such as highly polycrystalline or ill-ordered structures. Not until late 
1960s did the growth of expitaxial compound semiconductor thin films be realized. [1 - 6] 
Since then MBE continued its tremendous development to growing a wide variety of ma-
terials, including metals, graphene and topological insulators, to name a few, on myriads 
of crystalline metal or semiconductor substrates. [7] Nowadays, MBE is employed to 
 2 
grow not only thin films, but a number of nano-structures such as nanowires [8] and 
quantum dots [9 - 11]. 
Basically, MBE involves evaporating the source material into a vapor of atomic or 
molecular beam in a UHV chamber (10-9 - 10 -11 Torr) while the substrate is placed in the 
path of the beam for the source material to deposit onto the substrate surface. In the UHV 
environment the beam atoms or molecules travel in a nearly collision-free path until ar-
riving either at the substrate surface or the chamber wall. Because of this nearly colli-
sion-free steady flux of the source material, the deposition rate can be precisely con-
trolled. The UHV environment also provides another essential advantage to MBE growth 
- minimization of contamination of the growth surface. 
In a typical MBE operation, the start or stop of growth can be easily controlled by 
opening or closing a shutter which is interposed in the path of the beam. Since the time to 
grow a single layer of atoms or molecules (a monolayer, ML) is typically much longer 
than the time to open or close the shutter, the growth of a film can be precisely controlled 
to be within the range of a single layer. With the suitable choice of the substrate material, 
the proper preparation and cleaning of the substrate prior to growth, and appropriate con-
trolling of the substrate temperature (which will be called "growth temperature" alter-
nately in this dissertation), the film grown on the substrate can crystallize (therefore, the 
so-called "epitaxial growth"). Moreover, the growth in an UHV environment from a clean 
source on a well-prepared substrate assures the atomically sharp and clean interface be-
tween the substrate and the film, if there are no chemical reactions or intermixing be-
tween substrate atoms and source atoms/molecules. 
Before concluding this section, it is worthwhile emphasizing how important UHV 
is to the success of MBE growth. [1, 12] First we define the impinging rate z (unit: cm-2s-1) 
 3 
as the number of residual gas particles hitting on a unit area (1 cm2) per second. The rela-




                               (1.1) 
where m is the atomic mass of the gas particles, T is the temperature in Kelvin (K) and kB 
the Boltzmann constant. If the vacuum pressure is measured in Torr and atomic mass m is 
converted to molecular weight M in grams, Eq. (1.1) can be written as 
MT
TorrPz )(105.3 22   cm-2s-1                      (1.2) 
For air at 300 K, the gas arrival rate is about (3.8 × 1020) × P (in Torr) cm-2s-1. For a pres-
sure of 10-6 Torr the arrival rate is 3.8 × 1014 cm-2s-1. The number of atoms in a cm2 of the 
cube face of Si is about 3.2 × 1014. Thus the number of atoms arriving in a second at 10-6 
Torr is almost the same as the number of Si atoms occupying a surface of 1 cm2! Here we 
define 1 Langmuir (1 L) as the dosage corresponding to the exposure to a gas pressure of 
10-6 Torr for one second. If the sticking coefficient of a gas species to a surface is unity, 1 
L exposure to the gas will produce a coverage of about one monolayer! It shows how 
quickly the surface can get contaminated. Even for a good UHV in the order of 10-10 Torr, 
a clean surface can be badly contaminated just in a few hours. Therefore a qualified sur-
face scientist should always try his/her best to prepare a vacuum which can reach 10-11 
Torr or even 10-12 Torr. 
1.2 Review of Atomically Flat Silver Film Growth 
An important reason for us to search for novel growth methods to prepare sin-
gle-crystalline metal films with atomic flatness is for applications in the exciting research 
field of plamonics and nano-photonics. As will be explained in detail in Chapter 2, a 
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highly pure, single-crystalline metal film with atomic smoothness is key to the successful 
development of plasmonic nano-devices. Silver (Ag) is extensively used in this field be-
cause of its low-loss property in the regime of infrared and visible light. Study of Ag 
films on semiconductor substrate was a hot subject of research for decades because of its 
compatibility with the long-established capability of device manufacturing in semicon-
ductor industry. In this section I am going to review growth mechanism of Ag uncovered 
by decades of endeavor of surface scientists. 
1.2.1 Growth Mechanism in a Nutshell 
Descriptions of growth mechanisms are largely based on the terrace-step-kink 
(TSK) model of a surface (see Fig. 1.1). [13] Terraces represent portions of low-index 
planes. Terraces are separated by steps. An adatom is an atom adsorbed on the surface. A 
vacancy is a defect on the terrace where a terrace atom disappears. A kink is a portion of 
the step which is not straight, but cornered. An island is the agglomeration of atoms on a 
terrace. These terms will be used repetitively in this dissertation. 
 
Figure 1.1 From [13]. The TSK model of a surface defined for a simple cubic crystal. 
White balls represent atoms of the substrate. The dashed line indicates a 
step separating the upper and lower terraces. Black balls represent adatoms 
adsorbed on the surface. 
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The film growth can be categorized into 3 modes: (1) Frank-van der Merve (FM) 
mode, (2) Vollmer-Weber (VW) mode, and (3) Stransky-Krastanov (SK) mode. See Fig. 
1.2. 
 
Figure 1.2 Schematics of three different growth modes of a thin film. (A) Frank-van 
der Merve (FM). (B) Stranski-Krastanov (SK). (C) Vollmer-Weber (VW). 
In the FM mode, the film is grown in a layer-by-layer fashion, i.e., a layer will be 
completed before the start of the growth of the next layer. In the FM mode the interaction 
between the substrate and adatoms is stronger than between neighboring adatoms. Due to 
the desirability of flat films, researchers designed different methods in order to achieve 
the growth following the FM mode, in which the two-dimensional (2D) film can be real-
ized. 
The VW mode is the opposite to the FM mode. In the VW mode, the interaction 
between neighboring adatoms is stronger than the interaction between substrate and ada-
toms, which will lead to growth of three-dimensional (3D) adatom clusters or islands. 
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The film formed in the VW mode will show a rough surface with multi-layer islands and 
the bare substrate is exposed between islands. This growth phenomenon is described as 
"non-wetting" since the film does not fully cover, in a sense, "wet" the substrate. Ag 
grown on GaAs(110) at room temperature (RT) follows this mode since Ag is 
non-wetting on GaAs(110). [14] 
The SK mode is an intermediary process between the FM mode and VM mode. It 
is characterized by initial 2D layer growth followed by 3D island formation. In this mode, 
first, one or several complete monolayers will form on the substrate. But the growth is 
followed by 3D islands appearing on top of the first full layer(s). Ag deposited on Si(111) 
at RT or higher temperatures follows this mode. [15, 16] An important factor leading to 
the SK mode of Ag growth on Si(111) is the lattice mismatch between Ag and Si, as will 
be discussed below. 
For heteroepitaxial growth, lattice match is one of the most important factors that 
determine whether a particular epitaxial structure can be grown on a specific substrate 
and which growth mode to follow. If lattice mismatch happens, there will be two possible 
consequences: (1) Strain will be induced in the overlayer lattice structure. Or (2) the lat-
tice mismatch will be adjusted by interface dislocations while the overlayer structure suf-
fers no strain. [12] Since the system we encountered the most will belong to case (1), I 
will continue the discussion when there is strain in the overlayer due to lattice mismatch. 
According to J. Tersoff and F. K. LeGoues [17], the strained epitaxial layers can 
relax by two competing mechanisms: (1) Surface becomes rough by the formation of is-
lands and/or pits. (2) The strain relieves by nucleation of dislocations before the surface 
becomes rough. Their theoretical calculation showed that surface roughening is a ther-
mally activated process, with a barrier which scales with mismatch ε as ε-4. In contrast, 
the barrier for dislocation formation scales as ε-1. Therefore for a large mismatch, the bar-
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rier for surface roughening will drop quickly because of ε-4 dependence. This will allow 
the occurrence of surface roughening. When the mismatch is small, the barrier for dislo-
cations will be smaller than that for surface roughening, so the strain will be relieved by 
formation of dislocations before surface becomes rough. There is a critical mismatch εc at 
which the barriers for two mechanisms are equal. In other words, when ε < εc, the strain 
will relax via formation of dislocations and when ε > εc, the surface will become rough in 
order to relieve the strain. 
Several groups showed that Ag deposited on a clean, well-reconstructed 
Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate follows the SK mode, in which one-atomic-high wetting layer of 
Ag will be established at the beginning of growth, followed by islands grown on top of 
the wetting layer. [15, 16, 18] Ag wetting layer is a mesh-like structure, whose discon-
tinuous character might be effective to completely relieve the strain. But further deposi-
tion will make the strain large enough to dramatically reduce the barrier for surface 
roughening. The consequence is that 3D Ag islands will form on top of the wetting layer 
to relieve the strain. Pavel Sobotıḱ et al. showed by STM images that the island top was 
atomically flat without dislocations - a manifestation that strain was greatly released in 
the island. [16] It is debatable how strain was relieved via the island formation. Yiyao 
Chen et al. showed, from their X-ray specular reflectivity measurement, that Ag islands 
"consume" the wetting layer underneath them, i.e. when an Ag island grows on top of the 
wetting layer, the wetting layer will be transformed to the same face-cubic centered (FCC) 
structure as the island, which means that the island contacts the substrate directly without 
the mediation of a wetting layer between them. The Ag island is completely incommesu-
rate with Si substrate and suffers no strain at all. [15] 
Lattice mismatch presents a daunting task of preparing a flat film in the het-
eroepitaxial growth. In the same paper presented by J. Tersoff and F. K. LeGoues, they 
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offered several considerations to increase εc to realize the growth of flat films. [17] First, 
they proposed, by adding a surfactant can the surface free energy of either an island or a 
pit be manipulated to increase εc. Second, they showed that low temperature typically 
gives the maximum value of εc, while elevated-temperature deposition will usually lead 
to rough surface because high temperature can significantly reduce the surface free en-
ergy of an island or a pit, which favors the development of such rough surface features. 
Even for homoepitaxial growth, in which lattice mismatch is eliminated, several 
factors still hinder the growth of flat films. Consider the formation of a layer in the case 
of layer-by-layer growth. First, single-layered islands will form on top of a newly grown 
layer. During the course of growth these islands shall be allowed to grow laterally and 
coalesce with each other when more and more atoms are deposited onto the surface until, 
eventually, a complete layer is finished. For such a case to take place, an adatom landed 
on top of an island needs to move down the island edge (step) to allow the lateral growth 
of the island. Unfortunately, there exists the step barrier which hinders the mobility of an 
atom from hopping down the step. Because of the step barrier it is more likely that atoms 
stay on top of an island and start to nucleate to form new islands before the underlying 
layer is completed. If the effect of the island-edge barrier is strong, 3D islands or mounds 
will develop and the growth mode is rough. The so-called "wedding-cake" structure of 
homoepitaxial Ag on a bulk Ag(111) single crystal is the manifestation of this effect. [18 - 
20] Karsten Bromann et al. determined the step barrier of Ag on Ag(111) to be 120 ± 15 
meV. Interestingly, in the heteroepitaxial growth of Ag on Pt(111) the barrier is much 
lowered - which is 30 ± 5 meV. [21] 
Besides the step barrier, another factor which leads to rough growth, no matter in 
the homoepitaxial or heteroepitaxial growth, is ripening. In ripening, larger clusters grow 
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at the expense of smaller ones. Ripening happens mainly because of the increased mobil-
ity of atoms in and around an island when the surface temperature is elevated. 
Thanks to enormous effort made by hard-working surface scientists, the explora-
tion of growth mechanism as described above led to numerous designs of experimental 
methods to grow flat thin films. One urgent question raised naturally is: how to overcome 
the problem of the island-edge barrier? The straightforward solution is by reducing the 
island-edge barrier. If the barrier cannot be reduced, increasing the frequency of adatoms 
visiting the island edge by manipulating the island's morphology will be another choice. 
Consider, if one can grow high densities of small islands at the very beginning of growth, 
subsequent deposition of atoms on these islands will have more chance to visit the island 
edge due to the island's small size, and thus a higher probability for an adatom to hop 
down the island edge. Methods to grow high densities of small islands include lowering 
the substrate temperature and increasing the deposition rate to avoid island ripening. The 
other possibility to increase the frequency of adatoms visiting the island edge is by grow-
ing the fractal (dendritic) islands. Islands with this shape show a very long periphery and 
therefore make adatoms more frequent to hit the edge. The growth of dendritic islands 
can be realized by adding a surfactant [18] or reducing growth temperature [19], for both 
will lead to a lower mobility of adatoms. 
Lowering growth temperature and adding in a surfactant are also effective meth-
ods to make the strain more "tolerable" in a heteroepitaxial system by increasing the criti-
cal mismatch of the system, εc. See the earlier discussion in this section. [17] 
Overall, the recipe for the layer-by-layer growth of flat thin films is: (1) Reduction 
of the growth temperature. (2) High deposition rate. (3) Adding in appropriately chosen 
surfactants. 
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From the discussion of the growth mechanism, it is not surprising that Ag on 
Si(111) grown at RT or higher temperatures follow the SK mode and can never achieve 
the desired property of atomic smoothness. 
1.2.2 Electronic Growth Mode 
In the previous section we noted that growing films at low temperature is a prom-
ising method for flat film growth. But from the application perspective it is not realistic to 
keep the film at low temperature indefinitely. It is natural to ask what will happen if the 
film is allowed to warm up to room temperature (RT) after growth at low temperature. 
This leads to a striking discovery by former lab member Professor Arthur R. Smith and 
coworkers, published in Science in 1996, of growing a genuinely "atomically flat" Ag 
film on GaAs(110). [14] In this paper Dr. Smith and coworkers showed that the 
as-deposited (coverage = 15 Å) Ag at 135 K is composed of nanoclusters about 2 to 3 nm 
in size, which is consistent with the theory of growth mechanism (low mobility of ada-
toms at a low temperature). Upon subsequent annealing to RT, the film becomes atomi-
cally flat with a uniform thickness. (Fig. 1.3) The thickness can be determined by meas-
uring the depth of a pit on the surface, which is 15 Å (about 6 ML). Furthermore, the au-
thors found that when the coverage is less than 15 Å, the film will be broken into inter-
connected pieces with flat tops and a uniform thickness - also 15 Å. When the coverage is 
more than 15 Å, a universally atomically flat and fully covered overlayer will be achieved, 
with excess Ag atoms forming single-layer high 2D islands. (Fig. 1.4) Here they desig-
nated 15 Å (6 ML) as a critical thickness - when the deposition is less than 15 Å the film 
will be broken to approach this thickness and as the deposition is more than it a 
(meta)stable, atomic flat and fully covered film will form. 
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Figure 1.3 From [14]. (a) STM topographic image of as-deposited Ag clusters (cover-
age of 15 Å) on GaAs(110) at 135 K, before annealing. (b) STM topog-
raphic image showing atomically flat Ag film on GaAs(110) after annealing 
to room temperature. Square pits (15 Å in depth) in the image are voids ex-
tending down to the substrate. 
 
Figure 1.4 From [14]. (A) STM image of the morphology of film with coverage of 7.5 
Å, which was deposited at 135 K and then annealed to RT. The line profile 
is along the dotted line. The heights of flat-top mesas are from 11 Å to 15 Å. 
(B) Flat Ag film with coverage of 22.5 Å, deposited at 135 K and annealed 
to RT. The line profile shows that the height of islands is single-layer. 
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Strong interest was triggered in theoretical discussion of growth mechanism be-
hind this novel growth method, which does not follow any of the three modes discussed 
above. There are additional factors aiding in the growth of atomically flat metal films on 
semiconductor substrates. Zhenyu Zhang et al. proposed a new growth mechanism called 
"electronic growth mode" to explain the experimental results observed by Arthur R. 
Smith et al. [22] In the electronic growth mode, the electronic properties of materials play 
an important role in determining the film morphology and stability. Two factors play a 
major role in this model: quantum confinement due to quantum size effect and charge 
spilling from the metal film to the semiconductor substrate. 
 
Figure 1.5 From [22]. Film thickness dependence of the film energies for Ag on 
GaAs(110). The dip at L = 5 ML defines the critical thickness for flat film 
growth. 
Quantum confinement happened on electrons of the metal film which are confined 
in the direction perpendicular to the surface plane of the film. The confinement is due to 
the barriers of two interfaces: (1) Interface between the metal film and vacuum, and (2) 
interface between the metal and semiconductor substrate. In this model the potential bar-
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rier of the interface between the film and substrate was treated as an infinite delta func-
tion to simplify the calculation. This infinite barrier will be removed when charge spilling 
is incorporated into the picture. The energy of the film E0(L) with respect to the film 
thickness L can be plotted as shown in Fig. 1.5. The curve bends up when the film be-
comes thinner because of the quantum size effect. 
Quantum confinement acts as a stabilizing mediator in the thin film to reconcile 
an effective repulsive force between the film-substrate interface and the film surface. 
However, as the delta function barrier is removed, electrons spill across the metal-semi-
conductor interface to lower the system energy. The interface can be modeled as a ca-
pacitor, with a layer of negative charge on the semiconductor side and a layer of positive 
charge on the metal side. The energy lowering due to charge spilling can be estimated as 
2
2
1 CVEc  , 
which acts to destabilize the flat metal film. 
The total energy of the metal film-semiconductor substrate Et(L) with respect to a 
film thickness L can be simply calculated as Et(L) = E0(L) + Ec(L). Fig. 1.5 shows the re-
lationship between film energy and film thickness for Ag on GaAs(110). There is a clear 
dip at L = 5 ML, indicating that a flat film with this thickness is particularly stable. If we 
define a critical thickness Lc such that the film will be stable if L ≧ Lc while unstable if L 
< Lc, then in Ag-GaAs(110) system Lc is 5 ML. Beyond this thickness the curve is still 
pretty flat, indicating that the film thicker than 5 ML will all be marginally stable. Despite 
the simplicity of the theoretical model, its predicted critical thickness is satisfactorily 
close to the experimental finding of 6 ML, which further corroborates the significance of 
the electronic contribution in thin film growth. 
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Although in early studies of quantum size effect (QSE) in thin metal films the pio-
neering researchers claimed that "it is unlikely that QSE will be observed in a laboratory" 
because the inclusion of a substrate simply washed out the "confinement" effect, the 
quantum size effect was manifested in a study of two-step growth by Luca Gvioli et al. 
[23] They showed that at low coverage (1 ML) of deposition of Ag on Si(111), Ag ada-
toms tended to form isolated islands on the wetting layer with a strongly preferred height 
(2 ML) and flat tops, rather than pyramid structures (if the growth follows the SK mode). 
When the coverage increases, such plateaus will extend laterally without changing height. 
Eventually they will form a percolated network. The preferred height selection can be 
satisfactorily explained by quantum size effect and charge spilling in the electronic 
growth mode. 
Two-step method can be well described as a method to "circumvent" the kinetic 
growth following the SK or VW mode and instead, "embrace" the electronic growth 
mode, which eventually leads to atomically flat metal films. 
As a metal film becomes thicker, the quantum size effect will diminish, and the 
electronic growth mode will thus play a weaker role in determining the morphology of 
the metal film. In the case of Ag on Si(111), the two-step-grown Ag film will become 
rougher as the thickness is beyond 20 ML (we will discuss the issue in detail soon). The 
resultant film morphology is determined by the competition between the electronic 
growth mode and the necessity to relieve the strain in the film due to lattice mismatch 
between Ag and Si. As the film grows thicker, the necessity for the film to relieve strain 
will overcome the electronic preference of drawing the film to a flat morphology by the 
electronic growth mechanism, thus leading to a rougher surface. This poses a dilemma in 
applying the two-step method to thick film growth (for most plasmonic films, a thickness 
at least of 40 nm - 50 nm, i.e. thicker than the skin depth of the metal, is required) since 
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the two-step method fails to promise an atomically smooth growth in the thick film re-
gime. The relevant study about two-step-grown Ag films and other growth methods to 
prepare thick epitaxial Ag films without losing the desired property of atomic smoothness 
will be reported in Chapter 4. 
1.2.3 Study of Two-step-grown Ag on Si Substrate 
Because of the success of the two-step method of Ag on GaAs(110), researchers 
were inspired to explore Ag on different semiconductor substrates by the two-step method. 
One promising choice is Si(111) because of its intensive use in semiconductor industry 
and easiness to prepare (simply passing a high current through the wafer in UHV to make 
an atomically clean 7 × 7 reconstruction surface). 
Ag grown on GaAs(110) is a relatively simple system. First, there is no Ag wet-
ting layer on GaAs substrate. Second, the critical thickness of Ag on GaAs(110), which is 
about 6 ML, can be clearly defined (see discussion above). Ag on Si(111) is a more com-
plicated situation. First, there is a wetting layer of Ag. Second, the critical thickness is 
harder to determine. It is more likely that there are two critical thicknesses for Ag on 
Si(111). [24] The first critical thickness is at about 2 ML. Coverage of less than 2 ML will 
lead to a surface composed of individual islands about 2 ML high (measured from the 
wetting layer), while coverage of more than 2 ML will give a film with an atomically flat 
top on the terrace, with pits down to the wetting layer. The film will not fully cover the 
substrate until the coverage is more than 6 ML. Deposition of more than 6 ML will pro-
duce an atomically flat film fully covering the substrate with single-layer islands formed 
by excess Ag atoms. [24 - 26] Therefore, the second critical thickness comes at 6 ML. 
Similar phenomena of Ag on Si(100) were also observed. [24] 
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The characteristic of two critical thicknesses of Ag on Si might originate from the 
surface states within the band gap of Si, which enhance charge spilling between Ag and 
Si. The enhancement of charge spilling might modify the total energy curve in the picture 
of the electronic growth mode to the way which favors two critical thicknesses. 
Another important issue about the Ag-Si system is lattice mismatch. The strain on 
the Ag overlayer due to the lattice mismatch between Ag and Si (about 33 %) is the main 
reason that Ag on Si follows the SK mode. Even if the two-step method can circumvent 
this situation, the effect of strain will not be eliminated. Instead, it will lead to the forma-
tion of dislocations on the film surface. 
 
Figure 1.6 From [26]. (a) – (e) STM images of two-step Ag on Si(111) (deposition at 
80 K and annealing to RT). Ag coverages are indicated in each image. Im-
age size: 100 nm × 100 nm. (f) dI/dV image of 6.4 ML Ag by the two-step 
method. Image size: 100 nm × 100 nm. (g) Thickness dependence of pit and 
dislocation densities on the Ag film by the two-step growth. 
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Masaru Miyazaki et al. studied the growth of Ag with different amounts of cov-
erage on Si(111), and they found an interesting relationship among Ag coverage, the 
number of pits, and the number of dislocations on the film surface. [26, 27] First, they 
found that deposition of less than 6 ML will lead to films interrupted by numerous pits 
extending down to the wetting layer, while the top of the film remains flat without the 
appearance of dislocations. When the coverage is higher than 6 ML, the film will become 
atomically flat with a dramatic reduction in the number of pits, but at the same time, 
shows a multiple of dislocations. More coverage will lead to the reduction of both pits 
and dislocations but the film quality will degrade too (multi-layer islands pile on the sur-
face), as shown in Fig. 1.6. 
From these observations the authors conjectured that, when the coverage is less 
than the critical thickness (6 ML, consistent with the earlier work by C. S. Jiang et al.), 
pits on the film can effectively relieve the strain in the film, while as the coverage ap-
proaches the critical thickness, the film will (almost) fully cover the substrate with no or 
very few pits, as the electronic growth mode predicts, so the strain needs to find other 
channels to relieve, which leads to the formation of dislocations on the surface. Increas-
ing the coverage more, the electronic effect will weaken and the film will become 
rougher again (with multi-layer island formation) due to the kinetic mechanism of strain 
relieve. 
In the same paper the authors also showed the influence of growth temperature 
(substrate temperature during deposition) on the morphology of the film. As shown in Fig. 
1.7, When the growth temperature increased to 160 K, the film, after annealing to room 
temperature (RT), became rougher - multiple pits started to show up along the step edge. 
These pits became larger and more numerous as the growth temperature was elevated 
further. Eventually, when the film was deposited at RT, the pits joined to form continuous 
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grooves down to the wetting layer. This series of study again showed the competition 
between the electronic effect and the kinetic mechanism. As the deposition temperature 
increases, the thermally driven diffusion and nucleation of Ag atoms will gradually over-
come the electronic preference to drive the film to become atomically flat upon annealing 
- thus leading to the formation of a rough film with deep grooves. 
 
Figure 1.7 From [26]. Deposition temperature-dependent change of two-step grown 
Ag film on Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate. Ag coverage is 6.4 ML. The deposi-
tion temperature is (a) 80 K. (b) 120 K. (c) 160 K. (d) 200 K. (e) 230 K. (f) 
260 K. (g) 300 K. Image size: 300 nm × 300 nm. 
Before concluding this subsection, we need to point out that conventional metal 
films prepared by thermal evaporation widely used in the plasmonic community usually 
show very poor quality - the films are polycrystalline and exhibit very rough surface with 
irregular grains separated by uneven grain boundaries. High-quality epitaxial metal films 
with atomic smoothness are thus sorely needed. Furthermore, metal films used in plas-
monic research are usually very thick compared with a few monolayers in most 
two-step-growth studies - at least thicker than 40 nm for most plasmonic metals such as 
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Ag and Au operated in the visible light wavelength range in order to avoid radiation leak-
age (which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2). Two-step growth seems a promising 
method to prepare atomically smooth films but it cannot guarantee smooth growth as 
films grow thicker due to diminished quantum size effect. Growing thick, atomically flat 
epitaxial metal films with good crystallinity can never be an easy job. Once the tech-
niques to grow such high-quality metal films can be harnessed, they will give tremendous 
contribution to the plasmonic community. My research is mainly about searching for 
novel methods to realize the growth of thick, atomically smooth epitaxial metal (Ag and 
Al) films. The results will be reported in Chapter 4 (Ag) and Chapter 6 (Al). 
1.3 Review of Atomically Flat Al Film Growth 
In recent years aluminum (Al) is the choice for plasmonic applications in the ul-
traviolet (UV) range of the spectrum (see Chapter 2). To fulfill the potential demand for a 
premium Al platform in a more and more sought-after research field of Al plasmonics, I 
was dedicated to the study of epitaxial Al films, which will be reported in detail in Chap-
ter 6. Before concluding this chapter I am going to briefly review the literature of Al 
growth. 
As in the case of Ag, the two-step method can also be applied to Al. Hong Liu et 
al. conducted experiments in which they deposited Al at about 145 K with a very slow 
deposition rate of 0.17 ML/min onto a clean Si(111)-(7 × 7) reconstructed surface, with 
subsequent annealing of the film to room temperature. [28] Similar to the behavior of Ag 
on Si(111) by the two-step process, the growth of Al on Si(111) from a low to higher 
coverage will show a transition of the surface morphology from the irregular wetting 
layer to the lateral growth of flat islands with a preferred height, and eventually, to a uni-
versally flat 2D film fully covering the surface with single-layer islands on the terrace 
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formed by extra atoms. (Fig. 1.8) The critical thickness is about 5 ML - below which the 
film shows pits down to the wetting layer and above which the film will (almost) com-
pletely cover the substrate with an atomically smooth morphology. Since the lattice con-
stant of Al (4.05 Å) is similar to that of Ag (4.09 Å), and since the Al overlayer formed on 
top of Si(111) also follows the (111)-(1 × 1) hexagonal close-packed orientation, the same 
as Ag on Si(111), it is not surprising that Al shows a similar growth behavior and critical 
thickness to Ag, considering the similar strain Ag and Al overlayers experience on a 
Si(111) substrate, although the "electronic growth model" introduced in the previous sec-
tion shall also be incorporated to explain the growth behavior in both cases. 
Hong Liu et al. also studied the deposition of Al on Si(111)-(7 × 7) at RT (with a 
coverage of 4 ML). Instead of lateral growth of flat islands with a preferred height, the 
growth follows the SK mode with the formation of 3D islands separated by deep grooves 
down to the wetting layer. 
In brief, the two-step process still provides the best chance to realize the growth of  
atomically flat Al films. We will demonstrate in Chapter 6 that by repeated cycles of 
two-step growth, an atomically-smooth epitaxial Al film as thick as 100 ML can be 
achieved. However, considering the sophistication of the growth technique and prodi-
gious amount of time required in this method, it is highly desirable to search for a more 
efficient method to prepare a smooth (if not as good as the two-step-grown film) epitaxial 
film with good crystallinity. Therefore, drawn on the general theory of growth mechanism 
discussed in the previous section, we believe that a high deposition rate will be the key to 
the smooth growth at room temperature (RT) of epitaxial Al films. In Chapter 6 we will 
demonstrate that RT growth combined with a high deposition rate indeed leads to smooth 
films (the root-mean-square roughness is comparable to that of two-step-grown films) 
with good crystallinity (evidenced in the sharp streaks of the RHEED pattern). 
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Figure 1.8 From [28]. STM images (at room temperature) for Al films at different 
coverage: (a) 1 ML, (b) 2 ML, (c) 3 ML, (d) 4 ML, (e) 5 ML, (f) 6 ML, and 
(g) 8 ML. (b, c) also include the corresponding height distribution. Peak A, 
B and C represent the wetting layer, the first Al(111) overlayer and the sec-
ond Al (111) overlayer, respectively. (h) The height profile along the line 
AA’ marked in (g). A step of Si(111) substrate and a monolayer Al(111) are 
labeled. 
Prior to our successful development of epitaxial growth of Al on Si(111), epitaxial 
growth of Al on GaAs has been achieved by Shi-Wei Lin et al. earlier. [29, 30] In their 
study, Shi-Wei Lin et al. deposited 60 nm Al on a clean GaAs(100) (carefully prepared to 
avoid oxidation) at about 0 °C with a very high deposition rate of 30 Å/min (the base 
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pressure of the growth chamber is about 3 × 10-10 Torr). The resultant film shows a good 
crystallinity, manifested in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis in which only a sharp 
peak of Al(111) appears in the 2θ scanning profile (Fig. 1.9a). AFM image of the film 
shows a flat morphology (the RMS roughness is about 3.6 nm, Fig. 1.9b). In comparison, 
the authors prepared another film in a conventional thermal deposition chamber (base 
pressure is about 3 × 10-6 Torr) at RT with a very high deposition rate of 120 Å/min. The 
thermal film was deposited onto an intentionally oxidized GaAs(100) substrate. As ex-
pected, the XRD profile of the film shows multiple Al peaks (Fig. 1.9c), suggesting that 
the film is polycrystalline. The AFM image of the polycrystalline film shows a much 
rougher surface (RMS is 7.5 nm) than the epitaxial film (RMS is 3.6 nm). (Fig. 1.9d) 
 
Figure 1.9 From [29]. (a) XRD 2θ scanning profile of the epitaxial Al film on 
GaAs(100). The inset shows the ψ scanning of the Al(111) peak of the same 
sample. (b) AFM image (image size: 1 μm × 1 μm) of the epitaxial Al film. 
(c) XRD 2θ scanning and (d) AFM image (image size: 1 μm × 1 μm) of the 
polycrystalline Al film grown on intentionally-oxidized GaAs(100). 
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The study demonstrated the importance of a clean, UHV environment and an im-
maculate, oxide-free substrate in the growth of a smooth epitaxial Al film. In our study, 
we successfully grew a much smoother Al film (the RMS roughness is an order lower 
than the epitaxial film from Shi-Wei Lin et al.) without resorting to the elaborate two-step 
method - only one-shot growth at RT with a high deposition rate works the magic. The 
relevant results will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2: Plasmonics - Background and Theory 
Plasmonics is a highly active research field in which light is manipulated in a 
nanostructure via the coupling between light and the surface plasmon of a metal platform. 
The main purpose of my research is to search for the best of such "platforms" - the sin-
gle-crystalline and atomically flat metal films. In this chapter I am going to review the 
background knowledge of plasmonics and explain why finding the best platform is par-
ticularly essential in the success of plasmonic devices. I will also illustrate how my re-
search contributes to the community of this exciting new research field. 
A grand vision for plasmonics is that it will be the route to the ultimate innovation 
of nanometer-scale ultrafast circuitry. While modern electronics scales down to a few 
nanometers, electronic devices are intrinsically limited by the signal speed: Resistive and 
capacitive delay and dissipative loss make speed higher than GHz difficult to realize. In 
contrast, photonic devices can easily operate in the THz regime. But due to diffraction 
limit, the dimensions of such devices are required to be at least the same order of the 
wavelength in which they operate. Special designs based on unique plasmonic structures 
can indeed break the diffraction limit, which we will present in more detail in this chapter. 
As a result, a new generation of circuitry based on plasmonics could combine the advan-
tages of electronics and photonics - the ultrafast operation with nanometer-scale device 
size can be realized! [31, 32] 
2.1 A Beginner's Introduction to Plamonics 
Surface plasmons (SPs) are the collective oscillatory motion of electrons on a 
conductor (usually metal) surface. There are two types to describe the coupling between 
the electromagnetic (EM) wave and the surface plasmons: the propagating mode, which 
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is called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), and the localized mode, which is called lo-
calized surface plasmons (LSPs). See Fig. 2.1a and b. [33, 34] 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram illustrating (a) LSP (from [33]) and (b) SPP modes 
(from [34]). (c) From [34]. The field in the perpendicular direction is eva-
nescent, reflecting the bound, non-radiative nature of SPPs, which prevents 
power from propagating away from the surface. (d) The dispersion curve of 
an SPP mode. 
LSPs are associated with the collective oscillation of electrons confined locally by 
a metal nanostructure. The most representative example of LSPs is metal nano-particles 
(NPs). The particle plasmons are excited when the frequency of the incident light matches 
the resonant frequency of the NPs. One unique feature of LSPs is the localized enhance-
ment of the EM field as a result of the strong resonance coupling between light and lo-
calized plasmon, leading to high efficiency of light concentration. Because the excited 
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plasmon are localized and cannot propagate along the nano-structures, this process is 
called localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs). [33] 
SPPs are waves propagating along the surface of a conductor, usually a metal. To 
be more precise, they are EM waves confined to the conductor surface because of their 
interaction with free electrons in the conductor. In this interaction, the free electrons re-
spond collectively by oscillating in resonance with the EM wave. [34] 
Before introducing mathematical formulation in plasmonic theory (I will focus on 
SPPs in the next section), we might quickly go through a brief review of basic plasmon 
theory based on Drude model from a first-year physics graduate student's course on elec-
tromagnetic theory (adopted from Jackson's textbook. See Ref. [35]). 
2.1.1 A Simple Plasma Model of Metal 
First, we consider the equation of motion for an electron of charge -e bound by a 










                        (2.1) 
Here γ measures the damping force and ω0 is the frequency of oscillation of the electron 
about the equilibrium. Suppose the field and the motion of the electron varies harmoni-
cally in time with frequency ω: )(),(
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is the electric polarization (dipole moment per unit volume), EP e
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permittivity of free space, and χe is the electric susceptibility of the medium. Recalling 
the relationship between displacement, D
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11                       (2.5) 
For metals the electrons are free so we set ω0 = 0. We also replace m with m*, the effec-
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1                          (2.6) 
In Jackson's textbook, the author defined the dielectric function as 
0
 . Here we 
express the dielectric function of metal as 
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0
 m  
We may also need to consider the contribution of interband transitions (εint) to the 









int                          (2.7) 
Eq. (2.7) is a full description of the dielectric function of a metal in this simplified 






 pm                              (2.8) 
For light with frequency ω < ωp incident to the metal, it can only penetrate a very short 
distance into the metal (the "skin-dpeth") and is almost entirely reflected. But when the 
frequency is increased into the domain where εm > 0, the metal suddenly can transmit 
light and its reflectivity changes drastically. This typically occurs in the ultraviolet and is 
termed as "ultraviolet transparency of metal." Since both LSPs and SPPs are associated 
with the confinement of light with metal, it is required that εm is negative. i.e. the light 
utilized to excite LSPs or SPPs should not see the metal as "transparent", but as almost 
impenetrable in order for the plasmonic mode to be well confined to the surface of the 
metal. The first lesson for plasmonics is that, since metals tend to have large plasma fre-
quencies, they are traditionally the choice for plasmonics. 
2.1.2 Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) 
Since a large part of research interest in plamonics is dedicated to the applications 
related to SPPs, we are going to illustrate the unique properties of SPPs in more detail in 
this subsection. In this subsection I heavily consulted the content from Ref. [36] and [37]. 
Here we only consider the simplest SPP waveguide, which is in a single metal-dielectric 
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interface (Fig 2.1a). Since SPPs are the mode of EM waves coupled to the collective os-
cillation of free electrons in a metal, the properties of SPPs are closely related to the per-
mittivity of the dielectric material (lossless medium), εd(ω), and the dielectric function of 
the metal (lossy medium), εm(ω). Dielectric material's permittivity, εd(ω), is a positive real 
function of the frequency ω. The dielectric function of a metal εm(ω) can be expressed as 
a complex function of the frequency ω, εm(ω) = εm'(ω) + εm"(ω). The real part of the di-
electric function εm'(ω) describes the strength of the polarization induced by an external 
electric field, and the imaginary part εm"(ω) describes the losses encountered in polarizing 
the material. Also note by separating the metal's dielectric function into the real and 






 pm                             (2.9) 
to be consistent with the notation. 
In the case of a planar interface (Fig. 2.1a), to excite an SPP wave at the 
metal-dielectric interface, the incident optical wave must be transverse magnetic 
(TM)-polarized with respect to the incident plane. The SPP mode excited is also 
TM-polarized in character ( H

is in the y direction. The longitudinal component of the 
magnetic field Hx = 0). After considering appropriate interface boundary conditions we 

























)(                         (2.11b) 
Here k0 = ω/c is the wavevector (wave number) in the free space. The derivation 
of these equations is fully explained in many textbooks. For example, see Ref. [38]. To 
obtain a propagating SPP solution, both kx' and kx'' need to be real numbers. Here kx' de-
termines the SPP wavelength, while kx" accounts for the damping of SPP. Moreover, to 
obtain a "bound" solution, both kz(m) and kz(d) need to be purely imaginary. For most met-
als (including Ag and Au) in the wavelength range of interest, say, from near infrared, 
through visible light, to the ultraviolet regime, εm' is negative as a prerequisite for SPP 
coupling between light and metal (see discussion in section 2.1.1). We also as-

























































































































































































                       (2.12b) 
Since εm' < 0, we see that the requirement for kx' and kx" to be real is 
0)()('   dm                            (2.13) 
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Therefore, the second lesson for plasmonics is that, for SPP to occur, the absolute 
value of the real part of the metal's dielectric function should be larger than the dielectric 
material's dielectric function, i.e. )()('  dm  . Most dielectric materials have the di-
electric function close to 1. Noble metals are the choice for plasmonics because )('  m  
of noble metals in the visible and near-infrared regions are usually larger than 1. See Fig. 
2.2a. [32, 39, 40] 
 
Figure 2.2 From [32]. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the dielectric funtions of Ag, 
Au, Na, K and Al. 
The non-radiative nature of SPPs can be described by kz(m) and kz(d), which repre-
sent the wave vectors of the evanescent field into the metal and into the dielectric mate-
rial, respectively. Both of them are perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface (z direc-
tion in our geometry in Fig. 2.1a). They illustrate the bound, non-radiative nature of SPPs. 
As we mentioned, for such bound solutions to exist, both kz(m) and kz(d) should be purely 
imaginary. Using the similar method of approximation to derive Eq. (2.12a) and (2.12b), 





















)(                         (2.14b) 
The SPP electric field decays exponentially with the distance from the interface, 
either into the metal or the dielectric material. The decay length into the metal (the 
so-called "skin depth") δm and into the dielectric δd can be characterized by kz(m) and kz(d) 
































                         (2.15c) 
The illustration of δm and δd is shown in Fig. 2.1c. [34] Now with all characteristic 
parameters for SPPs in readiness, we are going to discuss the dispersion curve of SPPs 
based on Eq. (2.12a). Here we temporarily ignore damping effect. Fig. 2.1d shows the 
dispersion curve of an SPP mode. We note that as kx' becomes very large, the curve will 
asymptotically approach the surface plasmon frequency (ωSP). Also note when kx' be-











                            (2.16) 
For 1d , 2pSP   . In the regime of large kx' (when the frequency is close 
to ωSP), the electric field penetration into metal will be similar to that into dielectric, as 
expected by Eq. (2.15c). In this scenario the penetration in both materials reaches a mini-
mum, representing a good confinement for the SPP mode. 
In contrast, if kx' is very small, we have dm  ' , and it will reach the regime 
where 0' kkx  , in which δd >> δm. In this situation the SPP mode is poorly confined and 
largely propagates like an uncoupled EM wave, which will be seriously subjected to dif-
fraction limit. 
The third lesson of plasmonics is that for the good confinement of an SPP mode, 
we would like to operate the mode at high kx' with frequency approaching ωSP. 
The divergence of the SPP dispersion curve from the free-traveling light as kx' in-
creases posts a dilemma: k0 is smaller than kx' for a fixed ω, and the discrepancy will be-
come larger as ω approaches ωSP. (See Fig. 2.1d) Therefore, direct coupling between a 
freely propagating EM mode and a SPP mode is forbidden by conservation of momentum. 
Some techniques were developed to overcome this problem of "momentum mismatch", 
including the use of prism to enhance the momentum of the incident light [41], and peri-
odic patterning on the surface of the conductor [42, 43]. 
2.1.3 Plasmonic Damping 
So far we have not yet incorporated damping (or loss) effect in our discussion in 
order to extract essential properties of SPPs with a simplified model. Since damping ef-
fect plays a critical role in the performance of SPPs, we will give a detailed discussion of 
damping effect and methods to reduce it in this subsection. 
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Because most loss in an SPP mode occurs in the metal , we will focus on metal 
exclusively in this subsection. First, damping effect in a metal is phenomenologically 
collected as γ in Eq. (2.7). Damping effect is manifested in the imaginary part of the 
metal's dielectric function, εm". When γ is large, εm" will also be large accordingly. 
To discuss the effect of damping on SPPs we may consider the propagating elec-
tric field of an SPP mode E(x) along the +x direction: 
tixikki xxeExE  ")'(0)(  
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Here LSP is the propagation length of the SPP (the distance the mode can travel before its 
intensity is attenuated to less than 1/e of its original intensity). Again, we assume 


























                     (2.18) 
Apparently in order to obtain a long propagation length we require that 'm  be 
large and εm" small. If εm" has already approached its intrinsic limit and cannot be re-
duced further, the strategy to increase LSP is by choosing a metal with a large negative 
value of εm'. But if 'm  is large, it means that the SPP mode will be poorly confined as 
already discussed (in which kx' is small and δd >> δm). This "trade-off" between plasmonic 
confinement and loss is typical for plasmonic systems. In other words, it is not possible to 
possess a good confinement and long propagation length at the same time though both are 
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desired properties for SPP operation. Considering this dilemma, the best strategy for the 
success of plasmonic devices is by use of low-loss materials. 
Thus our forth lesson for plasmonics is that finding a metal with low εm" is crucial 
to the success of plasmonic devices. 
 
Figure 2.3 From [36, 44]. Surface plasmon dispersion relation for the Ag/SiO2 geome-
try using the experimental Ag data (the damping effect is included). 
If damping effect is considered, the SPP dispersion relation will be completely 
different from the simplified lossless curve (Fig. 2.1d) discussed in the previous section. 
As shown in Fig 2.3, [36, 44] instead of infinitely approaching ωSP as kx' becomes larger 
and larger, the dispersion curve "bends back" at a specific point of kx'. It means that an 
SPP mode cannot be infinitely confined - the best confinement occurs at the point of the 
largest possible kx' before the curve bends back. The damping effect not only sets restric-
tions on the best confinement an SPP mode can achieve, it also causes tremendous loss 
when an SPP mode is operated at its best confinement condition. In other words, by oper-
ating at a frequency approaching ωSP, an SPP mode can be possibly confined below dif-
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fraction limit, but the propagation length LSP will be extremely short due to tremendous 
plasmonic loss. 
Since the trade-off between confinement and loss is a serious problem every re-
searcher in plasmonics must face, it is imperative to find plasmonic materials with the 
lowest loss, in order to produce an SPP mode with desired confinement below the diffrac-
tion limit, and at the same time preserving a reasonably long propagation length, to real-
ize the fabrication of plasmonic devices. 
In SPP modes the electromagnetic (EM) wave is coupled to the surface plasma of 
the metal. The electric field of the EM wave drives the oscillation of free electrons in the 
metal, resulting in Ohmic loss in the metal. Ohmic loss is mostly due to electron-electron 
scattering, electron-phonon scattering, and electron scattering by lattice defects and grain 
boundaries. [32] All these factors can be summed up in the damping parameter γ (which 
showed up in Eq. (2.1), at the very beginning of our discussion of plasma theory). Intrin-
sically low-loss materials with a small value of γ, such as Ag and Au (in the visible 
wavelength range) are no doubt the ideal candidates for plasmonics. 
Damping due to grain boundaries and lattice defects can cause significant loss! 
With better fabrication techniques of materials, such as the fabrication of high-quality, 
single-crystalline epitaxial Ag films, the number of defects and grain boundaries in the 
crystal structure can be minimized, leading to significant reduction of plasmonic loss. 
[45] 
The other channel of enormous loss in the metal is interband transitions. They 
occur when electrons in the metal jump to higher, empty energy states by absorption of 
incident photons. [32] Operations at frequencies higher than the onset frequency of a con-
ductor's interband transition can cause significant plasmonic loss. For example, the inter-
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band transition of Au occurs at 2.3 eV (about 540 nm, green light), so Au can support 
low-loss SPP propagation only in the infrared regime. 
Not only Ohmic loss and interband transitions in the metal cause significant 
plasmonic loss, rough surface is also an important source of loss. The wavelength of 
typical SPP modes is short (in a scale of tens to hundreds of nanometers). Therefore an 
SPP mode propagating along the interface between metal and dielectric can be largely 
scattered due to rough surface features on the metal film such as islands and pits with a 
dimension of tens to hundreds of nanometers. Producing an atomically smooth film, on 
which rough surface features can be largely eliminated, is the key to the realization of a 
low-loss plasmonic platform. 
Finally, radiation leakage can cause serious plasmonic loss. This occurs when 
SPPs propagate along the surface of a metal film whose thickness is similar to or less 
than the skin depth of the metal. For such a thin film, the electric field of the SPP will ex-
tend through the film and into the substrate. The plasmonic loss due to radiation leakage 
can significantly reduce the propagation length of the SPP. [45] Therefore, the films for 
plasmonic study must be thicker than the skin depth of the corresponding spectral range 
of operation. For example, the thickness of an Ag film for visible wavelength applications 
needs to be thicker than 40 nm in order to fully support SPP propagation. 
In summary, I am dedicated to the growth of thick, atomically smooth, sin-
gle-crstalline epitaxial films to realize the production of ideal plasmonic platforms with 
significant low loss in comparison with conventional polycrystalline films produced by 
thermal evaporation widely used in Optics community. 
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2.1.4 Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) Structure 
To solve the dilemma of the trade-off between good confinement and significant 
loss to the SPP propagation, a careful selection of a low-loss metal is the primary consid-
eration, but through proper designs of plasmonic structures one can still allow SPPs to 
propagate long distances within strong confinement. It is therefore natural to consider the 
incorporation of optical gain material for loss compensation. Most of such materials are 
semiconductors such as CdS [46, 47], InGaN [48, 49], GaN [50], ZnO [51, 52], and GaAs 
[53]. 
Based on this idea, R. F. Oulton et al. proposed a model of hybrid optical wave 
guides consisting of a semiconductor nanowire separated from a metal surface by a 
nano-scale dielectric gap, the so-called "metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS)" nanos-
tructure. [46] From the results of their simulation the authors showed that when the 
semiconductor nanowire (gain medium) was brought closer to the metal surface by re-
ducing the dielectric gap to the nanometer scale, the SPP mode would be primarily con-
fined to a small mode area in this narrow dielectric gap. Interestingly, despite this strong 
confinement, the hybrid mode's propagation length exceeds that of SPPs confined at the 
equivalent metal-semiconductor interface. 
The nanometer-thin dielectric gap (also called "spacer") plays a critical role in the 
MIS structure: (1) It supports the SPP mode in a metal-dielectric structure. (2) The spacer 
provides the means to store electromagnetic energy, leading to subwavelength optical 
waveguides with low loss. Since the mode is mainly propagating in the low-permittivity 
dielectric region rather than spreading into metal it is possibly the reason why the hybrid 
mode's propagation length is longer than that of SPPs at the equivalent metal-semicon-
ductor interface. 
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In 2009 R. F. Oulton et al. published a paper in Nature in which they experimen-
tally demonstrated the plasmon lasers at deep subwavelength scale based on the results 
they published in 2008 of the MIS design. [47] In that paper they indicated that the tech-
nical challenge of constructing plasmonic nanolasers lies in ensuring the good contact 
between the nanowire and the planar plasmonic film. Therefore the success of MIS de-
vices largely depends on the fabrication of an atomically flat metal film with a universally 
uniform capping of the dielectric spacer. Such challenges were largely overcome in Shih 
Lab and coworkers by producing atomically flat metal films capped by a universally uni-
form dielectric layer. [48, 49] The results of study of atomically flat films will be pre-
sented in Chapter 4 (Ag) and Chapter 6 (Al). Capping techniques will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
2.1.5 Quality Factor (Q Factor) 
The literature and handbooks for optics and plasmonics communities often pre-
sent data of materials by quality factors (Q factors). Q factors of a surface plasmon mode 
typically range from 10 to 100, which roughly corresponds to the number of electron os-
cillation that occur coherently. Q factor represents the capability of the plasmonic mode 
to sustain its phase and accumulate energy from the external excitation (pumping) field. 
The expression of Q factors involve both the real part and imaginary part of the metal's 
dielectric function. Generally, Q factors can be defined as: 
Q ≡ Enhanced local field / Incident field 











                          (2.19) 
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The Q factor for SPPs can be defined as the ratio of the real part (kx') to the 
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Figure 2.4 From [32]. Quality factors for (a) localized surface plasmon resonance 
(QLSPR) and (b) surface plasmon polariton (QSPP). 
Both QLSPR and QSPP become large when a material has a large, negative εm' and 
small εm". A large quality factor is usually desired. From Fig. 2.4 we see that both QLSPR 
and QSPP are large for Ag in the optical spectral range, illustrating why it is widely used in 
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the plasmonic community. [32] But we need to give a caveat here: if a large quality factor 
mainly comes from a large, negative value of εm' then it will cause poor confinement in 
the SPP mode, as already discussed, which is not desired for the design of nanome-
ter-scale plasmonic devices. Therefore, the quality factor should be carefully interpreted. 
Generally, the larger it is, the better, because it usually indicates that the material is 
low-loss and the plasmonic mode supported by it sustains longer propagation length. But 
if a large value of quality factor is also contributed from a large value of εm' we need to 
consider whether it will cause poor confinement to the plasmonic mode. 
2.1.6 Summary 
In summary, for the SPP mode to be properly operated in the spectral range of in-
terest, the following criteria should be carefully concerned: 
(1) 0'm . 
(2) dm  ' . 
(3) To operate the SPP mode at ω → ωSP, the best confinement can be achieved, but 
plasmonic loss will also be significant. 
(4) For the plasmonic metal, choose a material with large εm' and small εm" (i.e. high Q 
factor) in order to increase LSP. But εm' cannot overshoot or it will cause poor con-
finement to the SPP mode. 
(5) Design proper plasmonic structures such as MIS nanostructures to compensate for 
the plasmonic loss due to strong confinement. 
2.2 Materials for Plasmonic Applications 
Since the main loss in SPP propagation occurs in metal, and since the properties 
of metal play a critical role in the SPP-based nano-photonics devices, I am going to focus 
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on metals in the discussion of plasmonic materials. The use of the term "materials" in this 
section will exclusively mean "metal materials". The dielectric part of the SPP structure 
will also be introduced in this section as we progress to the discussion of capping layers 
and their role as dielectric spacers. 
Based on the discussion of basic knowledge on plasmonics, and the practical con-
sideration of how easy a material is to prepare and work with, I listed the criteria below 
as to how to choose materials appropriate for plasmonic research: 
(1) The materials should be low-loss (small εm"). Factors leading to small εm" include: 
1-A. Intrinsically low-loss material. Intrinsic loss is mainly summed up in the damp-
ing factor γ, so we are going to find a material with the minimal value of γ. 
1-B. Minimal effects by defects and grain boundaries. It means single-crystalline 
material will be much better than polycrystalline material. 
1-C. Atomically smooth films to largely reduce SPP scattering due to rough sur-
faces. 
1-D. No interband transition. We need to carefully check whether the interband tran-
sition will occur within the spectral range of interest. Choose a material whose 
interband transition will occur at a frequency higher than the frequencies in the 
range of operation. 
1-E. No radiation leakage. If the plasmonic platform is a metal film, the thickness of 
the film should be thicker than the skin depth of the material to allow full sup-
port of the SPP mode. 
(2) The real part of the dielectric function of the material, εm', shall be negative. 
(3) Reactivity. The material should be stable in a convenient environment of operation, 
such as in the atmosphere and room temperature. A stable and inert material is pre-
ferred because it is easier to prepare and work with. 
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First, we are going to search for materials with high conductivity because their in-
trinsic loss will be low. Materials such as Ag, Au, Cu and Al will be ideal candidates con-
sidering their low values of γ. When we take a look of Fig. 2.2, we see that alkali metals 
such as Na and K also have low εm" in the visible to infrared range. Unfortunately alkali 
metals are extremely reactive to air and water so they are prohibitive in the perspective of 
practical consideration of fabrication and device operation. 
Table 2.1 From [32]. Drude model parameters for metals. ωint is the frequency of on-
set for interband transitions. 
The relevant data of εint, ωp, γ, and ωint (the frequency of onset for interband tran-
sitions) of Ag, Au, Cu and Al are listed in Table 2.1 (from Ref. [32]) as a convenient ref-
erence to the following discussion of picking out superior plasmonic materials. 
Next, we note that interband transition of Au and Cu occurs in a relatively low 
frequency, In Au, it is 2.3 eV and in Cu. it is about 2.1 eV. Interband transitions occur in 
both materials at about the green light range of the spectrum, making their applications 
mostly restricted to the infrared regime. Interband tansition occurs at 3.9 eV in Ag, which 
is at the ultraviolet (UV) range. With its low loss in the infrared to visible range, Ag is an 
ideal material for plasmonic devices operated in the range from infrared to visible light. 
Al is a very interesting material. The interband transition of Al occurs at a low 
frequency of 1.41 eV (about 800 nm, near infrared), so it seems that Al is inappropriate to 
  εint ωp (eV) γ (eV) ωint (eV) 
Ag [39, 64, 65] 3.7 9.2 0.02 3.9 
Au [39, 65] 6.9 8.9 0.07 2.3 
Cu [39, 64, 65] 6.7 8.7 0.07 2.1 
Al [66, 67] 0.7 12.7 0.13 1.41 
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work in the whole optical range. Intriguingly, the imaginary part of the dielectric function 
of Al drops steadily as the wavelength shortens (towards UV range). The crossover oc-
curs at about 420 nm againt Au and about 310 nm against Ag. See Fig. 2.2b. When the 
wavelength plunges to the UV range, the real part of the dielectric function of Al is still 
negative while that of most other materials scrambles to zero and even positive values (it 
is because Al has an extraordinarily high plasma frequency). These features make Al ap-
propriate for UV applications. 
In brief, Ag is an ideal material from infrared to visible range and Al is a promis-
ing material for the UV plasmonics. It is why I am fully dedicated to the study of these 
two materials. 
To further push the realization of nearly perfect plasmonic materials, I put great 
effort in preparing single-crystalline and atomically flat Ag and Al films which can 
greatly eliminate the detrimental effects from defects and grain boundaries. But Ag and 
Al are notorious due to their high reactivity and sensitivity to contaminants. It is known 
that Ag can easily degrade via oxidation and sulfidation, [54 - 57] and Al can immedi-
ately get oxidized even under very low exposure to oxygen. [58 - 61] These properties 
make the fabrication of plasmonic platforms based on these two materials particularly 
challenging. 
Let's take Ag first. In their recipe of preparing better plasmonic films, Kevin M. 
MaPeak et al. wrote "Ag is the most unforgiving of the four metals (Al, Cu, Ag and Au) 
to deposit...Ag is susceptible to dewetting and grain-boundary pinning." [62] In their 
work, the authors found that if the pressure in the growth chamber was higher than 10-7 
Torr the Ag films grown in such an environment would show pinholes and irregular grain 
boundaries and such poor films would inevitably lead to higher εm". 
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For Al, it is highly reactive to oxygen. Even in the best vacuum condition for a 
conventional thermal deposition facility (about 10-8 Torr), Al can still easily get oxidized. 
The remedy proposed by Kevin M. MaPeak et al. is by depositing Al at extremely high 
deposition rate (150 Å/s) to countervail the influence by residual gases. [62] 
Fortunately the problems considering the reactivity of the source material can be 
best solved by an MBE system operated in the UHV environment (the base pressure of 
my system is 3 × 10-11 Torr). Because of this extremely clean environment the trouble of 
Ag film grain boundary pinning can be largely eliminated. By growing the film on a 
carefully flashed Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface can one further assure that the film will form a 
uniform single-crystalline structure (epitaxial growth). 
For Al, a good UHV environment (good 10-11 Torr) can prevent it from oxidation 
(though a very tiny amount of oxide might not be fully excluded), assuring a high-purity 
deposition of the material onto the substrate. 
However, even if the troubles originating from the source material's reactivity can 
be satisfactorily removed in a UHV environment, a plethora of other problems come up 
before we achieve a nearly perfect and workable metal platform for plasmonics. 
The first issue concerns the flatness of the epitaxial film. As discussed in Chapter 
1, over decades surface scientists struggled to develop techniques of growing atomically 
flat metal films. Eventually a novel method to achieve this is called the "two-step 
method", i.e. depositing the film at a low temperature with a subsequent annealing to 
room temperature. By this method flat Ag films can be grown on GaAs(110) [14, 63], 
Si(100) [24] and Si(111) [24 - 26], and flat Al films on Si(111) [28]. But for plasmonic 
film preparation, two-step method poses a serious limitation - so far it was mainly em-
ployed to study very thin films (a few MLs). For plasmonic films, they should be fairly 
thick (thicker than the skin depth of the metal, mostly > 30 nm) to avoid radiation leakage. 
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Therefore one of my main jobs focused on finding novel methods to prepare thick, while 
still atomically smooth, Ag and Al films for plasmonics applications. See Chapter 4 for 
Ag and Chapter 6 for Al. 
Secondly, we need to deal with the problem of dewetting of the film. A well-pre-
pared Ag film can be safely stored in UHV without degradation, but it can quickly dete-
riorate once removed from UHV (see Chapter 5 for dewetting study). In Shih Lab we de-
veloped several methods to cap and stabilize the film. An extensively utilized one is by 
capping the film with a thin (about 3 nm) Ge layer. The capping layer can naturally serve 
as a dielectric spacer in the MIS structure. In this context, a successful capping technique 
needs to satisfy a number of requirements: (1) It shall stabilize the underlying film it is 
supposed to protect. (2) It should be universally uniform, with excellent conformity to the 
morphology of the underlying film. (3) It shall be lossless to the plamonic mode. 
Summing up all these considerations Ge will not be a good candidate to cap a 
plasmonic metal film because it is a narrow bandgap semiconductor, which may cause 
unexpected absorption in the optical spectral range. In order to produce a 
well-functioning MIS nanolaser by using a Ge-capped Ag film, Y.-J. Lu et al. further de-
posited 5 nm SiO2 onto the Ge-capped film before placing InGaN-GaN core-shell 
nanowires on this metal-dielectric platform. [48] The thin SiO2 layer, rather than Ge, 
serves as the dielectric spacer and it is unknown whether Ge causes unwanted attenuation 
to the plasmonic mode of the nanolaser. Such considerations motivate me to search for a 
better capping material, which can adequately cap the Ag film and also suitably work as a 
good dielectric spacer. Eventually I found that a thin capping layer of AlOx can fulfill the 
purpose - I will introduce the technique in Chapter 5. 
For Al, it can be naturally passivated once exposed to the atmosphere by sponta-
neously forming an oxide layer with a self-determined thickness. This native oxide layer 
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may readily serve as the capping layer and the dielectric spacer at the same time. But in-
stead of subjecting the film to the uncontrollably naturally-occurring oxidation process in 
the ambient environment, which might introduce unwanted contaminants to the surface 
and cause dewetting, I oxidized the film in-situ with a well-controlled flow of high-purity 
oxygen gas. The detail will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methods 
3.1 Home-built MBE System and Silicon Substrate Preparation 
To facilitate the study of epitaxial growth of high-quality metal films for plas-
monic applications, former lab member Dr. Charlotte E. Sanders was dedicated to the de-
sign and building of the MBE system I am currently using. With Dr. Jisun Kim and Dr. 
Chendong Zhang's assistance, they incorporated the MBE chamber into a grand UHV 
ensemble including a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) system 
and a low energy electron diffraction (LEED) analysis chamber (Fig. 3.1). Thus the sam-
ple can be grown in an extremely clean deposition environment and then transfer in-situ 
without breaking vacuum to carry out LEED and STM study. 
 
Figure 3.1 From [37]. Schematic of MBE chamber coupled with STM and LEED 
analysis chambers. 
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The MBE chamber, in which the base pressure can reach 3 × 10-11 Torr, is built 
around a four-port, water-cooled MBE growth flange based on the design by former lab 
member Professor Arthur Smith and by SVT Associates, Inc. Each of the flange's four 
ports can comfortably accommodate either an effusion cell or an electron-beam evapora-
tor mounted on a 2.75" CF flange, and each is shielded by its own shutter. We use com-
mercially Knudsen effusion cells ("K-cells") purchased from SVT Associates. Each effu-
sion cell includes a crucible loaded with the source material and a C-type thermocouple 
for temperature monitoring. We use a pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) crucible in each 
K-cell because PBN is a highly stable material, merited with its high-purity, chemically 
inert, thermally stable, low-outgassing, and non-wetting characteristics and long lifetime 
to be an ideal material as an MBE crucible. 
The source temperature is carefully controlled by Eurotherm 2408 programmable 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller that allows the temperature of the source 
material to be controlled to within 1 °C. The precise control of the source temperature is 
essential to the highly stable and reproducible deposition rate. Chilling water (about 4 °C) 
is continuously flowed through the interior of the growth flange and through the jacket 
around each growth port by a closed-cycle chilling system. Chilling water is crucial to 
maintain the vacuum in the growth chamber at or better than 10-10 Torr during deposition 
in which the source material is heated up to a high temperature. The chamber is equipped 
with an iced-water-cooled quartz crystal monitor (Maxtec, Inc. sensor crystal on Au, 6 
MHz), which allows for deposition calibration prior to the growth of the film. A commer-
cial reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system by Staib Instruments al-
lows for in-situ characterization of the film and can also be used for growth calibration by 
continuously monitoring the sample during growth. RHEED data are collected and ana-
lyzed by kSA400 RHEED software by k-Space Associates, Inc. The sample growth stage 
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is home-built (see Fig. 3.2 for the schematic of the design). It allows for direct heating 
and also for the sample to be cooled to about 90 K using a continuous flow of liquid N2. 
The temperature of the growth stage is monitored by a pair of K-type thermocouples. The 
growth stage is attached to a commercial manipulator from Thermionics Inc., which fea-
tures a precise control of x, y and z motion and a differentially pumped rotational platform 
so that the sample can be rotated during RHEED analysis (see section 4.4.3 for the need 
to rotate the sample during RHEED operation). 
 
Figure 3.2 Growth stage installed in the MBE system. The stage provides good ther-
mal conductivity, able to cool the sample down to 90 K using liquid N2 
cooling. It is also designed to allow direct heating of the sample by passing 
a direct electric current through the sample. Thus it allows the treatment of 
the highly-doped Si wafer to be carried out in-situ (see text). 
In summary, out system delivers a couple of advantages which allow us to make 
great advancement in the study of epitaxial thin films: 
(1) The base pressure of the chamber is 3 × 10-11 Torr. Even during growth the pressure 
can be kept no higher than 1.5 × 10-10 Torr. The worst pressure occurs when the 
room-temperature growth of Al with a high deposition rate (~ 5 Å/min) is carried out. 
In this situation the pressure can rise to about 5 × 10-10 Torr, still much better than 
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most growth systems. Such a clean growth environment eliminates a lot of detri-
mental effects of impurities and contaminants on the quality of the film (see discus-
sion in Chapter 2). 
(2) The K-cell provides a stable deposition with plenty of source materials. In other 
words, much more than a few depositions can be carried out in a perfectly repro-
ducible setting of growth procedure before source materials run out. By this manner 
the growth can be run without being interrupted by the necessity to constantly refill 
source materials, and hence the growth efficiency can be tremendously promoted. 
This is particularly important for thick film (> 50 nm) growth. Moreover, the 
four-port growth flange allows the installation of 4 effusion cells, expanding the ca-
pability to study different materials in a chamber. 
(3) The substrate preparation (which will be discussed below) and film growth can be 
monitored in-situ by RHEED, which allows a close assessment of the film quality 
before the sample is removed from UHV. Moreover, the film can be further analyzed 
by LEED and STM without breaking the vacuum during sample transfer. These 
powerful analysis tools allow us to design different growth methods (different sub-
strates, coverage, growth temperatures, deposition rates...et al.) and study the resul-
tant films more handily. 
The Ag and Al films we studied in this dissertation are all grown on Si(111). 
Si(111) is the substrate of choice because of its intensive use in semiconductor industry 
and its compatibility with device manufacturing. Experimentally, Si(111) has a very ap-
pealing feature: The native oxide layer on its surface can be easily removed by simply 
flashing it to about 1200 °C in UHV. It is crucial to remove the oxide layer and expose 
the pristine Si surface prior to film deposition since a film grown on top of the oxide layer 
will be polycrystalline with a very rough surface morphology (the relevant data will be 
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presented in Chapter 6. A similar study on GaAs was reported by Shi-Wei Lin et al. See 
Chapter 1). A Si(111) substrate flashed in an appropriate condition is not only cleared of 
the oxide, but also shows a well-reconstructed 7 × 7 surface. Such a well-defined and 
"atomically clean" surface is essential for the subsequent growth of an epitaxial film. In 
our study, we followed a well-established procedure to prepare a high-quality Si(111)-(7 
× 7) surface: First, we outgas the substrate by gradually passing a direct current through 
the substrate to about 2 A, which will heat up the sample to about 600 °C. After a few 
hours of outgassing, we flash the substrate to about 1200 °C by passing a high current (12 
A - 16 A, depending on the size of the sample) through it within a short period of time (a 
few seconds) followed by a quick decrease of the current. The cycle of quickly increasing 
and decreasing the current is repeated a few times to thoroughly remove the surface oxide 
and expose a well-reconstructed 7 × 7 surface. The resultant Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface can 
be confirmed by RHEED and STM (STM image is from Ref. [68]), as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
.  
Figure 3.3 (a) RHEED and (b) STM image of a Si(111) wafer with a well recon-
structed (7 × 7) surface. All films I studied in this dissertation are grown on 
such a well-reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate. STM image is from Ref. 
[68]. 
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The use of fast direct-current heating during the whole process of flashing allows 
for localized heating of the sample with the minimal heat-up on the sample holder and 
surrounding growth stage; thus, the chamber pressure can remain in the 10-10 Torr regime 
throughout the process, guaranteeing the least contamination to the Si surface. Since a 
newly prepared Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface is dense with highly reactive dangling bonds, the 
growth of a metal film shall be carried out within hours after the substrate is carefully 
flashed. 
3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Like STM, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a surface-sensitive technique capa-
ble of atomic resolution. AFM was developed by G. Binnig and C. F. Quate in 1986 to 
circumvent STM's requirements for sample conductivity (see next section for the intro-
duction of STM). [69] AFM detects tip-sample force interactions (primarily van der 
Waals though a variety of magnetic and electrostatic forces can be probed), and unlike 
STM, does not normally provide information about electronic structures. 
The surface is probed by the atomically sharp tip etched at the end of the flexible 
cantilever. There are many possible modes of operation. The most used among these op-
erations can be broadly categorized as "contact" or "tapping". Contact mode is operated 
in which the tip "contacts" the surface of the sample, drags itself over the surface while 
recording deflection of the cantilever as a function of lateral position. The disadvantage 
of the contact mode for many applications is that the tip can damage the sample. 
When operated in tapping mode, a piezoelectric element drives the cantilever near 
its resonant frequency (usually about 5 % offset from the resonant peak, as will be ex-
plained later in this section). The tip is brought near the surface of the sample where 
tip-sample interactions modify the resonant frequency as well as the resonant amplitude 
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of the tip without the tip actually touching the sample. The motion of the cantilever - in 
particular, its frequency and amplitude of vibration - is monitored, and the tip height is 
adjusted by feedback electronics which maintain a setpoint amplitude chosen by the user. 
By this manner the tip tracks the sample's topographical features, and control software 
records tip height z along a variety of parameters including oscillation amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase shift as a function of lateral position (x,y). 
 
Figure 3.4 Adapted from [72]. Schematic of the setup to detect the motion of an AFM 
tip. The setup is composed of laser and a photodiode detector. (a) Detection 
of the flexural (or tapping) motion of the tip. (b) Detection of the torsional 
motion of the tip. The four quadrants of the photodiode are labeled as 1, 2, 
3, and 4, respectively. 
The most common means of detecting cantilever position is optical: a laser is fo-
cused on the back of the cantilever, which is polished to a mirror finish or coated with a 
highly reflective material for this purpose. The laser's angle of incidence is adjusted so 
that when the cantilever is in its neutral, unflexed position, the reflected laser spot falls on 
the center of a circular photodiode detector divided into four quadrants. At the cantilever 
moves, the laser spot moves up and down or left and right from its neutral position at the 
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center, thus changing the voltages detected at each of the four quadrants in a manner that 
allows the cantilever's motion to be determined by a computer processor. If the four 
quadrants of the photodiode is labeled as 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see Fig. 3.4), the vertical motion 
of the cantilever can be determined as (V1＋V2)－(V3＋V4) and the horizontal motion as 
(V1＋V4)－(V2＋V3).Vertical cantilever motion is with the primary interest since most ap-
plications by the tapping mode are based on the measurement of the vertical motion of 
the cantilever. The measurement of the horizontal motion is mostly used in the torsional 
movement of the cantilever, which is also developed to cover a variety of research fields. 
[70, 71] 
 
Figure 3.5 The relationship of tip’s amplitude A(ω) versus tuning frequency ω with 
and without the external force. Note how the external force changes tip’s 
resonant amplitude AR and frequency ωR. 
In my study I exclusively use tapping mode to probe the surface morphology of 
the sample in the ambient environment since tapping mode provides a very stable scan in 
the atmosphere with the minimal risk of damaging the sample. As mentioned, in tapping 
mode, an AFM tip is driven to oscillate near its resonant frequency. For typical operation, 
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we first "tune" the tip in a chosen interval of frequencies, i.e. obtain the relationship be-
tween the tip's amplitude A(ω) and tuning frequency ω in the chosen window of frequen-
cies and determine a frequency near the resonant peak at which the tip is driven to oscil-
late. Once the tip is brought near the surface of the sample, the external force resulting 
from the tip-sample interaction will modify the resonant amplitude and frequency of the 
tip, as shown in Fig. 3.5. 
The influence of the external force on the oscillation of an AFM tip can be sum-


































AA                          (3.2) 
Here ΔωR and ΔAR are the shift of resonant frequency and resonant amplitude of the tip 
under the influence of the external force, respectively (see Fig. 3.5). AR is the tip's reso-
nant amplitude without the external force. ke is the equivalent spring constant of the can-













(where β is the damping factor of the oscillation). kext is the gradient of the external force 







                            (3.3) 
Here z0 is the tip’s balanced position where the spring force of the cantilever is equal to 
the external force, oeext zkzF )( 0 . From Eq. (3.1) and (3.2), we note that it is the gradient 
of the external force, kext, which modifies the resonant frequency and amplitude of the tip. 
The resonant frequency shifts to a higher value (ωR1 in Fig. 3.5) when the force gradient 
kext < 0 and to a lower value (ωR2 in Fig. 3.5) as the force gradient kext is positive. The 
amplitude will become smaller whether the force gradient kext is positive or negative. 
For tapping mode to operate in the optimal condition, the frequency is not chosen 
at the resonant frequency ω0, but at a frequency ωm which gives the steepest slope in the 
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Fig. 3.6 demonstrates the idea of making tapping mode work at ωm. When the tip is far 
from the sample, its vibration amplitude at ωm is A. When it is brought close to the sur-
face, the amplitude is shifted to A' due to the tip-sample interaction. The amplitude shift 
at frequency ωm, ΔA = A - A', is the largest compared with that at other frequencies. Since 
the sensitivity in terms of the amount of amplitude shifted by the external force is the 
largest at ωm rather than other frequencies, the tip position can be better controlled to 
stably track the surface morphology of the sample. For the tapping-mode tip I used in my 
research (from Bruker, Model TESP, with specified resonant frequency between 306 and 
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350 kHz and spring constant 20 - 80 N/m), Q is about 600, so the frequency chosen for 
tapping mode is about 6 % offset of the resonant frequency ω0. 
 
Figure 3.6 Illustration demonstrating the benefit of choosing the tapping-mode fre-
quency at ωm, at which the amplitude shows the steepest slope. 
There are a lot of factors which can seriously interfere with the operation of AFM 
in the ambient environment. The most significant among them is the capillary force pro-
duced by a thin layer of water molecules covering the surface of the sample. The setpoint 
should be carefully adjusted during the operation to avoid the tip from "snapping to" the 
surface by this strong attractive force. Generally, the interactions between the tip and 
sample is very complicated, and one must increase or decrease the separation between tip 
and sample to take account of cantilever elasticity and the magnitude and range of the 
forces involved. [74] 
AFM is a very important tool to help us interrogate the surface morphology of the 
sample. The information about the roughness of the sample can be extracted from the 
AFM image. To better understand the concept of roughness, we first assume that the 
height on each point of a surface "mesh" is expressed as h = h(xi, yj), with i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m 
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If the surface is exactly on the mean plane, it will be perfectly flat. Any deviation on the 
surface from the mean plane is the original of the roughness of the surface. To quantify 
the roughness, we define the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness, Rq, by using the square 
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However, we need to carefully interpret the value of Rq. Similar values of Rq do not nec-
essarily mean similar roughness. The morphology of the surface should also be taken into 
account before giving a conclusion about the surface quality. For example, sine-wave-like 
and saw-tooth-like surfaces can have the same RMS roughness, but their roughness can 
be very different due to their different morphologies. For most samples we studied, the 
roughness mainly comes from islands, pits, grooves, clumps and mounds, all in nanome-
ter scales, so RMS roughness is sufficient to reflect the quality of the surface in terms of 
the roughness contributed from these surface features. 
3.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), developed and first implemented by G. 
Binnig, H. Rohrer, Ch. Gerber, and E. Weibel at IBM Zurich in 1982, is a surface science 
technique to probe a sample's topography and electronic structures with atomic resolution. 
[75] It is typically used to investigate conductive, solid-state structures in a UHV envi-
ronment. When an atomically sharp conductive tip is brought sufficiently close to the 
surface of the sample, typically within a few Å, the electron wavefunctions in the tip 
overlap electron wavefunctions in the sample surface. A finite tunneling conductance is 
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generated. By applying a bias voltage between the tip and the sample, a tunneling current 
It is generated. The magnitude of this current (typically in the order of 1 - 100 pA) is a 
function of tip-sample separation, as well as of the local electronic structure of the sample 
near the tip. 
 
Figure 3.7 From [76]. Original caption: The Bardeen approach to tunneling theory. In-
stead of solving the Schrodinger equation for the coupled system, (a), Bar-
deen (1960) makes clever use of perturbation theory. Starting with two free 
subsystems, (b) and (c), the tunneling current is calculated through the 
overlap of the wavefunctions of free systems using the Fermi golden rule. 
In order to achieve sub-atomic positioning, tips are mounted on a piezoelectric 
scanner. Typically, quarted tube scanners are utilized for STM. [76] For a tube-type scan-
ner, voltages are applied between an inner electrode and one outer quarted electrode to 
achieve x, y, and z motions. In order to measure It, the output from the tunneling junction 
is sent to a current amplifier, typically with a gain of 1 V / 1 nA. The voltage value is then 
sent to the control module. Once It is measured, a negative feedback loop is established 
with It as the setpoint. During scanning, the feedback will keep It at the setpoint value. 
This is the most used mode among STM operations, called constant current imaging. 
During the scan, the scanner moves along the fast scan direction forward and backward, 
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then moves one unit forward in the slow scan direction. The procedure is repeated until a 
full image is attained. During scanning, the tip height is adjusted by feedback electronics 
which maintain the tunneling current at the setpoint. By this manner the tip tracks the 
sample's topographical features, and the image of the topography under constant current 
can be obtained. 
The greatest power of STM lies not so much in topographic as in spectroscopic 
analysis - i.e. the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Interpretation of STM and STS 
data requires a theoretical understanding of tunneling current. The Bardeen approach is 
among the most frequently used [77], and it is set forth clearly by C. J. Chen. [76] Fol-
lowing Chen's exposition, Fig. 3.7 illustrates Bardeen's approach, which side-steps the 
difficulty of solving Schrödinger equation for the complete tip-sample system by treating 
the tip and sample as two separate subsystems. As shown in Fig. 3.7b and c, ψ and χ 
represent the wavefunctions of stationary electronic states in the sample and tip, respec-
tively, corresponding to eigenenergies Eψ and Eχ. By utilizing the perturbation theory 
Bardeen argued that the probability of tunneling between any two particular states ψ and 
χ is determined by the overlap of their wavefuntions at a separation surface z = z0 inside 



























                       (3.7) 
where m is the mass of the electron and the integration is run over the surface z = z0. 
Fermi's Golden Rule states that the probability, p, of an electron in the state ψ (the 
sample) at energy Eψ tunneling to a state χ (the tip) with energy Eχ can be expressed as: 
  EEMp  22

                          (3.8) 
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The Delta function in Eq. (3.8) ensures that only states with the same energy in both elec-
trodes participate in the tunneling process. Thus, the tunneling current depends on how 
many states in the tip an electron in the sample can effectively tunnel into. Therefore, the 
tunneling current will depend on the density of states (DOS) of the tip, ρT(E), with energy 
near that of a state in the sample. The number of available states in the sample is defined 
by the density of states of the sample, ρS(E). If the density of states of the tip and sample 
does not vary appreciably near the Fermi level on the range of the applied bias V, the 
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The derivation of Eq. (3.9) can be found in C. J. Chen's book (Ref. [76]). 
Using Eq. (3.9), the tunneling current at a bias voltage V can be evaluated by 
summing over all relevant states. At finite temperature the electrons in both the sample 















where kB is the Boltzmann constant. With a bias voltage V, the total tunneling current is 







Since kBT is usually much smaller than the energy resolution required in the measurement, 
the Fermi distribution can be approximated by a step function, and the expression for the 
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Here Bardeen further assumed that the magnitude of the tunneling matrix element 
does not change appreciably in the energy interval of interest. Then, the tunneling current 
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For a metallic STM tip, we can assume that the DOS of the tip is nearly constant. There-
fore, there is a nice interpretation of the derivative of the tunneling current with respect to 
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Eq. (3.12) tells us that change in the tunneling current I with respect to the bias V is di-
rectly proportional to the local density of states of the sample. By mapping the change in 
the tunneling current I in response to changes in applied bias V, it is possible to map the 
local density of states. This is the operating principle of scanning tunneling spectroscopy. 
For both AFM and STM images the data analysis and imaging processing are car-
ried out by Gwyddion, an SPM analysis software package developed by Department of 
Nanometrology Czech Metrology Institute. Data of scanning tunneling spectroscopy are 
processed with MATLAB developed by MathWorks. 
3.4 Electron Diffraction Techniques 
3.4.1 Fundamental Concepts of Electron Diffraction 
In modern physics, scattering experiments are an important source to probe the 
surface structure in surface and thin film research. Such experiments tell us information 
about the symmetry and the geometric arrangement of atoms near the surface. An impor-
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tant consideration for such techniques is that the incident particles shall not penetrate too 
deeply into the bulk of the solid. They shall only interact with the outermost atoms on the 
surface. Electron beams are an available source for such a purpose. With improved vac-
uum environment and better preparation of sample surface, the electron diffraction tech-
niques, in which low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and reflection high energy elec-
tron diffraction (RHEED) are among the most commonly used, come into play as impor-
tant probing tools in surface science. 
To understand the essential concepts behind LEED and RHEED, a simple treat-
ment of the surface scattering process within the framework of single-scattering events 
will be sufficient. This approach is called kinematic theory, which will lead to the most 
important concept to understand the physics behind LEED and RHEED - the Ewald con-
struction in the reciprocal lattice space, as will be illustrated in this section. The theory is 
based on the assumption that the incident electron beam can be approximated as plane 
waves. This assumption is reasonable for many experimental setups if the electron gun is 
at least several centimeters away from the sample, considering that the interatomic di-
mension, where the diffraction occurs, is far smaller than the dimension of the experi-
mental setup. A well explained treatment of the theory can be found in Ref. [12]. Here we 
only list important results from the kinematic theory: 
(1) LEED and RHEED are mainly about the scattering (diffraction) of the incident elec-
tron beam by the surface atoms. All inelastic scattering can be neglected. Only elas-
tic scattering, in which 
E = E', or 'kk

 ,                         (3.13) 
needs to be considered. Here E and k

are the energy and wave vector of the incident 
electrons, respectively. And E' and 'k

are the energy and wave vector of the diffracted 
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electrons, respectively. Since RHEED operates at very high energies (about 15 keV), 
elastic scattering dominates inelastic, so the negligence of inelastic scattering is jus-
tified. In LEED, inelastic scattering can be considerable, but the retarding grid (as 
will be discussed in more detail in the LEED section below) prevents inelastically 
scattered electrons from contributing to the diffraction pattern. 
(2) The diffraction obeys the two-dimensional (2D) Laue conditions: 
|||||||| ' GkkK






are the component of the incident and diffracted wave vectors parallel 
to the sample surface, respectively. ||G

is the 2D reciprocal lattice vectors. Note that 
the third Laue condition (along the z direction, or the direction perpendicular to the 
sample surface) is missing in the 2D case since the scattering of the electrons only 
occurs on the topmost layer of the sample. 
The conditions for the occurrence of an elastic Bragg spot in the electron diffrac-
tion pattern is given by Eq. (3.13) and (3.14). In other words, the scattering vector com-
ponent parallel to the surface ( |||||| 'kkK

 ) must be a 2D reciprocal lattice vector ||G

. 
This condition is valid only for the limiting case where only the topmost atomic layer is 
involved in scattering. Since the third Laue condition is missing in the 2D case, in order 
to extend the Ewald contruction to the 2D problem we simply extend a "rod" normal to 
the surface from each 2D reciprocal lattice point (h,k), as shown in Fig. 3.8. To graphi-
cally determine a constructive interference we first orient the wave vector of the incident 
beam k

to a reciprocal lattice point, with its other end pinned as the origin to draw a circle 
of radius k

 (since the elastic scattering requires 'kk

 ), as shown in Fig. 3.8. The 
condition |||| GK

  is fulfilled for every point at which the sphere crosses a "reciprocal 
lattice rod". Therefore, to make a long story short, the electron diffraction pattern in 
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LEED and RHEED is basically the visualization of the 2D reciprocal lattice of the sur-
face (which is visualized as the spots shown in the diffraction pattern in LEED or 
RHEED ,which are called the Bragg spots). 
 
Figure 3.8 Adapted from [12]. Ewald construction for elastic scattering on a 2D lattice. 
The corresponding 2D reciprocal lattice points (h,k) are plotted on a cut 
along kx. The figure shows the fulfillment of the Bragg diffraction for the 
reciprocal lattice point (h,k) = (2,0). A number of other Bragg points can be 
observed, depending on the size of the Ewald sphere. 
However, these conditions are exact only in the limit of scattering from a true 2D 
network of atoms. In real experiments, however, electrons can penetrate several layers 
into the solid. The deeper the penetration is, the more significantly the scattering events in 
the z direction contribute to the electron diffraction pattern. This will lead to a modifica-
tion of the "rod" structure in the 2D Ewald construction. Now, as shown in Fig. 3.9, due 
to more significance from z-direction scattering, each rod will be given periodically more 
intense spots. When the Ewald sphere crosses such an "intense" spot on the rod, the cor-
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responding Bragg spot will be enhanced whereas the Bragg spot resulting from the 
crossing of the sphere with the insignificant portion of the rod will be weakened. If we 
change the primary energy of the incoming electrons, the radius of the Ewald sphere will 
change accordingly. The Ewald sphere will thus passes successively through stronger and 
weaker portions of the rod and the intensity of the Bragg spot will vary periodically. 
 
Figure 3.9 Adapted from [12]. Ewald construction for elastic scattering on a quasi-2D 
surface lattice. Now not only scattering from the topmost lattice plane, but 
also from a few underlying layers, is taken into account. The “thicker” spots 
on each rod arise from the third Laue condition (because of more penetra-
tion into the film, and consequently more scattering along the direction 
perpendicular to the surface). Correspondingly, the diffraction towards (3,0) 
will show a higher intensity than that towards )0,3( . 
One very important consideration for both LEED and RHEED is that the primary 
electron beam may deviate from an ideal plane wave. It is actually a mixture of waves of 
slightly different energy and direction. These deviations from the ideal direction and en-
ergy thus result in an finite energy width (about 500 meV) and the angular spread of the 
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beam. Due to these imperfections, the electrons impinging on the crystal surface will ex-
hibit slightly random variations in phase. If two spots on the surface have too large a 
separation, the incoming waves cannot be considered as coherent. In this situation the 
phases are not correlated and the outgoing waves cannot interfere to produce a diffraction 
pattern. In this context we define the coherent length of the electron beam such that atoms 
on the surface are considered to be illuminated by a simple plane wave if they are within 
the coherent length. Waves scattered from atoms separated more than the coherent length 
will add in intensity rather than amplitude; thus no surface feature on a scale larger than 
the coherent length can contribute to a diffraction pattern. 
3.4.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 
The standard experimental setup for LEED consists of an electron gun to produce 
the electron beam with primary energy ranging from 20 to 500 eV and a display screen to 
show the Bragg diffraction spots. At the sample surface the incident beam can have a di-
ameter on the order of mm but the coherent length is typically much less, potentially as 
small as several hundred Å. [12, 78] After interacting with the sample surface, the elec-
trons scatter back to a phophorescent screen to produce the diffraction pattern. 
A typical LEED system is exhibited in Fig. 3.10. [12] The unit of the electron gun 
consists of a direct or indirect heated filament with a Wehnelt cylinder followed by an 
electrostatic apertures A, B, C, and D. The accelerating energy is determined by the po-
tential between the cathode (filament) and apertures A and D. Apertures B and C have 
potentials intermediate between A and D and are used to focus the electron beam. Initial 
collimation is achieved by the Wehnelt cylinder which has a negative bias with respect to 
the filament cathode. The last aperture D, also called the drift tube, is usually at the same 
(ground) potential as aperture A and the sample; the same is true for the first and last 
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grids in front of the fluorescent screen. By this way a field-free space is established be-
tween the sample and the display system through which electrons travel to the surface 
and back after scattering. The fluorescent screen itself is positively biased (about 5 kV) in 
order to accelerate and collect the scattered electrons. Only high-energy electrons from 
elastic scattering can be made visible on the screen. Besides elastic scattering, inelastic 
scattering also occurs at the sample surface. These electrons are scattered with wide an-
gles and produce a relatively homogeneous background illumination of the phosphores-
cent screen. This background illumination is suppressed by giving the middle grid a 
negative bias (the "retarding" grid). The inelastically scattered electrons can thus be pre-
vented from reaching the screen. 
 
Figure 3.10 From [12]. Schematic of LEED. The integrated electron gun consists of a 
heated filament, a Wehnelt cylinder (W) and the electron optics containing 
apertures A, B, C, and D. 
An example of LEED pattern is shown in Fig. 3.11, in which LEED is carried out 
on a 40 nm Ag film grown on Si(111) by the two-step method (the growth method will be 
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discussed in detail in Chapter 4). [45] The Ag film grown on a well-reconstructed 
Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate exhibit a (111)-(1 × 1) hexagonal close packed crystalline struc-
ture. Its reciprocal lattice consists of hexagonal patterns, which can be well observed by 
LEED. We also note that the Bragg spots on the LEED pattern is very sharp, indicating a 
universally well-ordered crystalline structure of the surface. Interestingly, as will be 
shown in Chapter 6, the same pattern is also observed on the sample of Al(111)-(1 × 1) 
film grown on Si(111) at room temperature with a high deposition rate, suggesting that 
the epitaxial growth of films with good crystallinity can also be achieved at room tem-
perature. 
 
Figure 3.11 (a) (1 × 1) hexagonal-close-packed lattice structure of the Ag(111) plane in 
the real space, where a  and b

 are primitive lattice vectors. (b) Recipro-
cal lattice points of the corresponding real-space lattice structure of (a). 
Here *a  and *b

 are reciprocal lattice primitive vectors. (c) From [45]. 
LEED taken on an epitaxial Ag film (45 nm thick) grown on Si(111) show-
ing the hexagonal reciprocal lattice structure. See Chapter 4 for detailed 
discussion of the growth method. 
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3.4.3 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) 
A RHHED setup is shown in Fig. 3.12. As in the case of LEED, an electron gun 
consisting of a cathode and a series of grids and focusing elements creates an electron 
beam with smaller angular divergence. Beam divergence on the order of 0.1 mrad. is 
adequate for most applications. [79] There are two key differences between RHEED and 
LEED: 
(1) The beam energy - RHEED operates in the range of 12 - 15 keV, as opposed to a few 
hundreds of eV at most in LEED. The much higher voltages used in RHEED require 
special power supplies and vacuum feedthroughs. No acceleration of the electrons is 
necessary since the high primary energies are sufficient to produce fluorescence. The 
screen is usually planar and sometimes coated with a conducting film on the UHV 
side to prevent charge accumulation. No energy filtering of inelastic and secondary 
electrons is necessary since the diffracted beams are much more intense the back-
ground. 
(2) LEED features a relatively compact geometry: The angle of beam incidence on the 
sample in LEED is usually close to normal. RHEED, by contrast, has an open ge-
ometry, as shown in Fig. 3.12. The beam encounters the sample at an oblique angle 
and the gun and screen are much farther from the sample than in LEED. The spatial 
separation between the electron gun and sample, and of sample and screen, can be as 
long as 50 cm. Therefore, RHEED can be easily incorporated in an MBE system, 
and one can monitor the sample in-situ by RHEED during MBE growth. 
Since in RHEED, the electron beam interacts with the surface at a low glancing 
angle, RHEED patterns are highly sensitive to the azimuthal angles. For full symmetry of 
the surface to be seen, RHEED setup usually includes a sample holder that can be rotated 
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azimuthally. Like LEED, RHEED is operated under UHV to minimize accumulation of 
adsorbates on the sample surface. Good vacuum conditions are also important in RHEED 
because of the long beam path, along which defocusing can be problematic. 
 
Figure 3.12 From [1]. Schematic of an MBE chamber equipped with a RHEED system. 
Because of the low grazing angle, very flat surface is needed for RHEED. Strong 
deformation or "twisting" on the surface will shadow part of the diffraction pattern. Since 
RHEED is very sensitive to the surface quality and morphology, it is usually used as a 
primary tool to interrogate surface corrugation and growth mode during thin film deposi-
tion. However, it also means that RHEED patterns contain more information than simply 
the reciprocal lattice structure of the surface, and shall be interpreted carefully. I am going 
to explain RHEED patterns commonly observed in my study before concluding this 
chapter. 
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Fig. 3.13a shows the RHEED pattern on a 20 ML Ag film immediately after 
growth at 90 K. The film is grown on a Si(111) substrate. Fig. 3.13b is the RHEED pat-
tern on the same film after it is annealed to room temperature. 
 
Figure 3.13 (a) RHEED taken, immediately after the growth is finished, on a 20 ML Ag 
film grown at 90 K on Si(111). (b) RHEED taken on the same film, after 
annealing to room temperature. (c) STM image of the film after it is an-
nealed to room temperature. The image shows an atomically smooth mor-
phology with pits on the terrace, which are single-layer lower than the ter-
race. These surface features give rise to the “domains” introduced in the 
main text to explain the RHEED pattern observed in (b). 
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Figure 3.14 Schematic to explain the origin of streaks commonly observed in the 
RHEED pattern of thin films. (a) From [79]. Real-space lattice structure in 
a domain. (b) From [79]. Reciprocal lattice “spots” arising from the lattice 
structure and the finite domain. (c) From [79]. Schematic showing the elon-
gated streaks because of these reciprocal lattice "spots". (d) Adapted from 
[12, 79]. A more detailed depiction to explain how reciprocal lattice spots 
are elongated into streaks in the RHEED pattern due to a very oblique 
glancing angle of the incident beam, θ. 
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The streak pattern in Fig. 3.13b is commonly observed in RHEED. Fig. 3.14 is 
the schematic to explain the origin of the streak pattern. [12, 79] Consider a surface struc-
ture with a finite domain whose size is designated as L1 and L2. Due to the finite domain 
size, every reciprocal lattice point will be broadened into a spot with a dimension of 2π/L1 
× 2π/L2. These broadened spots will form "cylindrical rods" (reciprocal lattice rods) in-
stead of straight lines in Fig. 3.8. Furthermore, because of the low glancing angle, the in-
tersection with the Ewald sphere of each reciprocal lattice rod is elongated into a streak 
whose length is extended from 2π/L2 to 2π/(L2tanθ) (where θ is the glancing angle) while 
its width remains as 2π/L1. Fig. 3.14d shows in detail how the intersection of the Ewald 
sphere and the reciprocal lattice rod gives rise to the elongated streak pattern observed in 
Fig. 3.13b. 
The streaks in Fig. 3.13b are narrow and sharp, indicating that the domains are 
large and each domain contains well-ordered crystalline structure. The domains described 
here in our sample mainly come from pits and the spacing between pits on the terrace, as 
evidenced in the STM image of the 20 ML Ag film after it is annealed to room tempera-
ture (Fig. 3.13c). The mean pit diameter as well as the space between pits determines an 
average domain size (in the order of about 20 - 50 nm in our sample) and hence the di-
mension of the RHEED streak. 
Instead of the streak pattern, RHEED on the as-grown Ag film (taken at 90 K) 
(Fig. 3.13a) shows broadened, round blobs. This pattern indicates that the film, instead of 
a flat 2D structure with single-layer islands and pits, shows nanoclusters with size of tens 
of Å on the surface. We did not carry out STM on the as-grown film on Si(111). We be-
lieve that the structure shall look similar to the one which was imaged on an Ag film 
grown on GaAs(110) (see Fig. 1.3a in Chapter 1). Here, the incident beam can be scat-
tered from planes further into the crystal in the z direction than it could on a flat surface, 
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as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. Scattering from several planes will strongly modulate the in-
tensity along the reciprocal lattice rod, as shown in Fig. 3.9, giving rise to reciprocal lat-
tice spots along the rod, which are intersected by the Ewald sphere and eventually lead to 
the formation of round spots observed in the RHEED pattern. The reciprocal lattice in 
this case consists of arrays of points along each reciprocal lattice rod. These points are 
broadened owing to the finite depth of penetration by the electron beam into the film. 
Consider a square (nanocluster) domain with a dimension L × L effectively penetrated by 
the electron beam with a finite depth Lz. It will give rise to reciprocal lattice rods of di-
mension 2π/L × 2π/L plus spots with a dimension 2π/Lz lining along each rod. Since both 
L and Lz are small, it explains the broadened and round spots we observed in the RHEED 
pattern on the as-grown Ag film. 
 
Figure 3.15 Two different scattering schemes on a highly enlarged surface area: (a) Sur-
face scattering on a flat surface, and (b) bulk scattering by a three-dimen-
sional crystalline island on top of the surface, assuming that the size of the 
island is below the coherent length of the electron beam. 
The RHEED pattern of Si(111)-(7 × 7) shows a pattern with very sharp and clear 
spots, instead of elongated streaks, indicating that the surface is universally atomically 
well-ordered without being separated by domains. (Fig. 3.3) Moreover, the pattern shows 
straight lines radiating from the central diffraction spot, which are called Kikuchi lines. 
Sharp Kikuchi lines are obtained from crystals with perfect surfaces and perfect bulk lat-
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tices. Kikuchi-line formation is due to inelastic scattering, which is most easily under-
stood in the transmission electron diffraction scheme. [79] Fig. 3.16 shows a schematic of 
the process. Electrons are scattered inelastically in all directions; their intensity generally 
decreases as the scattering angle increases. In some direction, for example, P1, they will 
satisfy the Bragg condition for a set of lattice planes. These inelastically scattered elec-
trons in the direction P1 will act as pseudo-primary beam, which is then Bragg diffracted 
into a beam D1. The intensity of P1 decreases while the intensity of D1 increases due to 
the diffraction. Overall, the inelastic intensity decreases with increasing scattering angle. 
Note for each set of planes there is a corresponding inelastic scattering direction, P2, 
which also satisfies the Bragg diffraction condition to compensate for the intensity loss of 
P1. However, the process P2 is usually weaker than P1 so the compensation is insufficient 
to replace the lost intensity. The result is that the scattering to the direction of D1 is en-
hanced, which gives rise to the formation of Kikuchi lines. In short, for Kikuchi lines to 
form, an ordered crystal structure is a necessity for the Bragg condition to be satisfied in 
the inelastic scattering. 
 
Figure 3.16 Adapted from [79]. Schematic showing the formation of Kikuchi lines. 
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Finally, when we grow metal films on an untreated Si(111) substrate, the resultant 
film will be polycrystalline. The RHEED pattern of a polycrystalline film emerges as 
concentric rings (See Fig. 6.11a in chapter 6). Since the polycrystalline film is composed 
of many different crystallites with different orientations, the film is thus usually rough. In 
this case, the electrons penetrate through crystallites (Fig. 3.17a) and a transmission elec-
tron diffraction pattern is formed. In a polycrystalline film all islands have their own 
crystal orientations which are not correlated to each other. The reciprocal space is there-
fore the sum of individual reciprocal spaces with different orientations. When the crystal-
lites are randomly oriented, the resultant reciprocal lattice from the summation of unre-
lated individual reciprocal structures will be a set of concentric spheres. [80 - 82] As the 
Ewald sphere cuts through these concentric reciprocal lattice spheres the intersections 
will form the ring pattern accordingly. (Fig. 3.17b and c). 
 
Figure 3.17 From [80]. Schematic showing electron scattering through a polycrystalline 
film. (a) A polycrystalline film. (b) Ewald construction for electron diffrac-
tion through a polycrystalline film. The dark shaded sphere represnts the 
reciprocal lattice structure from a polycrystalline film that contains ran-
domly oriented crystallites. (c) The resultant ring pattern of RHEED taken 
on a polycrystalline film. 
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Chapter 4: Thick Ag Films as an Ideal Platform for Plasmonics* 
As discussed in Chapter 1, growth of high-quality metal films with single crystal-
linity and atomic smoothness is a very challenging job in surface science. Nonetheless, it 
is a very important research topic. Its importance not only lies in helping surface scien-
tists to understand complicated growth mechanism, but also in the field of plasmonics 
since it provides the technique to prepare high-quality plasmonic materials most plas-
monic researchers are unable to achieve, thus helping tremendously in the progress of 
plasmonic research (see Chapter 2). 
A magic method to prepare atomic flat metal films on semiconductor substrate is 
called the "two-step" method, i.e. growing the film at a low temperature with a subse-
quent annealing to room temperature (RT), as discussed in Chapter 1. But a difficulty in 
applying this method to the preparation of plasmonic metal films is that plasmonic films 
require a thickness more than the skin depth of the specified metal (usually thicker than 
50 nm for commonly used plasmonic metals such as Ag and Au in the spectrum of visible 
light) but the study of two-step process rarely goes beyond a few monolayes. Therefore, 
even if the two-step method has already been proved to be capable of growing atomic flat 
epitaxial metal films on a variety of substrates, it does not necessarily mean that a thick 
film grown using this method can also be atomic smooth. Exploring new methods to 
grow thick, epitaxial Ag films with atomic smoothness is thus not a trivial quest, but 
plays an important role in advancing the development of Ag-based plasmonics. In this 
chapter I am going to report our progress in the growth of thick epitaxial Ag films with 
the desired atomic smoothness. 
                                               
* Part of the work in this chapter was published. See Thomas Hartsfield et al. "Semiconductor Quantum 
Dot Lifetime Near an Atomically Smooth Ag Film Exhibits a Narrow Distribution" ACS Photonics 3, 
1085 (2016). In this work I prepared an atomically flat Ag film (40 nm thick) capped by Al2O3/MgO for 
the study of quantum dot lifetime. 
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4.1 Thick Films Grown by the Two-step Method 
 
Figure 4.1 STM images of (a) 20 ML, (b) 40 ML, and (c) 80 ML Ag films grown on 
Si(111), all by the two-step method in one shot. The RMS roughness of 
each film is (a) 0.09 nm, (b) 0.11 nm, and (c) 0.21 nm, respectively. 
In the literature review in Chapter 1 we note, as the two-step method applies to 
the growth of Ag on Si(111) with a coverage more than the critical thickness (6 ML Ag in 
this case), the resultant Ag film will form a complete overlayer on top of the Si substrate 
with an atomically smooth morphology - the film perfectly follows the step of the under-
lying substrate with 1 ML islands or pits on the terrace. But as the coverage increases 
further the film will gradually become rougher due to the lesser influence of the "elec-
tronic growth mechanism" when the film becomes thicker. A question arises naturally in 
this context: What thickness of the film one can grow using the two-step method before 
the film fully loses the atomic smoothness? To attack this question we designed a series 
of experiments in which we grew 20 ML, 40 ML, and 80 ML Ag on Si(111) using the 
two-step method (films are grown at 90 K in one shot with a subsequent annealing to RT). 
Fig. 4.1 shows the STM images of these three films. 20 ML Ag perfectly preserves the 
atomic smoothness. 40 ML Ag is still atomic flat though it starts to show a little more 
complicated structures and multi-layer islands and pits. Interestingly, 80 ML Ag com-
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pletely loses the atomic flatness - it shows a very different morphology than 20 ML and 
40 ML films. It is also very different from the room-temperature-grown films following 
the SK mode (flat islands with meandering grooves down to the wetting layer). 
 
Figure 4.2 Zoom-in STM image of 80 ML Ag grown on Si(111) using the two-step 
method. The surface is very rough with high densities of dislocations and 
pits. 
With a closer inspection of this film, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the zoom-in STM im-
age, we see that the structure of the film is very rough, with a high density of pits and cre-
vasses. Apparently the film does not follow the SK growth mode. Since the film is grown 
at 90 K, the low temperature limits the mobility of the Ag atoms to move kinetically to 
the thermodynamically stable state, i.e. the growth of 3D islands after the completion of 
the wetting layer. Instead, the atoms are "frozen" to where they land on the surface with a 
high density of nanoclusters. By this manner the low-temperature deposition cut off the 
route for the film to relieve the strain from the mismatch with the substrate through the 
formation of 3D islands. Thus, in the subsequent annealing to room temperature, the film 
needs to relieve the strain through other mechanisms, which lead to the creation of a 
highly rough structure and a high density of dislocations and pits. The cause of the un-
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evenness of the film not only comes from the necessity of strain relief, but also from the 
fact that the electronic mechanism is much weakened in this thicker film, thus failing to 
stabilize the film and to maintain its flatness. 
STM studies were carried out by my colleague Dr. Chendong Zhang. I express my 
gratitude to him. 
This thickness-dependent experiment shows that it is not possible to grow an 
atomically smooth thick film using the two-step method. Beyond 80 ML (or some cover-
age less than 80 ML, considering that there might exist a "threshold thickness" located 
between 40 ML and 80 ML beyond which the film will lose atomic smoothness), the film 
grown by the two-step method will completely lose the atomic smoothness. However, one 
may avoid this "one-shot" growth, i.e. growing the film directly to its desired thickness, 
but instead, grow only 20 ML or 30 ML each time until the film reaches the desired 
thickness. Therefore, one method we conceive, still using the two-step method, is to grow 
the film no more than 30 ML at 90 K with a subsequent annealing to RT during a cycle of 
the two-step growth. The growth is repeated until the desired thickness is reached. In Fig. 
4.3, the RHEED pattern of the 40 nm Ag (Fig. 4.3b) shows sharp streaks representing a 
long-range, well-crystallized nature of the film, and the AFM image (Fig. 4.3c) of the 
same film after being capped by Al2O3/MgO (the capping is crucial to preventing rapid 
degradation of epitaxial film due to surface oxidation in ambient conditions. See Chapter 
5 for detailed discussion) shows a surface morphology of atomic smoothness, with a 
small RMS roughness (0.22 nm), both confirming the single-crystallinity and the atomic 
flatness of the film. However, it is noticeable that RHEED streaks on the 40 nm film (Fig. 
4.3b) are broader than on the 20 ML film (Fig. 4.3a), indicating that the thick film is in 
general rougher than the thin film. 
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Figure 4.3 RHEED on (a) 20 ML Ag and (b) 40 nm Ag grown on Si(111). RHEED 
patterns of both are taken on the same film. The thick, 40 nm Ag film is 
grown by a repeated two-step manner, in which only 20 ML Ag (or less) is 
grown in each growth cycle until the desired thickness is reached. RHEED 
in (a) is taken after the first cycle of growth and RHEED in (b) is taken af-
ter the last cycle of growth. (c) AFM image of the 40 nm Ag capped by 2.0 
nm Al2O3 and 1.5 nm MgO. The RMS roughness of the film is 0.22 nm. 
Our refined two-step Ag films show excellent optical properties. Yanwen Wu et al. 
probe the film's intrinsic optical properties by using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). [45] 
Fig. 4.4b shows dielectric functions ε' and ε" of the Ag film (thickness = 40 nm, without 
capping layers). The sharp rise in ε" around 4 eV corresponds to the onset of the d-band 
transition in Ag. Also shown in the figure are reported values of ε" by JC. JC data show 
the lowest reported plasmonic losses in Ag, [39] while the data from generally-cited 
Palik's handbook [40] are more realistic. Fig. 4.4c and d compared the measured results 
of ε" for the epitaxial film (capped by Al2O3 and MgO) and that of the conventionally 
thermally evaporated film (thickness of both films = 45 nm). Not surprisingly, the thermal 
film shows higher ε" than the epitaxial film due to its surface roughness and polycrystal-
linity (both contribute to more inelastic scattering). The significance in the measurement 
is that the ε" values from our epitaxial film are even lower than those from JC data in the 
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visible light range. The capping layers (Al2O3 and MgO), as expected, have no significant 
effect on the film's intrinsic properties. Overall, SE measurements confirm that our epi-
taxial films have a significantly lower intrinsic damping than thermal films and that from 
widely-cited Palik's data. However, the most substantial consequence of low loss of our 
epitaxial films is that they significantly reduce the SPP scattering, which can be demon-
strated by measuring the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) propagation length. The meas-
urement was carried out on a 45 nm epitaxial Ag film by Yanwen Wu et al. The propaga-
tion length at 632 nm is measured to be 22 μm and at 880 nm the propagation length is 42 
μm. Theoretical simulation shows that the propagation on a 200 nm thick Ag film is much 
longer (247 μm at 632 nm and 755 μm at 880 nm) than the measured values. This is be-
cause the thickness of the film, 45 nm, is close to the skin depth of Ag, and therefore for 
SPPs propagating in the film there is significant radiation leakage into the substrate. 
To demonstrate the potential of our epitaxial, two-step-grown Ag films in plas-
monic research, Thomas Hartsfield et al. carried out an experiment in which they placed 
CdSe/CdS core/thick-shell giant quantum dots (gQDs) on an atomically smooth epitaxial 
Ag film I prepared (the one in Fig. 4.3). [83] In comparison, gQDs were also transferred 
to a thermally evaporated rough Ag film (also 40 nm in thickness, RMS roughness = 3.57 
nm) and a glass substrate. The lifetime measurement of gQDs on each of the three differ-
ent substrates was carried out on many individual gQDs and the distribution of lifetime 
can be plotted accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The average gQD lifetime and standard 
deviation extracted from the statistical analysis of these measurements can be summa-
rized as follows: 0.6 ± 0.2 ns (epitaxial Ag film), 6 ± 2 ns (rough thermal film), and 33 ± 
11 ns (glass). Apparently the lifetime of gQDs placed on an atomically smooth epitaxial 
Ag film displays both a greater reduction in lifetime and a significantly narrower distri-
bution of lifetime. This study demonstrates that atomically smooth epitaxial Ag films can 
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serve as an ideal platform for reliable control over the QD lifetime and may lead to im-
proved photodetectors and light emitting devices requiring fast response or modulation. 
 
Figure 4.4 From [45]. (a) Schematic of two epitaxial Ag films. (I) is the 40 nm epi-
taxial Ag without capping. (II) is the 45 nm epitaxial Ag film capped by 
Al2O3/ MgO. (b) Energy dependence of the imaginary part of the dielectric 
function of Ag, ε", extracted from the SE measurement carried out on sam-
ple (I), the uncapped 40 nm epitaxial Ag film. (c) ε" of Ag measured on 
sample (II), the 45 nm epitaxial Ag film capped by Al2O3/ MgO. (d) ε" of 
Ag measured on an uncapped 50 nm thermal film deposited at a rate of 0.35 
nm/s. The vertical dashed lines in (b - d) indicate the energy at which ε" for 
the epitaxial film is ~ 2 times smaller than that from JC’s measurement. The 
light grey shade represents the errors in the JC data. Fitting residues are 
plotted below (b), (c), and (d). 
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Figure 4.5 From [83]. Statistical analysis of photoluminescence (PL) of gQDs on glass, 
rough Ag and smooth Ag: (a) A typical PL lifetime measurement of a single 
gQD on each substrate. (b) Statistical distribution of gQD PL lifetimes on 
each substrate; inset shows a detailed distribution of gQD lifetimes on 
smooth Ag in ns. (c) Statistical distributions of average PL intensity on each 
substrate. 
4.2 Thick Films Grown with an Efficient Method Combining Fast Deposition and 
Post Annealing 
Although the repeated cycle of the two-step growth discussed in the previous sec-
tion can successfully grow high-quality Ag films for plasmonic studies, it poses two seri-
ous shortcomings: 
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(1) It is very time-consuming. The growth of a new cycle should wait until the film is 
fully returned to the room temperature from the previous cycle. Mostly one can only 
run one or two cycles a day. Since each cycle allows very little coverage (less than 
30 ML) to grow compared with the target thickness (more than 40 nm), a lot of cy-
cles are needed before reaching the target thickness. If thicker films are to grow, 
such as one thicker than 100 nm, the days needed to prepare a sample will make this 
method completely infeasible. 
(2) Even if the repeated running of the two-step method can achieve a high-quality film, 
it nonetheless cannot avoid the deterioration of the film quality after a few cycles of 
growth. The STM image of the 40 nm Ag (Fig. 5.5c in Chapter 5) shows a pretty 
"rough" surface with multi-layer islands and pits, compared with the genuinely 
"atomic smooth" film with only single-layer islands and pits, though such two-step 
films are still much better in the perspective of plasmonic research compared with 
commonly used thermal films in the field. 
Due to these difficulties, growing an epitaxial Ag film of thickness in the range of 
40 nm - 50 nm by the repeated two-step process can already be a very demanding task, 
and the growth of a much thicker film with thickness of several hundreds of nanometers 
will be unrealistic altogether. However, as demonstrated in the previous section, the SPP 
propagation length is serious limited on a 45 nm Ag film because the film is too thin to 
fully support the SPP mode - a significant loss occurs due to radiation leakage to the sub-
strate. Therefore, it is imperative to grow a much thicker film than the ones we currently 
prepared by the two-step method if we are going to expand the applicability of the films 
in plasmonics. Due to these constrictions posed by the two-step method, we need to find a 
new, more efficient method to grow epitaxial films with thickness in the range of hun-
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dreds of nanometers while the film quality (in terms of crystallinity and surface smooth-
ness) can still be comparable to the two-step films. 
Before designing a new method to realize the growth of thick, atomically smooth 
epitaxial films with significant reduction of preparation time, we may first go through lit-
erature about growth of thick Ag films and see what techniques learned from these earlier 
studies can help us design a new method. 
Logeeswaran VJ et al. showed that a mediating Germanium (Ge) layer deposited 
onto a SiO2/Si(100) (SiO2 is the native oxide layer) prior to the deposition of Ag can sig-
nificantly reduce the roughness of the film. [84] In the experiment they used a conven-
tionally thermal deposition system (base pressure is about 10-6 Torr) equipped with 
E-beam evaporators. All depositions are carried out at room temperature. In the experi-
ment they deposited 2 nm Ge onto the SiO2/Si(100) substrate and then 15 nm Ag. To 
compare, they also prepared a sample with a direct deposition of 15 nm Ag onto 
SiO2/Si(100). From AFM images and surface height distributions the authors showed that 
the Ge-mediated Ag film (RMS roughness is 0.6 - 0.8 nm) is far smoother than an Ag 
film directed deposited on the oxide substrate (RMS roughness is 6 - 8 nm). 
Another method to produce smooth Ag films is by doping the film with a different 
material during film growth. Deen Gu et al. showed that an Ag film (thickness = 15 nm) 
grown on SiO2/Si(100), with a continuous doping of aluminum (Al) during growth, ex-
hibits far smoother morphology (RMS roughness is about 0.43 nm) than a pure Ag film 
(RMS roughness is 6.87 nm) of the same thickness also grown on SiO2/Si(100). [85] 
Moreover, the authors also showed that the Al-doped Ag film (15 nm in thickness) is 
thermally stable - the film can endure an annealing temperature as high as 300 °C without 
dewetting due to a thin capping layer of aluminum oxide spontaneously formed on the 
surface of the film. 
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The mechanism to form a smooth Ag film by either Al doping or a Ge-mediating 
layer is possibly through the enhancement of the density of nucleation sites. However, 
both Al and Ge are not appropriate materials in the regime of visible wavelengths. Al will 
cause tremendous absorption of visible lights due to its interband transition at about 1.4 
eV (~ 800 nm, in the infrared regime. See Chapter 2) and Ge, despite a semiconductor, 
has a narrow band gap (0.67 eV) [86] and can also cause unexpected absorption. There-
fore we will not consider either method to grow thick films. But since both of them indi-
cates the significance of preparing a smooth film by increasing the density of nucleation 
sites, an alternative we think can achieve the same purpose is by dramatically increasing 
the deposition rate (much higher than that employed in the two-step growth), as we 
learned from the general growth mechanism in Chapter 1. 
Another novel method, called "template stripping", to prepare smooth Ag films 
(and high-definition nanostructures on the film) is developed by Dr. David J. Norris' 
group. [87, 88] First, the film of a desired plasmonic material such as Ag or Au is depos-
ited onto a well-cleaned Si substrate (served as the "template"). Secondly, a layer of ep-
oxy is deposited (coated) over the metal film. Finally, the entire film, along with the ep-
oxy coating, can be peeled off from the Si template. The freshly exposed surface origi-
nally in contact with the template will have a much smoother morphology than the sur-
face of a directly deposited film. Since our purpose is to grow a smooth film directly on 
the Si substrate, we will not consider this method, although this method may improve the 
surface quality of widely-used thermal films. 
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Figure 4.6 From [89]. AFM images of single-crystalline Ag films [(a) 100 nm, labeled 
as SC1 and (b) 200 nm, labeled as SC2 by the authors] and polycrystalline 
Ag films [both are 200 nm, engineered with different roughness qualities. (c) 
is labeled as PC1 and (d) is labeled as PC2 by the authors]. These films 
have RMS roughness of 0.82 nm, 1.30 nm, 0.81 nm, and 1.39 nm, respec-
tively. (e) SPP propagation lengths on a single-crystalline Ag film (SC1) 
and poly-crystalline Ag film (PC1). The dashed line is the predicted propa-
gation length using the measured dielectric function of SC1, as well as as-
suming only Ohmic losses and no roughness. (f) SPP propagation lengths 
on a single-crystalline Ag film (SC2) and poly-crystalline Ag film (PC2). 
The dashed line is the predicted propagation length using the measured di-
electric function of SC2, as well as assuming only Ohmic losses and no 
roughness. 
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Interestingly, Dr. David J. Norris' group also explored methods to grow sin-
gle-crystalline Ag films. [89] In this work Jong Hyuk Park el al. grew Ag films on mica 
in a sputtering system (base pressure is about 10-6 Torr). The deposition rate is set to the 
maximal value the system can cope with, which is 1.65 nm/s. The purpose of this inten-
tional choice of the highest deposition rate is not only to increase the density of nuclea-
tion sites, but also to reduce the effect of grain boundary pinning due to relatively high 
concentration of impurities in the sputtering chamber. [62] To grow single-crystalline Ag 
films, the authors deposited Ag at a substrate temperature of 350 °C. Single-crystalline 
films can be grown as the substrate temperature is above 300 °C, but they found that the 
film can be particularly smooth as the substrate temperature is at 350 °C, rather than other 
temperatures. At a lower substrate temperature the mobility of Ag atoms may not be high 
enough to form a smooth surface while at a higher temperature the film may start to 
dewet. The resultant films, with thickness of 100 nm and 200 nm, have RMS roughness 
of 0.82 nm and 1.30 nm, respectively. It is noticeable that the authors also prepared poly-
crystalline films with similar roughness as single crystalline films for comparison. Al-
though the RMS roughness is not different, AFM images of single crystalline films show 
much smoother morphology than those of polycrystalline films. (Fig. 4.6a - d) The 
propagation measurement, as expected, demonstrated that single crystalline films have 
longer propagation length (because of significantly reduced scattering by grain bounda-
ries). The measurement is summarized in Fig. 4.6e and f. 
I intensively searched for literature of thick film growth but unfortunately it 
seemed that no groups I surveyed so far did achieve the growth of atomically smooth 
films. However, we may still summarize what we learned from these earlier studies: 
(1) Increasing the density of nucleation sites during growth shall improve the surface 
smoothness. Researchers achieve this by doping the Ag film with a different material 
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during growth or growing a mediating layer prior to Ag film growth. Instead of us-
ing either of these methods, we may simply increase the deposition rate to a much 
higher value than currently used one in the two-step growth (~ 1 Å/min). 
(2) The substrate temperature is crucial to determine whether the film will be single 
crystalline or polycrystalline, as well as the smoothness of the film. In the study of 
Ag films grown on mica, the authors found that the best substrate temperature to 
grow a smooth single-crystalline Ag film is at 350 °C. To simplify the growth 
method, we decide to grow films at room temperature with a post-growth annealing 
at an elevated temperature. The choice of annealing temperature is tricky - it shall be 
high to allow Ag atoms enough mobility to "smooth out" the surface, but should not 
be too high or the film will be dewetted. 
To help us design a feasible scheme of room temperature growth with a subse-
quent high-temperature annealing (all conducted in UHV), we also surveyed the pub-
lished study of Ag film dewetting. Unfortunately most studies were carried out on very 
thin Ag films (a few monolayers). [57, 90] Charlotte E. Sanders et al. showed that a 10 
ML Ag grown on Si(111) will dewet at an annealing temperature as low as 50 °C. [57] 
To investigate the thermal stability of Ag films, H. C. Kim et al. used the in-situ 
four-point probe technique to monitor the resistivity of an Ag film while ramping up the 
temperature of the film. [91] The films were thermally deposited on SiO2 using elec-
tron-beam evaporation. The resistivity measurement versus temperature shows a steep 
increase of resistivity of the film once the temperature is above some specific value (de-
pending on the thickness of the film) - which is defined as the "onset temperature". The 
onset temperature for a 35 nm Ag is about 102 °C and for 69 nm about 203 °C. The steep 
increase of the resistivity of the film above the onset temperature indicates that the film is 
thermally unstable above this temperature. In other words, the film is dewetted. Interest-
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ingly, the authors did not observe any steep increase of the resistivity within temperatures 
of study (up to 600 °C) once the film is thicker than 85 nm. The results are summarized in 
Fig. 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 From [91]. Resistivity as a function of temperature for various film thick-
nesses of Ag on SiO2 annealed in a vacuum at 0.1 °C/s. 
Although the absence of onset temperature of Ag films thicker than 85 nm is du-
bious, and although the study was carried out on Ag films grown on SiO2, rather than 
Si(111), results from H. C. Kim et al. are still valuable for us to consider appropriate an-
nealing temperatures: (1) As the film is thicker, the onset temperature of dewetting will be 
higher. (2) Once the temperature is above the onset value, the steep increase in resistivity 
indicates that dewetting of the film can proceed very rapidly. 
In 2002 the former lab member Professor Hongbin Yu and coworkers conducted 
an experiment in which they studied dewetting behavior of thin, two-step-grown Ag films 
on GaAs(110). [63] Thin films about or less than 6 ML are highly unstable - even in the 
UHV environment - that they show spontaneous dewetting which proceeds with time af-
ter they are warmed up to room temperature following low-temperature growth (see Fig. 
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5.1 in Chapter 5). Surprisingly, a thicker, 25 ML Ag shows an opposite behavior - it be-
comes smoother as it stays longer in UHV after warm-up to room temperature. Moreover, 
the 25 ML Ag film can even be smoothed further by annealing the film at 385 K (Fig. 5.2 
in Chapter 5). They observed that on the thin film (≦ 6 ML), dewetting is launched from 
the sites of elongated and narrow rectangular-shaped "slits" (voids) which reach down to 
the GaAs substrate (Ag does not "wet" GaAs). In opposite, 25 ML Ag is thick enough to 
completely cover the substrate without deep pits down to the substrate, which may render 
the film thermally stable even in an elevated temperature. In brief, the thermal stability of 
a thin film can be significantly improved if the film is thick enough to completely cover 
the substrate. By applying appropriate annealing temperature, the film can be smoothed 
out rather than get dewetted. 
While the previous study was carried out on Ag films grown on GaAs(110), to test 
the thermal stability of Ag films with similar thickness on Si(111), we grew a 30 ML Ag 
film on Si(111) using the two-step method. The STM images in Fig. 4.8 show that the 
film is thermally stable after it is annealed to 300 °C for 1 hour in UHV. The little dots on 
the surface after annealing possibly come from slight contamination during annealing. 
Therefore, to anneal a thick Ag film of several hundreds of nanometers in thickness, the 
film shall be heated up to above 300 °C. However, the annealing temperature shall be 
very carefully controlled since the film can dewet rapidly once heated up above its 
dewetting onset temperature. 
Overall, our new method comprises two steps, which will fully circumvent the 
two-step process: (1) The film is grown at room temperature with a high deposition rate 
(30 Å/min). (2) The film is annealed at about 400 °C for 30 minutes. The film is annealed 
by an e-beam bombardment heating stage. 
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Figure 4.8 STM images of (a) 30 ML Ag deposited on Si(111) using the two-step 
method, and (b) the same film after annealing at 300 °C for 1 hour. The 
film does not dewet after annealing, indicating that it is thermally stable 
under a temperature of 300 °C. Image size of both (a) and (b): 1 μm × 1 
μm. 
Fig. 4.9a shows the RHEED pattern of the 150 nm Ag film grown on Si(111) at 
room temperature with a deposition rate of 30 Å/min. Fig. 4.9b is the corresponding STM 
image of the film. As expected, the film is rough with large "mounds". However, the film 
is well-ordered - the mounds are round with a layered, "wedding-cake" structure. The top 
of mounds is atomically flat. The wedding-cake structure is the manifestation of the step 
barrier, which is commonly observed on the growth of Ag films as discussed in Chapter 1. 
A very interesting feature in RHEED of the film is that the RHEED still shows sharp 
streaks from the (111)-(1 × 1) surface structure. It means that the film, despite its rough-
ness, still preserve a good crystallinity. The sharpness of the streaks indicates that the 
domains are large. In other words, These domains might be related to the large mounds 
on the thick film's surface. Because the size of the mounds (about 100 nm laterally and 5 
nm in height) is very probably beyond the coherent length of the electron beam, the elec-
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tron beam can only "discern" a local crystalline structure and hence gives rise to the 
streak pattern reflecting the (111)-(1 × 1) structure. 
Here we note that the intensity along the streaks in Fig. 4.9a is not homogeneous - 
there exists a bright spot on each of the streak. This pattern has some similarity to the pat-
tern taken on the as-grown Ag at 90 K (Fig. 3.13a in Chapter 3), indicating that there are 
some three-dimensional contribution to the diffraction pattern due to the scattering of the 
electron beam involving a few layers into the film along the z direction. The difference 
between this case and that of the as-grown Ag at 90 K is mainly about the size of Ag clus-
ters on the surface. The size of mounds on the thick film is much larger (about 100 nm 
laterally with the height about 5 nm) than the size of nanoclusters on the as-grown Ag at 
90 K (about a few tens of Å both laterally and in height). Therefore, the domains on the 
as-grown low-temperature Ag film are much smaller, giving rise to the relatively large 
spots in the RHEED pattern. The lack of the streak-like RHEED pattern on the as-grown 
Ag film at 90 K comes from the fact that the electron beam penetrates more deeply into 
the film due to these nanoclusters and hence the contribution from z-direction scattering 
to the RHEED pattern is enhanced and gives rise to round spots rather than elongated 
streaks. Finally, in a smoother, two-step film, the RHHED pattern shows streaks with 
more homogeneous intensity (see Fig. 5.5a and Fig. 5.6a in Chapter 5). The difference 
between the smooth film and the rough thick film is that a smoother film may cause less 
scattering from z-direction penetration, making the diffraction on the smooth surface 




Figure 4.9 (a) RHEED on 150 nm Ag grown on Si(111) at room temperature with a 
high deposition rate, 30 Å/min . (b) The corresponding STM image of the 
rough, room-temperature-grown film. RMS roughness of the film: 1.95 nm. 
(c) RHEED on the same film after it is annealed at about 400 °C for 30 
minutes. (d) STM image of the “smoothed” film after annealing. RMS 
roughness: 0.27 nm. (e) Ex-situ AFM image of the annealed 150 nm Ag 
film capped by a thin AlOx layer (about 1.0 nm thick). RMS roughness is 
about 0.4 nm. 
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Fig. 4.9c and d show RHEED pattern and STM image after the thick film (150 
nm) is annealed at about 400 °C in UHV, respectively. Very interestingly, the film 
smoothes out to the (nearly equilaterally) triangular structure after annealing. The trian-
gular surface morphology might be the most stable state when the atoms have high 
enough mobility to diffuse on the surface to "smooth out" the surface before the onset of 
dewetting. The formation of the triangular morphology might be associated with the un-
derlying Si steps and the strain in the Ag film originating from the Ag-Si heteroepitaxy. 
Interestingly, similar phenomena are also observed in the thick Pb film grown on Si(111). 
Therefore, the mechanism behind the formation of the triangular structure may be more 
related to the kinetics of the diffusion of atoms on the surface and thermodynamic stabil-
ity of the triangular structure, rather than properties related to specific materials such as 
electronic structures of the material. One possibility that the triangular pattern is favored 
rather than the round-mound structure (the favored morphology following the SK mode) 
is that triangles form a more compact structure than mounds. As shown in the zoom-in 
STM image in Fig. 4.10 on the same film, triangular "flakes" perfectly align with each 
other with single-layer height difference among neighboring triangles. In opposite, 
mounds can never form a compact structure - there are inevitably deep "crevasses" 
among neighboring mounds. Moreover, among equilateral polygonal structures, equilat-
eral triangles are favored rather than other polygons such as squares and hexagons be-
cause triangles can form the most possibly compact structure. However, a complete pic-
ture to describe the mechanism of the formation of the triangular surface morphology on 
a thick metal film after elevated-temperature treatment needs a more thoroughly theoreti-
cal studies such as calculations and simulations to show that the equilaterally triangular 
structure is indeed the most stable state. 
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Figure 4.10  (a) Zoom-in STM image of 150 nm epitaxial Ag after annealing at ~ 400 
°C. The arrangement of a nearly perfect equilateral triangular structure can 
be clearly seen. (b) The line profile along AA' in (a) shows that neighboring 
triangular flakes have a height difference of a single layer of Ag(111), 
which is about 2.4 Å. 
The RHEED pattern on the thick Ag film after annealing shows Kikuchi lines, in-
dicating that the film possess excellent crystallinity with perfect surface and perfect bulk 
lattice structure (see discussion in Chapter 3). To complete the study, we capped the film 
with a thin AlOx overlayer (see Chapter 5 for the capping method). The ex-situ AFM im-
age (Fig. 4.9e) of the film shows an atomically smooth morphology after capping (RMS 
roughness is about 0.4 nm), suggesting that the film can readily serve as an ideal platform 
for plasmonic study. 
In this section we demonstrated a new method, with much higher efficiency com-
pared with the time-consuming two-step method, to grow thick Ag films with atomic 
smoothness and nearly perfect crystallinity. There are still a lot of questions yet to answer 
about the growth mechanism of this method. During annealing, the role of strain in the 
Ag film and the interface structure between Ag and Si in this heteroepitaxial system shall 
be further studied. Very intriguingly, our collaborators, led by Dr. Wen-Hao Chang in 
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National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan, observed lasing behavior at 4 K on a nanos-
tructure of rectangular InAsP waveguides with four layers of strained InGaAsP QDs em-
bedded in the nanostructure, when they placed the nanostructure on our atomically 
smooth 150 nm Ag film (the study is out of the scope of the dissertation so I will not pre-
sent the data here). We believe that in the coming future our capability in preparing 
high-quality thick Ag films will make huge contributions to the plasmonic community. 
Annealing experiments and STM studies were carried out by my colleague Qiang 
Zhang. I express my gratitude to him. 
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Chapter 5: Capping Techniques to Stabilize Ag Films from Dewetting 
In Chapter 1, we introduced a novel method called the "two-step" method to pre-
pare atomically smooth Ag films on semiconductor substrates. In Chapter 4 we reported 
fast deposition at room temperature with post-growth annealing at elevated temperature 
to facilitate the growth of atomically smooth thick Ag films. Unfortunately, the flat mor-
phology of these films is mostly in a metastable state, i.e. films will start to dewet and 
roughen as they find channels to move to an energetically more stable state. That means, 
films can degrade even in UHV at room temperature. Most atomically flat films by the 
two-step method cannot survive the "hostile" ambient environment. It is therefore im-
perative to find methods to stabilize these films in order to make them more applicable in 
important fields such as device manufacturing, nano-photonics and plasmonics, and bio-
sensing. In this Chapter I am going to review studies of thin film dewetting relevant to 
my research and report methods successfully developed in Shih Lab to stabilize these 
atomically smooth epitaxial Ag films. 
5.1 Dewetting of Atomically Smooth Ag Films 
5.1.1 Dewetting of Ag on GaAs(110) 
The work by Arthur R. Smith et al. showed the possibility of preparing atomically 
flat Ag films on a semiconductor substrate (see Chapter 1). [14] Hongbin Yu et al. further 
explored the stability of such thin films prepared by the same two-step technique (depos-
iting the film at temperatures below 140 K, followed by subsequent annealing to room 
temperature). [63] As learned from the work done by Arthur R. Smith et al., when the 
coverage is close to the critical thickness (about 6 ML), the Ag film deposited on 
GaAs(110) will show flat tops with small, rectangle-shaped voids, which extend down to 
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the GaAs substrate. Thus, to study the evolution in UHV of the morphology of Ag films 
with voids, Hongbin Yu et al. deposited 6.4 ML Ag on in-situ cleaved GaAs(110) at a low 
temperature and annealed the film to room temperature (RT). The as-prepared Ag film 
showed flat tops whose thicknesses are mostly 6 ML and 7 ML, with voids (down to the 
substrate) interspersed over the surface. During the early stage at RT, the film evolved 
towards the formation of a large 7 ML area, with the consumption of the 6 ML region and 
also with the enlargement of the voids (Fig. 5.1, a - c). As the film stayed at RT for longer 
time it started to show the 8th, 9th and 10th layers (Fig. 5.1, d - f). The film slowly 
evolved from a 2D atomically flat structure to a 3D rough film with multilayer features. 
 
Figure 5.1   From [63]. STM images of 6.4 ML Ag on GaAs(110) taken (a) 162, (b) 292, 
(c) 422, (d) 1387, (e) 4577, and (f) 6363 min after warm-up to room tem-
perature. 
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There are two significant features in the evolution of the Ag film with voids: (1) 
During the evolution, the voids are enlarged, but the density of voids does not increase. (2) 
Both the enlargement of voids and the formation of higher layers are highly anisotropic - 
they elongate more along the length rather than expand on the width. 
To explain feature (1), we simply consider the formation of a void. To form a void, 
atoms must be continuously expelled from the void. Upward migration of Ag atoms from 
a void to the terrace experience a barrier which must be overcome thermodynamically. 
The barrier can be further reinforced considering the possibility that there exist no inter-
mediate "shallower" voids because of the 7 ML preference due to the quantum size effect. 
Therefore at RT the Ag atoms are not thermodynamically mobile enough to overcome 
such a barrier to form new voids. To explain feature (2), M. M. R. Evans et al. proposed a 
theory in which there are two types of facets of either voids or islands and atoms on one 
type of the facet are experiencing less barrier to migrate upwards than atoms on the other 
type of the facet. [92] 
The significance of the dewetting of Ag films is that it is launched from voids (or 
pits). Similar phenomena were also observed in Al films, which I will present in Chapter 
6. It hints that, atoms aligning the edge of a void are thermodynamically more unstable 
and the barrier for them to migrate upwards is so small that even at RT the atoms are al-
ready mobile enough to overcome the barrier to move upwards. 
The fate of Ag films will be entirely different when the coverage is increased to a 
degree in which a complete overlayer, which fully covers the substrate without voids, is 
allowed to form. As shown by Hongbin Yu et al. the evolution of 25 ML Ag was towards 
a smoother morphology when the film stayed longer at RT in a UHV environment. The 
film can even be smoothed further by annealing it to an elevated temperature (385 K). 
See Fig. 5.2. Due to these findings, we believed that it is possible to produce atomically 
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smooth films much thicker (> 50 nm) than those typically studied in two-step growth by 
applying appropriate annealing conditions. The relevant discussion and results have been 
reported in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.2 From [63]. STM images (left) and the respective height distribution (right) 
of 20 ML Ag on GaAs(110). (a) and (b) show that the film evolves to a 
smoother morphology after 13 hrs at room temperature. (c) was obtained 
after the film was annealed to 385 K for 20 min. 
5.1.2 Dewetting of Ag on Si(111) in Ambient Conditions 
Ag deposited on Si(111) by the two-step method showed a critical thickness of 
about 6 ML (see Chapter 1). When the coverage is higher than 6 ML, the film will com-
pletely cover the substrate with atomically flat surface (the surface is characterized by flat 
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terraces adorned with islands 1 ML higher and pits 1 ML lower than the terrace). Similar 
to the case of Ag on GaAs(110), if there are no voids on the surface, an Ag film on Si(111) 
will become smoother as it stays for longer time at RT in a UHV environment, as shown 
in Fig. 5.3. [37] A significant reduction in the density of both islands and pits can be ob-
served in the STM image after the film (kept at RT) was parked in UHV for 9 days. 
 
Figure 5.3 From [37]. (a) As-grown 10 ML Ag on Si(111). (b) Morphology after 9 
days at room temperature, under UHV. 
The reduction of the density of islands can be explained, phenomenally, by Ost-
wald ripening, in which larger clusters grow in expense of smaller ones. In the case of Ag 
islands on a terrace, the system tends to minimize the overall free energy from the edge of 
islands by minimizing the total length of the island edge (which is summed over all is-
lands' edge). In this scenario small islands will decay to join either a larger island or the 
ascending side of the terrace. [93] Although ripening is usually a roughening process 
(since larger clusters accumulate), in the case of atomically smooth Ag films grown on 
Si(111) ripening leads to further smoothness of the film by reducing the density of small 
islands (in a sense, by "evaporation" of small islands). 
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The reduction of the density of pits can be explained by Brownian motion (ran-
dom walk) of pits across individual terraces. [94, 95] The motion of pits is produced by 
random diffusion of atoms at the boundary wall of pits. As pits randomly walk on the ter-
race, they will meet to form a larger pit (the area is the sum of individual pits). As pits 
happen to reach the descending side of the terrace they cease to exist. 
Unfortunately, even if the film can be smoothed more in UHV because of the rip-
ening of islands and pits, it suffers overall dewetting once exposed to the atmosphere in a 
short scale of time. Former lab member Charlotte E. Sanders et al. showed that a 10 ML 
two-step-grown Ag film started to dewet less than one day after the film was removed 
from UHV! [57] The AFM image showed the emergence of pinholes surrounded by rings 
of mounds along the step edge. (Fig. 5.4a). Within a few days the film deteriorated fur-
ther in the air, showing generalized roughing on terraces (Fig. 5.4 b - d). After five days 
in the air, the film was transformed to a configuration of irregular clumps tens of nano-
meters high. It can be considered completely dewetted at this stage. 
Since an atomically smooth Ag film becomes smoother at room temperature if it 
is securely stored in UHV, the roughening of the film in the air is not driven by the ther-
mal process. Possibly, chemical or other kinetic processes are drivers for ambient dewet-
ting. Charlotte E. Sanders and coworkers also carried out X-ray photoemission spectros-
copy (XPS) measurement on a 40 ML epitaxial Ag film after 36 hours exposure to the 
ambient environment to investigate the chemical compositions of the film. The XPS data 
showed no Ag oxides or sulfides within the detection limit of the measurement. It does 
not mean that there is no chemical reaction on the film surface, but can conservatively 
interpret that the oxide or sulfide layers can be no thicker than a few monolayers. Patricia 
A. Thiel and co-workers showed that exposure of Ag surface to trace amounts of oxygen 
or sulfur (say, 20 L for oxygen and a few mLs for sulfur) can already cause significant 
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coarsening of Ag islands with enhanced mass transport. Such accelerated mass transport 
results from the creation of highly mobile Ag-chalcogen clusters. [54 - 56] From these 
early works Charlotte E. Sanders et al. presumed that the dewetting of Ag films is driven 
mainly by the formation of highly mobile Ag oxides. [57] 
 
Figure 5.4 From [57]. (a) AFM image of 10 ML Ag on Si(111) within a few hours af-
ter removal from UHV. Pinholes surrounded by ring-shaped mounds appear. 
The film continues to degrade after (b) 3 days, (c) 4 days, and (d) 5 days 
out of UHV. 
If oxygen or possibly water vapor in the air is the leading factor to drive Ag film 
dewetting in a chemical process with oxide formation, a method to solve this problem is 
by depositing a capping material onto a freshly grown Ag film in-situ to protect the film 
from direct exposure to the atmosphere. Such "capping" materials developed in Shih Lab 
include magnesium oxide (MgO) and germanium (Ge). Recently I developed a new cap-
ping technique by depositing high-purity aluminum (Al) onto an Ag film followed by 
subsequent oxidation at room temperature in a high vacuum environment. The capping 
techniques will be discussed in detail in the next two sections. 
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Before concluding this section, one more question we are going to answer is: does 
strain in Ag film resulting from Ag-Si mismatch play a role in Ag film dewetting in the 
atmosphere? If it does, can a capping layer still be a promising method to solve the 
dewetting problem? Charlotte E. Sanders and coworkers speculated that the formation of 
pinholes at the initial stage of dewetting might be a strain relief mechanism. [57] Such 
considerations can be further corroborated by other researchers from the observation of 
flat tops of an Ag film with pits down to the wetting layer, for the formation of pits acts as 
a strain relief mechanism, as discussed in Chapter 1. [26] Although a complete profiling 
of the strain of Ag films on Si(111) is unknown, from the observation of smoothing of the 
Ag film at room temperature in UHV, we may cautiously assume that the strain in an Ag 
film might not play a significant role thermodynamically in driving a full-scale dewetting 
at room temperature, and hence a capping layer to cut the contact of atmospheric mole-
cules with the Ag film shall be sufficient to arrest dewetting. 
5.2 Techniques to Arrest Dewetting of Ag Films - Al2O3/MgO and Ge Capping 
Although atomically smooth Ag films on Si(111) can be successfully achieved by 
different growth methods (see Chapter 4), the fast progression of dewetting of such films 
in the ambient environment seriously limits their applicability in other fields of research 
such as plasmonics. We cannot park the films indefinitely in UHV if we wish to expand 
the scope of study we can do with our superb atomically smooth films. Therefore, cap-
ping methods which can effectively stabilize the film in the ambient environment are 
sorely needed in a variety of studies, including the successful development of semicon-
ductor nanolasers on the Ag platform. [48] 
There are two important considerations for the capping material: (1) It shall easily 
wet the film surface and hence form a complete overlayer (which is called "capping 
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layer" in this dissertation) on top of the film. The thickness of a capping layer at which it 
can fully cover the film shall be thin, no more than a few nanometers, in order not to af-
fect the intrinsic properties of the underlying film. (2) It shall preserve the flatness of the 
film. The capping material shall not act as a driver to destabilize the film it is intended to 
protect from dewetting. 
In this section I am going to present capping methods developed in the past by 
former members in the lab. 
5.2.1 Al2O3/MgO capping 
MgO is an appropriate material to cap Ag films for optics studies. Its transparency 
in the visible light regime lends merits to the application in plasmonics - it will not absorb 
visible light and therefore preserve the intrinsic optical properties of the underlying Ag 
film. [45] 
To cap Ag film with MgO, we use an e-beam evaporator to deposit MgO on to a 
liquid N2 cooled Ag film. The film is subsequently warmed up to room temperature after 
MgO deposition, similar to two-step growth. We keep the film at 90 K during deposition 
in order to prevent it from dewetting, which might be activated by the heating up of the 
film from continuous impinging of hot MgO molecules and heat radiation produced by 
the e-beam evaporator (Ag films will dewet at an elevated temperature, although we need 
to point out that dewetting might be less significant for a thicker Ag film. See Ref. [37, 57, 
90]). Since all capping materials in my study are evaporated at high temperature (> 1000 




Figure 5.5 (a) RHEED on a 40 nm Ag film grown on Si(111). (b) RHEED after the 
film is capped by 1.5 nm MgO. The (111)-(1 × 1) pattern of the underlying 
Ag film does not disappear completely. (c) STM image of 40 nm Ag film. 
(d) AFM image taken ex-situ after the film is capped by 1.5 nm MgO. (e) 
AFM image acquired after the film is further capped by 2.0 nm Al2O3. The 
flatness of the film is maintained after Al2O3/MgO capping. 
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Fig. 5.5a and b are the RHHED pattern of a 40 nm Ag film before and after MgO 
capping. RHEED streaks of the Ag(111)-(1 × 1) structure can still be seen, though very 
faint, after 1.5 nm MgO capping. Possibly it is because the high energy electron beam can 
penetrate the thin MgO film and reach the underlying Ag surface. To compare the film 
morphology before and after MgO capping, we present together the STM image scanned 
on the Ag film before capping and the AFM image obtained after the film is capped by 
MgO (note that the AFM image is taken ex-situ), as shown in Fig. 5.5c and d, respec-
tively. The room-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the Ag film, which can be determined 
from the STM image, is about 0.19 nm, and the RMS after MgO capping, extracted from 
the AFM image, is 0.20 nm. Both values are small and close to each other, confirming 
that the atomic smoothness of the film is preserved after MgO capping. 
Unfortunately, MgO absorbs water vapor from the atmosphere and eventually in-
duces the deterioration of the Ag film. In order to further protect the film, we deposit 2.0 
nm Al2O3 onto the MgO-capped Ag film in a separate atomic layer deposition (ALD) 
furnace. The environment of ALD growth is harsh to the Ag film - the pressure in the 
chamber is at 10-9 Torr regime and the film temperature is raised to about 200 °C during 
deposition. Thanks to the protection by MgO capping layer, the film after Al2O3 growth 
does not roughen - it maintains the same flatness (RMS = 0.22 nm) as the one before 
ALD growth. See Fig. 5.5e. This "double" capping of Al2O3/MgO can satisfactorily pro-
tect the Ag film in the air for more than a year without the incurrence of dewetting while 
the atomic smoothness and the intrinsic optical properties of the Ag film are satisfactorily 
preserved. [45] 
However, there are two problems in this capping method: (1) MgO is deposited by 
an e-beam evaporator, whose deposition rate is far more unstable than a K-cell-controlled 
source. The fluctuation in the deposition rate is usually so large that it is hardly to be con-
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sidered reproducible. (2) As mentioned, MgO itself is not capable of protecting the Ag 
film from dewetting since it absorbs water vapor from the atmosphere. Even if the prob-
lem can be solved by the deposition of another capping material such as Al2O3, we still 
prefer a method only involving the deposition of a single material. It is why we later de-
veloped the Ge capping method, which will be reported in the next section. 
5.2.2 Ge capping 
To cap Ge, a Knudsen cell with a PBN crucible is used as the Ge evaporation 
source. The advantage of using K-cell is that it provides stable deposition with highly re-
producible deposition rate. Therefore, the deposition thickness can be more precisely 
controlled than MgO. Ge will form a uniform and amorphous layer over the Ag film. The 
RHEED pattern of Ag(111) disappears - actually there is no pattern at all - after Ge depo-
sition, confirming that the Ge film formed on top of Ag(111) is amorphous. See Fig. 5.6a 
and b. The flatness of the Ag film was satisfactorily preserved after Ge deposition, as 
manifested in the AFM image in Fig. 5.6c. The film quality can be maintained for over 
half a year. Fig. 5.6d and e show the evolution of the surface morphology of the Ag films 
with and without Ge capping after a few days in the air. Without Ge capping, a 20 ML Ag 
film on Si(111) will completely dewet after 9 days in the air, while a Ge-capped film 
maintains the atomic flatness more than a month. Unfortunately it seems that Ge-capped 
films will eventually degrade after about a year in the atmosphere. Not only the durability 
of Ge capping is questionable (though good enough for most ex-situ studies), but there 
are also other problems which might seriously restrict the applicability of a Ge-capped 
film. First, for optics applications, Ge is not an ideal material because it is a nar-
row-bandgap semiconductor (0.67 eV) which may cause undesired absorption in the visi-
ble wavelength regime. [86] Light propagating in a structure incorporating Ge might be 
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attenuated due to the absorption by Ge. Secondly, Ge is a "soft" material and can be eas-
ily dissolved in an organic solvent such as acetone. This proposes a difficulty to device 
fabrication since most device fabrication protocols involve a variety of organic solvents. 
As a result, a number of studies involving device fabrication such as transport measure-
ment cannot be realized on a Ge-capped film. 
5.3 New Capping Method - Aluminum Oxide (AlOx) Capping 
Although Ge can successfully cap our atomically smooth Ag and Pb films, it also 
presents its limits in fully realizing the studies in plasmonics and other fields. Therefore, 
it is imperative for us to develop new capping techniques to overcome these problems 
(visible light absorption and dissolution in organic solvents). An ideal choice will be alu-
minum oxide because: 
(1) Aluminum oxide is a dense structure which might be quite robust to maintain the 
film quality in the atmosphere for longer time. By the same reasoning we expect that 
aluminum oxide be able to undergo device fabrication processes. 
(2) Aluminum oxide is transparent to the optical range of the spectrum. The design of 
plasmonic structures involving aluminum oxide can better fulfill the desired en-
hancement of the plasmonic modes than a light-absorbing material such as Ge. 
In brief, instead of Ge capping or the cumbersome Al2O3/MgO capping, we prefer 
a thin aluminum oxide, whose thickness can be precisely controlled, as the capping layer 
on a pristine Ag film. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) RHEED on a 40 nm Ag film grown on Si(111). (b) RHEED after the 
film is capped by 3.0 nm Ge. The disappearance of RHEED pattern indi-
cates that the amorphous Ge overlayer has fully covered the film. (c) AFM 
image of 40 nm Ag capped by 3.0 nm Ge, taken in the ambient environment. 
The RMS value is 0.19 nm. (d) and (e) are from [37]. (d) AFM image of a 
20 ML Ag film capped by 2.0 nm Ge, taken after 29 days in the air. (e) 
AFM image of a 20 ML Ag film without any capping. The image was cap-
tured after 8 days in the air. The film was roughened towards irregular and 
tall clumps, which is considered to be completely dewetted. 
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We already mentioned the method of Al2O3 capping by ALD in the previous sec-
tion, but two problems make it infeasible for our purpose: (1) Our facility does not allow 
us to transport the sample in-situ (i.e. without breaking UHV) from the MBE chamber to 
the ALD system. (2) As discussed, ALD growth is carried out in a hostile environment to 
the Ag film. A direct deposition of Al2O3 onto an unprotected Ag film will highly proba-
bly lead to a complete dewetting of the film. 
Instead of a one-step, direct deposition of Al2O3, our new method consists of two 
steps: (1) Deposit high-purity Al from a K-cell onto Ag surface at 90 K in the MBE 
chamber, with a subsequent warm-up to room temperature. (2) Oxidize the Al film in-situ 
at room temperature in a strictly controlled flux of high-purity oxygen gas (exposing the 
sample to a partial pressure of oxygen at 10-6 Torr for 10 minutes). Here we only outline 
the procedure. See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of the design of this ultra-clean 
oxidation method. 
Since the stoichiometry of such "naturally oxidized" aluminum is not really de-
termined (more discussion will be presented in Chapter 6) [58, 60, 96, 97] I will simply 
denote the structure as AlOx in this dissertation. 
Our method allows the growth of the Al capping layer in a superbly clean UHV 
environment and by growing the Al overlayer at 90 K with subsequent warm-up to RT we 
assure the delicate, metastable Ag film against dewetting during the growth. The strictly 
controlled flow of high-purity oxygen gas in UHV allows the formation of a pure, densi-
fied native oxide layer with a uniform thickness. Overall, the AlOx capping method we 
propose here can successfully overcome all problems related to the ALD growth. 
Bulk Ag and Al share a common FCC structure, and the lattice mismatch is less 
than 1 % (lattice constant of Ag(111) is 0.409 nm and lattice constant of Al(111) is 0.405 
nm). Therefore an additional advantage of deposition of Al, instead of Al2O3, on Ag is 
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that this approximately lattice-match system might lead to a desired layer-by-layer 
growth of Al on top of Ag. Unfortunately, the influence of interfacial strain between Al 
and Ag, despite the tiny mismatch between them, might complicate the growth mode. [98] 
Another issue of Al on Ag (or vise versa) is that the interface between Al and Ag might 
not be clear-cut - possibly there exists Al-Ag interfacial alloy even if Al and Ag have al-
most no miscibility at room temperature (and lower temperatures). [99] 
Due to these complications, one important question we immediately face before 
achieving a well-functioning capping layer is: How much coverage of Al will be neces-
sary to completely cover the Ag surface? Assuming that the growth of Al on Ag might 
follow the layer-by-layer fashion at the very early stage of growth, we first attempted to 
deposit only 1 ML Al onto an Ag film and studied whether this thin coverage will form a 
complete overlayer on the Ag surface. The results are discussed below. 
5.3.1 Oxidized 1 ML Al - 20 ML Ag - Si(111) 
To test the feasibility of aluminum oxide capping, we deposited 1 ML Al onto a 
20 ML Ag film by the two-step method (deposition at 90 K with a subsequent warm-up to 
room temperature). After growth, the surface morphology and electronic properties of the 
sample were studied by STM. 
Fig. 5.7a shows the RHEED pattern taken in-situ on the 20 ML Ag and Fig. 5.7b 
is the RHEED taken on the same film after it is capped by 1 ML Al. The (111)-(1 × 1) 
pattern is preserved after Al deposition, which is expected considering the (nearly) lattice 
matching between Al and Ag. Fig. 5.7c and d show STM images of the Ag film before 
and after Al capping, respectively. After Al capping, the surface maintains the atomic 
flatness of the original Ag film. However, a critical question arises: Does a 1 ML Al com-
pletely cover the underlying Ag? To clarify this question, we consider two cases regard-
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ing the structure of a pit on a terrace as shown in Fig. 5.8a and b. Fig. 5.8a shows the 
case in which a pit is simply a place where there is no coverage of Al, and the underlying 
Ag is thus exposed. In Fig. 5.8b, a pit is a structure where the Al overlayer follows the 
morphology of the underlying Ag film. Therefore, if a pit happens to have a structure in 
Fig. 5.8a it means that 1 ML Al fails to completely cover the Ag film, and higher cover-
age shall be applied to form a complete overlayer to truly "cap" the underlying Ag film. 
 
Figure 5.7 RHEED (a) and STM (c) of a 20 ML Ag grown on Si(111) by the two-step 
method. RHEED (b) and STM (d) of the same film after being capped by 1 
ML Al. (e) Line profile along AA' across a pit on the terrace. The depth of 
the pit is about 2.3 Å. 
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Figure 5.8 Two scenarios about the structure of a pit on the terrace of a 1 ML Al 
capped Ag film. (a) A pit is where there is no coverage of Al. The underly-
ing Ag is exposed in this case. (b) A pit which simply follows the underly-
ing morphology of the Ag film. 
To determine which scenario a pit structure follows, we cannot simply measure 
the depth of a pit since the thickness of a single layer of Al(111) (2.34 Å) is very close to 
Ag(111) (2.36 Å). As shown in Fig. 5.7e, the depth of a pit measured from the STM im-
age is about 2.3 Å, which is not possible to help us determine whether it is the thickness 
of a monolayer Ag or a monolayer Al. Instead, we need to carry out the scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (STS) on a pit and on the terrace surrounding the pit to elucidate the 
situation. 
See Fig. 5.9. We observe a surface state at about 0.16 eV from the dI/dV spectrum 
(light blue curve) taken on the pit (position 1). In contrast, no such a surface state is found 
on the dI/dV curve (green one) taken on the terrace (position 2). For comparison, we also 
draw dI/dV curves taken on an atomically smooth 20 ML Ag film (purple curve) and 6 
ML Al film (black curve), respectively, in the same plot. Both films are grown by the 
two-step method on Si(111). The spectrum on 20 ML Ag also shows the surface state at 
about 0.16 eV, which is a Schockley-type surface state arising from the shift of the 
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s-p-band edge L2' induced by the strain in the Ag film due to the lattice mismatch between 
Ag and Si. [68, 100] However, no surface state at 0.16 eV can be observed on the 6 ML 
Al film. The observation of the persistent surface state on the pit (position 1) of the Al 
capped Ag film, which is consistent with the one found on the 20 ML Ag film, indicates 
that the pit is a place where the underlying Ag is exposed. In contrast, the observation that 
there is no surface state on the terrace (position 2) suggests that the surface state of Ag is 
possibly overshadowed by the Al overlayer. In brief, from the analysis of the dI/dV spec-
tra we conclude that 1 ML Al fails to completely cover the underlying Ag film. The pit is 
a structure not covered by Al, as shown in Fig. 5.8a, in which the underlying Ag is ex-
posed. 
 
Figure 5.9 dI/dV spectra on Position 1 (light blue) and Position 2 (green) of the Al 
capped Ag film. The inset is the STM image indicating the positions where 
the dI/dV data are taken. For comparison, dI/dV spectra on a 
two-step-grown, atomically smooth 20 ML Ag film (purple) and 6 ML Al 
film (black) are shown in the same plot. 
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To complete the study, I oxidized the sample in-situ and then removed it out of 
UHV. The AFM image in Fig. 5.10a shows a very flat morphology when the sample was 
just removed from UHV. However, in Fig 5.10b, the AFM image, taken after only two 
days in the ambient environment, shows clumps with height ranging from 3 nm to 10 nm 
everywhere on the surface, indicating an ongoing dewetting process. Combined with the 
observation of our earlier study of STM/S, we conclude that these clumps originate from 
the pits which expose the underlying Ag film. 
The STM measurement was carried out by my colleague Dr. Chendong Zhang. I 
express my gratitude to his effort. 
 
Figure 5.10 (a) AFM image of 20 ML Ag capped by oxidized 1 ML Al, taken immedi-
ately after the sample was removed from UHV. (b) AFM image of the 
sample after staying in the air for 3 days, The omnipresent clumps dotting 
the whole surface signify a dewetting process in progress. 
5.3.2 Oxidized 5 ML Al - 20 ML Ag - Si(111) 
The lesson we learned from the previous study is that 1 ML Al cannot fully cover 
the Ag film and thus fails to stabilize the film. To solve this problem we need to increase 
Al coverage, but it poses a dilemma - if the Al overlayer is thick, it will not be fully oxi-
dized, as we are going to explain below. An incompletely oxidized Al capping film will 
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be completely useless in the perspective of a plamonic device operated in the optical 
range of the spectrum since un-oxidized, pure Al will make tremendous loss to that re-
gime (see Chapter 2). 
The main limitation to our AlOx capping is that, we cannot control the thickness 
of the oxide film in our oxidation setup. The oxidation of Al is a self-limiting process in 
which only the topmost layers of Al will be oxidized and the oxidation process will stop 
once the oxide film reaches its terminal thickness, which depends on oxidation conditions 
such as Al temperature during oxidation, the partial pressure of oxygen and the exposure 
time to the oxygen gas. See Chapter 6 for a detailed review of studies related to Al oxida-
tion. For our current purpose we need to point out that the terminal thickness of the oxide 
film by our oxidation method might be probably close to the thickness of native oxide 
formed on the surface of bulk Al(111) in the ambient environment, which is estimated to 
be from 14 Å to 30 Å. [101, 102] 
To reconcile the necessity of increasing Al coverage with the dilemma posed by a 
self-limiting oxidation process, we proposed a coverage of 5 ML Al as a reasonable at-
tempt - which might be thick enough to fully cover the underlying Ag surface while can 
still be (almost) fully oxidized. 
Taking on the issue of Al coverage thick enough to fully cover the underlying Ag 
film, we noted a previous study conducted by V. Fournée et al. [98] about the growth of 
Ag on Al(111). In that study the authors showed that the deposition of 2 ML Ag on Al re-
sulted in a rough surface with multi-layer islands, while when the deposition increased to 
5 ML of Ag the surface showed a very smooth morphology - indicating the growth has 
switched to the layer-by-layer fashion. In other words, layer-by-layer growth can be acti-
vated by just a bit higher deposition. Even if our study was the reverse case (Al on Ag, 
rather than Ag on Al), and even if we did not observe the rough growth when the deposi-
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tion was only 1 ML Al (see the discussion in the previous section), the study from V. 
Fournée et al. still gave us clues that a deposition of 5 ML Al might be a good guess 
leading to a desired layer-by-layer growth of Al which completely covers the Ag surface. 
For the consideration of self-terminated oxidation, first we note that 5 ML Al is 
about 12 Å. Assuming that the Al overlayer can be oxidized until the self-limiting thick-
ness is reached (about 20 Å in the atmosphere), and also assuming that the thickness of 
each monolayer of Al after oxidation will not deviate too much from that of the crystal-
line Al2O3 (about 2 Å of a monolayer), we speculated that 5 ML deposition might be 
probable to allow a full oxidation. Since Al oxidation is a complicated process involving 
electron transfer and the build-up of the so-called Mott potential, and since our situation, 
which includes the underlying Ag film, is more complicated than most studies based on 
bulk Al oxidation (I will present a detailed discussion of Al oxidation in Chapter 6), the 
reasoning simply based on the terminal oxide thickness is pretty naive, but without a fur-
ther support on theory and experimental results, it is a reasonable guess for us to design 
the experiment to test the idea. 
To test the idea of 5 ML Al capping, we conducted a similar experiment as the 
previous one. Here, instead of depositing 1 ML Al onto the Ag surface, we deposited 5 
ML Al on a 20 ML Ag film. Fig. 5.11a and b show the RHEED patterns taken in-situ on 
a 20 ML Ag before and after 5 ML Al capping, respectively. The (111)-(1 × 1) crystal 
structure is preserved. To save time, we did not carry out STM study in this experiment. 
Instead, we directly oxidized the sample after Al deposition and then removed it out of 
UHV. The surface morphology was thereafter examined by AFM. Fig. 5.11c shows the 
AFM image of the sample just removed from UHV (RMS = 0.15 nm). Fig. 5.11d is the 
AFM image of the sample after it was stored in the atmosphere for 110 days. The RMS 
value is about 0.23 nm. Both images show atomic smoothness with small RMS roughness, 
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suggesting excellent stability of the Ag film in the ambient environment because of the 
protection of a thin AlOx capping layer. 
 
Figure 5.11 (a) RHEED on 20 ML Ag grown on Si(111). (b) RHEED after the film is 
capped by 5 ML Al. The (111)-(1 × 1) structure is preserved. (c) AFM im-
age of 20 ML Ag capped by oxidized 5 ML Al, taken in the ambient envi-
ronment immediately after the film was removed from UHV. RMS rough-
ness of the film: 0.15 nm. (d) AFM image of the sample after stored in the 
atmosphere for 110 days. RMS roughness: 0.23 nm. 
5.3.3 Thicker (25 nm) Ag Film Capped by AlOx 
The purpose of the development of AlOx capping is to facilitate research in the 
field of plasmonics. From the previous study we show that a 5 ML Al overlayer oxidized 
in-situ can readily stabilize the underlying Ag film. To completely realize the applicabil-
ity of this new capping technique, we prepared a thick Ag film (25 nm) intended for 
plasmonic studies, followed by 5 ML Al capping and subsequent in-situ oxidation. Fig. 
5.12a, b and c show RHEED on the 25 nm Ag film, the same film with 5 ML Al capping, 
and the resultant AlOx-capped film after in-situ oxidation, respectively. The underlying 
(111)-(1 × 1) pattern can still be observed after oxidation though remarkably weakened, 
which indicates that: (1) The newly formed oxide film is amorphous, and (2) the high en-
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ergy electron beam can penetrate this thin oxide film to reflect the structure either of the 
non-oxidized Al or the underlying Ag surface. 
Fig. 5.12d shows the AFM image of the AlOx-capped film. The RMS roughness 
of the film is small (0.30 nm). Moreover, we observe in the AFM image the steps on the 
surface which follow the underlying Si substrate, suggesting the atomic smoothness of 
the film. Because of the atomic smoothness of the film, we believe that the AlOx capping 
layer is very uniform (the uniformity of the oxide prepared by our growth and oxidation 
method is further corroborated by the superconductivity study carried out by Dr. Philip 
Adams' group in Louisiana State University). This uniform oxide capping layer can thus 
readily serve as an excellent dielectric spacer in the design of MIS plasmonic structure 
(see Chapter 2). However, since we cannot control the thickness of the native oxide layer, 
we have no way to tune the thickness of the dielectric spacer by this in-situ oxidation 
method. The problem can be easily solved by simply further capping the film with Al2O3 
using the ALD method. Similar to Al2O3/MgO capping, the Ag film, already protected by 
AlOx, can survive the hostile environment during ALD growth. Fig. 5.12e shows the 
AFM image of the same Ag film (already capped by AlOx) after it was further capped by 
2.0 nm Al2O3. The flatness of the film was perfectly preserved (RMS value is 0.33 nm). 
As mentioned, Ge cannot resist against most organic solvents so it is not an ap-
propriate material for device fabrication. In contrast, we confirmed that a thin AlOx layer 
can perfectly sustain itself without being dissolved in a sonication bath in acetone, prov-
ing its sturdiness as an ideal material fully compatible with device fabrication. The fabri-
cation of devices carried out on AlOx-capped films is beyond the scope of this dissertation 
so I am not going to report the relevant data here. 
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Figure 5.12  RHEED on (a) 25 nm Ag, (b) the same film from (a) with 5 ML Al capping, 
and (c) after in-situ oxidation. In (c), the (111)-(1 × 1) pattern can still be 
seen, though much weakened. (d) AFM image of the AlOx-capped Ag film. 
RMS roughness: 0.30 nm. (e) AFM image of the same film after it is further 
capped by 2.0 nm Al2O3 using ALD growth. RMS roughness: 0.33 nm. 
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Before concluding this chapter, we left a question yet to answer: Is 5 ML Al com-
pletely oxidized? We cannot answer this question without conducting more experiments 
to study the composition of the oxide layer. However, we did observe a significant en-
hancement of photoluminescence (PL) on the MoS2 flakes (a transition metal dichalco-
genide, or TMD, material) which were transferred to the AlOx-capped Ag film. Since the 
PL measurement of the TMD material is out of the scope of this dissertation, I am not 
going to discuss the relevant study here. 
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Chapter 6: Epitaxial Growth of Atomically Smooth Al on Si(111) and 
Its Intrinsic Optical Properties† 
In Chapter 2 we emphasized the significance of Al as the next-generation plas-
monic material in the ultraviolet (UV) regime. The importance of preparing a premium Al 
platform can only be more stressed due to the intensified research interest in UV plas-
monic devices these days. In this Chapter I am going to report my work with coworkers 
in which we demonstrate that carefully fabricated Al films will have a much lower loss 
than the widely cited data from Palik's handbook. Moreover, the newly obtained data of 
Al intrinsic optic constants from our high-quality, atomically smooth Al films provide a 
more reliable source for theoretical prediction of Al plasmonic nano-devices. 
Once a clean Al surface is exposed to the ambient environment, an oxide film 
covering the topmost few layers of Al will spontaneously develop with a self-limiting 
thickness. Ideally, we wish the oxide film to be highly densified and universally uniform 
to protect the underlying metal film from dewetting and contamination. A clean and uni-
form oxide overlayer can also serve as an excellent spacer in the MIS structure (see 
Chapter 2). Thus a well-controlled oxidation process will be very important in our study. 
It is also important in a wide range of technological applications including device fabri-
cation [103, 104], heterogeneous catalysis [105] and the tunnel barrier in magnetic tunnel 
junctions. [106, 107] In this Chapter I am going to review earlier oxidation studies and, 
based on their findings, propose our own design of an optimally controlled oxidation 
method applicable to our purpose of growing a high-quality, universally uniform oxide 
                                               
† Part of the work in this chapter was published. See Fei Cheng et al. "Epitaxial Growth of Atomically 
Smooth Aluminum on Silicon and its Intrinsic Optical Properties" ACS Nano 10, 9852 (2016). In this 
work I prepared atomically flat Al films for the measurement of intrinsic optical constants of Al. I also 
studied film growth with varied deposition rates in this work and realized atomically smooth growth of 
epitaxial Al films with a high deposition rate. 
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film as an ideal capping layer and also as a dielectric spacer. Then I am going to report 
our systematic study of epitaxial growth of atomically smooth Al films and their extraor-
dinary intrinsic optical properties. 
6.1 Study of Oxidation of Aluminum - Background and Review 
In this section I am going to review studies on Al oxidation and draw lessons from 
these earlier works for us to design the optimal procedure of oxidation tailored to our su-
perbly high-quality metal films. One important subject in my study is to cap the Ag film 
with an Al oxide overlayer (see Chapter 5). Therefore I am going to review the work by H. 
Oughaddou et al. which is closely related to my research. [58] 
H. Oughaddou et al. studied the growth and oxidation of 1 ML Al deposited on 
Ag(111) substrate. First they deposited 1 ML Al at room temperature (RT) onto a clean 
Ag(111) substrate using an effusion cell with a PBN crucible. The base pressure of the 
growth chamber is 2 × 10-10 Torr. The deposition rate is very slow - only 0.25 ML/min. 
After Al deposition, the sample was exposed to oxygen at 4 × 10-6 Torr for 13 minutes at 
RT. The surface was continuously monitored during oxidation by Augur electron spec-
troscopy. The evolution of the surface composition is shown in Fig. 6.1, in which a very 
quick drop of the intensity of Al peak at 68 eV was observed (the intensity drops to zero 
within 1 minute) while the intensity of oxygen peak at 509 eV increased simultaneously. 
This illustrates that a monolayer of Al can be oxidized very rapidly once exposed to the 
oxygen gas, even in a low partial pressure of oxygen such as 10-6 Torr. 
In the same study the authors also found that the Auger intensity of the Al peak 
shifted from 68 eV to 57 eV after oxidation. The Augur peak of Al2O3 occurs at 54 eV, 
which is discrepant from the experimental observation. Therefore they conjectured that 
the composition of the oxide is unlikely to be Al2O3. Furthermore, in the evolution profile 
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during oxidation (Fig. 6.1) they observed a drastic drop of the Ag peak. They interpreted 
the observation as a consequence of a thin oxygen layer covering the surface. Therefore 
they proposed a model of the composition profile as O/Al/Ag, and the stoichiometry of 
the oxide is closer to AlO than Al2O3. From the attenuation of the Auger signal of Ag they 
determined that the thickness of a single layer of oxide is about 7.9 Å. Finally the authors 
found that the thin oxide layer is thermally stable: the sample was heated up to 500 °C in 
UHV and no major change in the Auger spectrum was observed. 
 
Figure 6.1 From [58]. Time dependence of the Auger peak-to-peak intensities during 
the oxidation process at RT. 
Based on this study, the same group proposed a procedure of growing uniformly 
ultra-thin Al oxide layer on a metal (such as Ag) or semiconductor (such as Si) substrate: 
(1) Deposit 1ML Al at RT. (2) Oxidize the film at RT with at least 60 L of oxygen expo-
sure. (3) Post-anneal the sample at 400 °C under UHV to reduce the surface roughness 
and make the oxide layer more uniform. In the subsequent studies they demonstrated the 
STM and cross-section TEM images to confirm the homogeneity of the oxide thickness. 
[59, 97] However, some concerns arise from their study: 
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(1) Without more study such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on the profiling of the 
oxide composition it is still debatable to determine the stoichiometry of the oxide 
layer. In this dissertation I cautiously designate it as AlOx. 
(2) The authors indicated that the STM image of the surface after 1 ML deposition of Al 
on the Ag substrate showed an increase in roughness on the terraces and along step 
edges compared with the STM image of the bare Ag. Therefore I suspect whether 
one ML coverage of Al can really form a complete layer over Ag. In my study, I 
found that one ML deposition of Al on 20 ML Ag film cannot fully cover the under-
lying Ag - there are pits on the surface which expose Ag according to STM/S study 
(see Chapter 5 for the detail), although we need to point out that our growth condi-
tion is different from theirs (we grew the film by the two-step process while they 
deposited the film at RT). 
(3) The authors found that the thickness of a monolayer oxide is about 7.9 Å , which is 
much thicker than one monolayer of crystalline Al2O3 (about 2 Å). Either the meas-
urement is problematic (since they determined the thickness from the Auger signal 
attenuation, which is not a straightforward observation of the thickness and subject 
to large error) or the structure of the oxide formed by their method is very loose 
compared with the dense Al2O3. 
(4) Although the authors conducted the experiment in UHV, but the pressure is not 
really good (2 × 10-10 Torr) considering the high reactivity of Al to oxygen. There-
fore, very tiny oxidation might already occur before the sample was exposed to the 
oxygen gas. This sort of unintended oxidation might effect the accuracy of the 
measurement. 
(5) Although the authors claimed that the oxide film is homogeneous in thickness, from 
their TEM image of oxide on Si [97] it seems not a very convincing statement. 
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If one monolayer Al cannot form a complete overlayer on top of an Ag film, we 
need to increase Al coverage further. However, the thickness of native oxide is self-limit-
ing - the oxidation will stop once it hits the terminal thickness of the oxide. Thus we 
cannot grow a thick Al overlayer because it may not be completely oxidized. An under-
standing of the relationship between the terminal thickness and the oxidation condition is 
therefore imperative for us to design a workable oxidation method. 
Before proceeding, we need to understand the fundamentals of the oxidation 
mechanism, in which the most cited theoretical model was proposed by Cabrera and Mott 
(CM model) more than half a century ago. [108] According to CM, Al oxidation starts 
with the dissociative chemisorption of O2 from the gas phase via electron transfer from 
metal to the oxygen. During this process a variety of species of oxygen anions (O22-, O2-, 
O2-, O-...) will form on the oxide surface while the counterpart Al cations will line along 
the oxide-metal interface. The negative oxygen anions and the positive Al cations thus 
generate an electric potential, called the Mott potential (VM). Next, to grow more than the 
topmost oxide layer, either Al cations diffuse outwards to reach the surface and couple to 
the oxygen anions there or vice versa (oxygen anions diffuse inwards to meet Al cations). 
Such migrations of ions are mainly facilitated by the electric field established by the Mott 
potential. This leads to a high oxidation rate even at low temperature (such as room tem-
perature). As the oxide film grows thicker, the rate of electron transfer across the oxide 
film (by tunneling or thermionic emission) decreases exponentially and fewer and fewer 
cations and anions can be created. Meanwhile, a thicker oxide film will diminish the ca-
pability of the Mott potential to lower the energy barriers for ions to diffuse through the 
oxide. Eventually these factors lead to the termination of the oxidation process. 
Na Cai et al. carried out a systematic study on the oxidation of Al(111) surface at 
RT by tuning the partial pressure of oxygen, in which the oxidation was monitored by 
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X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. [60, 61] First the authors oxidized the clean Al(111) 
surface with a vey low partial pressure of oxygen, 1 × 10-8 Torr. The oxide film grows fast 
initially followed by a slowed regime when the film thickness approached a constant. 
Once no further increase of oxide thickness can be detected, the authors increased the 
partial pressure of oxygen. Each increase of oxygen partial pressure leads to a fast growth 
of the oxide film and a subsequent slow-down to a limiting thickness. A pattern of step-
wise increase in the limiting thickness of the oxide film can be observed with the step-
wise application of increased oxygen partial pressure, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Once the oxy-
gen pressure reached about 1 Torr, the thickness of the  oxide film remained essentially 
constant, irrespective of the prolonged exposure time or a further increase in oxygen 
pressure. 
 
Figure 6.2 From [60]. Oxide film thickness as a function of oxidation time and oxygen 
gas pressure. The oxidation starts with a clean Al(111) surface which is oxi-
dized first at p(O2) = 1 × 10-8 Torr. The stepwise increase in oxygen pres-
sure results in a corresponding increase of oxide thickness until the oxygen 
pressure reaches 1 Torr, beyond which the additional oxygen exposure of 
the surface will not lead to further oxide growth. 
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Instead of stepwise oxidation, the authors also carried out oxidation directly at 
different oxygen partial pressures. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3, in which they found 
that a similar oxide thickness can be achieved at a specific oxygen pressure no matter by 
the stepwise manner or by a direct application at that partial pressure. Therefore the au-
thors suggested that the self-limiting growth of the oxide layer is predominantly deter-
mined by the oxygen pressure. 
 
Figure 6.3 From [60]. Comparison of the oxidation process of Al(111) at varied oxy-
gen partial pressures and the stepwise increase to different oxygen partial 
pressures. Both methods give a similar limiting oxide thickness at the same 
oxygen pressure. 
In the CM model the Mott potential is determined by the metal-oxide work func-






where e is the elementary charge of electron. Since the work function is an intrinsic prop-
erty, an assumption not explicitly stated in the CM model is that the Mott potential is 
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constant during the oxidation process. no matter what oxidation condition is incorporated. 
[108] But Na Cai et al. found from their study that the actual electrostatic potential cre-
ated by the electronic species (oxygen anions and Al cations) can be much smaller than 
VM at a low oxygen partial pressure. The electric potential reaches VM only when the 
oxygen pressure is higher than 1 Torr. 
In the same and subsequent studies they found that oxygen coverage on the oxide 
surface will increase with oxygen partial pressure. Eventually the maximal, saturated 
density of oxygen will be achieved for oxygen pressure at or beyond ~ 1 Torr. The au-
thors conjectured that the saturation of oxygen coverage is key to the determination of the 
eventual self-terminating thickness of the native oxide layer. Beyond 1 Torr, the oxide 
thickness will not be increased further, but instead pinned at about 12.4 Å even under a 
higher oxygen pressure. 
Oxygen adsorption seems to play an important role in determining the self-limit-
ing thickness of native oxide. A theoretical study by Kakub D. Baran et al. [109] showed 
that oxygen adsorption energy is diminished as the oxide grows thicker, and the adsorp-
tion will be prohibited beyond a certain thickness, which is 18 Å determined by their 
calculation. 
Na Cai et al. also determined the stoichiometry of the oxide film from their meas-
urement, which is about Al(2-x)O3, x ~ 0.24 (a significant discrepancy from the result re-
ported by H. Oughaddou et al.). [58, 60] 
An important conclusion from the study by Na Cai et al. is that they implied the 
terminal thickness of Al native oxide will be about 12.4 Å, since the oxide will not be-
come thicker beyond 1 Torr of oxygen partial pressure. 
The measurement of the thickness of the oxide layer can be very tricky. In a study 
summarized by J. Evertssona et al. [102] the thickness of the native oxide on Al(111) 
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ranges from 20 Å to 30 Å, much thicker than that determined by Na Cai. et al. In 2015 L 
J Zeng et al. published a paper presenting a visually more straightforward measurement 
of the oxide thickness from the cross-section imaging of high-resolution transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). [101] As shown in Fig. 6.4 the oxide thickness can be pre-
cisely measured from the intensity profile of the cross section of the oxide film. The 
atomic resolution of the Al plane along the [111] direction can be clearly seen. The space 
between the atomic columns of the neighboring (111) plane was determined to be 2.4 Å 
according to the image (the same as the bulk value), confirming the accuracy of the meas-
urement. The authors summarized the distribution of their measurements of the oxide 
thickness under different oxidation conditions in Fig. 6.5. Here they found a general ten-
dency - the oxide will be thicker with higher oxygen partial pressure or longer exposure 
time. The data are summarized in Table 6.1. Finally, the study showed a relatively wild 
variation on the oxide thickness - the standard deviation can be as large as 3.7 Å. 
 
Figure 6.4 From [101]. (a) A high resolution scanning TEM image of the cross section 
of Al-oxide interface. Windows A, B, and C show the areas used to extract 
the intensity profile of the image. (b) Oxide thicknesses are measured from 
the intensity profiles derived from windows A, B, and C. 
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Figure 6.5 From [101]. Oxide thickness distribution measured from scanning TEM 
images of three samples oxidized at different conditions: (a) po/to ~ 0.1 
mbar / 3 min, (b) po/to ~ 0.1 mbar / 30 min, (c) po/to ~ 1 mbar / 3 min. Ex-
perimental distribution is fitted with Gaussian functions, shown as the red 
curve superimposed on the experimental data. 
Table 6.1 From [101]. Oxidation Parameters (oxygen partial pressure po and oxida-
tion time to) and oxide thickness measurement (average oxide thickness <l> 
and standard deviation σl). 
  po (mbar) to (min) <l> (nm) σl (nm) 
Sample 1 0.1 3 1.66 0.35 
Sample 2 0.1 30 1.88 0.32 
Sample 3 1 3 1.73 0.37 
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So far we only surveyed oxidation studies conducted at room temperature. We 
have not yet discussed the influence of temperature during oxidation. Temperature can 
significantly influence the behavior of oxidation and the resultant crystallinity of the ox-
ide. L. P. H. Jeurgens et al. [96, 110] reported that the growth of the oxide layer will not 
be limited by a self-terminated thickness as the temperature during oxidation is higher 
than 573 K. An elevated temperature can essentially assist in electron transfer in the oxi-
dation process by thermionic emission, and thus lifts the limit set by diminishing oxygen 
adsorption, which is believed to be the mechanism of self-limiting oxidation at low tem-
perature. [60, 61, 109] Since we suspected that our metal films might dewet at elevated 
temperature, and also considered to simplify the experimental procedure, we only re-
garded carrying out oxidation at room temperature. 
In summary, results of the study on Al oxidation from different groups showed 
discrepancies in several aspects, but some general characteristics can be drawn, as listed 
below: 
(1) When oxidation is carried out at room temperature, the terminal thickness of the ox-
ide layer depends on the oxygen partial pressure. However, higher oxygen pressure 
beyond 1 Torr will not lead to a thicker oxide layer. 
(2) The rate of oxide growth is very rapid at the beginning of oxidation, followed by a 
slow-down when the oxide layer approaches the limiting thickness. It might take less 
than 1 minute to oxidize a monolayer of Al even in a low oxygen pressure such as 
10-6 Torr. 
(3) Oxidation at room temperature is a self-limiting process. If oxidation is carried out 
at elevated temperature (higher than ~ 600 K) the oxide will steadily grow without 
an apparent limiting thickness. 
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(4) The measurement of the thickness of the native oxide (i.e. oxide formed under the 
ambient environment) is tricky. The oxide layer may possess a significant uneven-
ness with a large variation in thickness. Generally, the thickness ranges from about 
14 Å to 30 Å. 
(5) The stoichiometry of the oxide is debatable. It is highly unlikely to be Al2O3, but the 
true stoichiometry is yet to be determined. 
(6) The oxide is amorphous. It is also uncertain whether the density of the oxide is 
similar to crystalline Al2O3 or much looser. One group found out the thickness of a 
monolayer of oxide to be 8 Å from their measurement [58] but it was not supported 
by other groups and the value is very questionable because it showed a large dis-
crepancy from the thickness of a monolayer Al2O3 (about 2 Å). It is also difficult to 
determine a monolayer in an amorphous structure. Generally it is believed that the 
density of the amorphous oxide is close to the crystalline Al2O3 though it is yet to be 
clarified with more experimental data. [109, 111] 
To design an appropriate oxidation procedure, we carefully considered the fol-
lowing factors: (the "sample" mentioned in the following descriptions can be either an Al 
film on a Si substrate or an Ag film capped by an Al overlayer) 
(1) The oxidation should be carried out in a very clean environment, i.e. an UHV system 
to make sure that the oxide film is grown with least contamination. To fulfill this 
requirement we conduct the experiment in a loadlock equipped with a turbo-mo-
lecular pump to maintain the base pressure in about 8 × 10-9 Torr. The setup is 
shown in Fig. 6.6. 
(2) To simplify the procedure, we oxidize the sample at room temperature. Therefore the 
oxidation is self-limiting. 
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(3) During oxidation, the leak valve is carefully opened to control the flux of 
high-purity oxygen gas to about 1.6 × 10-6 Torr. Since the turbo-molecular pump is 
kept running during oxidation, one important reason to keep the oxygen flux at such 
a low level is to protect the turbo-molecular pump from being overburdened. (See 
Fig. 6.6) 
(4) Since the rate of oxidation is very fast before approaching a limiting thickness (Fig. 
6.3) we only oxidize the sample for 10 minutes even in a low oxygen partial pres-
sure of ~ 1.6 × 10-6 Torr (~ 960 L of overall exposure). According the study by Na 
Cai et al. (Fig. 6.3), the oxide thickness will reach about 3 Å in our oxidation condi-
tion. We believe that by our carefully administered oxidation procedure, the topmost 
layer of Al will be oxidized with the formation of a densified and clean oxide layer. 
 
Figure 6.6 Oxidation Setup. The oxidation process is carried out in the loadlock. The 
setup is equipped with a leak valve and turbo-molecular pump to control 
the flux of oxygen gas. Yellow arrows indicate the flowing direction of the 
oxygen gas. 
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Since the limiting thickness of the native oxide is about 20 Å , we speculate that 
the sample will be further oxidized after removed from UHV. Since the sample is already 
protected by the topmost densified film of oxide, the subsequent oxidation in the atmos-
phere should be proceeded uniformly over the surface without contaminating the sample 
until the self-limiting thickness is reached. 
The uniformity of the oxide layer is a critical issue in the study. From our litera-
ture survey it seems that no group can really achieve the growth of atomically uniform 
oxide layers. Possibly the main source to cause the variation in oxide thickness comes 
from surface defects and grain boundaries arising from polycrystalline Al. They will give 
rise to different surface energies, which might lead to the variation in the "penetration 
capability" of the oxide. 
Our growth method can assure the atomic smoothness and single-crystallinity of 
the film, thus easily overcoming the problem. To demonstrate our in-situ oxidation pro-
cedure ("in-situ" means that the vacuum is not broken during the process), we oxidized a 
10 ML Al which was grown on a Si(111) substrate by the two-step method. As shown in 
Fig. 6.7, after in-situ oxidation, the Al(111)-(1 × 1) RHEED pattern is much weaker, 
suggesting the formation of a thin oxide layer. The sample was subsequently removed 
from UHV and the surface morphology was monitored by AFM. We did not observe any 
feature of dewetting after the sample was stored in the atmosphere for 20 days (Fig. 6.7d), 
implying that the native oxide layer can well protect and stabilize the underlying Al film. 
This feature makes Al even more appealing as a plasmonic material since there is no need 
to cap the film with an additional material and the surface of the film can be quickly pas-
sivated by oxidation after nano-structure patterning. 
We cannot fully exclude the possibility that the 10 ML Al film was eventually 
fully oxidized in the atmosphere, but since we successfully detected the superconductiv-
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ity of the 10 ML film in another study with Dr. Philip Adams at the Louisiana State Uni-
versity, it is more likely that a very thin and uniform Al film exists between the substrate 
and the oxide, which in turn implies that the oxide formed on top of the Al film is indeed 
very uniform. Since the superconductivity study is beyond the scope of the dissertation, I 
do not report the relevant results here. 
 
Figure 6.7 Oxidation of a two-step-grown 10 ML Al film on Si(111). (a) RHEED of 
the 10 ML Al. (b) RHEED after the film was oxidized. During oxidation 
the film was exposed to about 960 L oxygen. (c) AFM of the film taken 
ex-situ, after in-situ oxidation. (d) AFM of the film after it was stored in the 
atmosphere for 20 days. 
It is difficult to determine the amount of Al deposition which can completely cap 
an Ag film. In Chapter 5 we reported that 1 ML Al failed to completely cover the Ag sur-
face, while a thicker Al overlayer may not be completely oxidized by our oxidation 
method. Assuming that an Al overlayer can be oxidized until the self-limiting thickness is 
reached (about 20 Å in the atmosphere), and also assuming that the thickness of each 
monolayer of Al after oxidation will not significantly differ from that of the crystalline 
Al2O3, we speculated that 5 ML Al deposition will be thick enough to completely cap the 
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Ag surface while still essentially thin to allow a full oxidation. The relevant results are 
discussed in Chapter 5. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that a trace of pure Al 
may exist in the capping layer after oxidation. We do need to conduct more research in 
the future to reveal a complete picture of the profiling of the structure and composition of 
the oxide capping layer. 
One caveat we need to give here when we try to make any prediction of our oxi-
dation process from theory and experimental results we surveyed in this section is that 
our system is much more complicated than the oxidation of bulk Al. Since our system is a 
thin film deposited on a Si substrate or on a thin Ag film, several considerations arise: 
(1) Possibly the oxidation behavior of a thin Al film will deviate from that of bulk Al, 
since a thin film cannot supply indefinite Al atoms for oxidation and since in the thin 
film regime, the influence of quantum size effect will be significant. These factors 
are not considered in the bulk Al study. 
(2) Possibly the underlying Si substrate or Ag film will influence the behavior of Al oxi-
dation via charge spilling or other channels of charge transfer mechanism. 
(3) Possibly the atomic smoothness of our film will make our study a better comparison 
with most theories in this field which ignore effects of surface defects and grain 
boundaries to simplify the model. 
It is very tricky to draw parallel conclusions from the bulk Al study to our thin 
film system, and the uniformity of the oxide layer, which is not really realized in most 
studies, is yet to be confirmed in our system, so more research considering the profiling 
of the composition of the oxide layer on our samples is needed in order to better under-
stand the oxidation mechanism of thin Al films. 
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6.2 Epitaxial Growth of Atomically Smooth Al on Si and its Intrinsic Optical 
Properties 
Al is an excellent plasmonic material in the UV range (See Chapter 2 for the dis-
cussion). Recently Al plasmonics emerged as a highly pursued research field in the UV 
and short wavelength visible regime. [112 - 114] Furthermore, a UV plasmonic nanolaser 
by putting GaN nanowires on an Al platform has been successfully developed recently. 
[50] With the fast progress in the research field of Al plasmonics the demand for an ex-
cellent Al platform can only be higher. 
In this section I am going to present our work of the development of epitaxial Al 
thin films on Si(111) as a plasmonic platform in the UV regime. First I will present the 
results of the film prepared by the two-step method, similar to the work done on Ag (see 
Chapter 4 for details). Since preparing a thick film for plasmonics by the two-step process 
is very time-consuming, I will present a more conventional method of growing the film at 
room temperature by a high deposition rate. Finally the optical properties revealed by the 
spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement of all epitaxial samples will be reported. 
As already reviewed in Chapter 1, epitaxial growth of Al on GaAs has been 
achieved earlier. [29] However, epitaxial Al on Si, in addition to be an excellent plas-
monic platform, is also compatible with the manufacturing of devices such as CMOS, 
[115] which makes the growth methods we developed even more appealing to the plas-
monic community. 
6.2.1 Epitaxial Al by the Two-step Method 
The epitaxial growth of our Al films was carried out in the molecular beam epi-
taxy (MBE) system with a base pressure of 3 × 10-11 Torr (see Chapter 3 for experiment 
method). To prepare an atomically flat Al film, we deposited Al onto a clean Si(111)-(7×7) 
reconstructed surface at 90 K (see Chapter 3 for the preparation of  Si(111) substrate) 
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with subsequent annealing to room temperature (RT). We deposited 25 ML Al in each 
deposition cycle until we reached the target thickness. For a 100 ML Al film we repeated 
the two-step procedure for 4 times. The deposition rate was slow (about 0.5 Å/min) and 
the chamber pressure during the deposition was no higher than 1.5 × 10-10 Torr. 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) RHEED pattern of a two-step-grown epitaxial 100 ML Al film. (b) 
XRD 2θ scan profile of the epitaxial Al film. The inset shows the enlarged 
Al(111) peak with a FWHM of about 0.5°. (c) Ex-situ AFM image of the 
epitaxial Al film (capped by about 2 nm oxide layer). RMS roughness: 0.23 
nm. (d) AFM image of a thermally deposited polycrystalline Al film (24 
nm). RMS roughness: 3.4 nm. (e) SEM image of the slot milled by FIB on 
the epitaxial Al film. (f) SEM image of the slot milled on the polycrystal-
line Al film. Scale bar on (c), (d), (e), and (f): 1 μm. 
Fig. 6.8a showed the RHEED pattern taken in-situ on a two-step-grown 100 ML 
(23.5 nm) epitaxial film. The sharp, streaked pattern confirms single crystallinity of the 
film. Before removing the sample from UHV we carried out in-situ oxidation (see the 
previous section for details) by exposing the surface to the flux of high-purity oxygen at 
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1.6 × 10-6 Torr for 10 minutes. A thin, clean, and densified oxide layer will be formed on 
top of the Al film after oxidation. After in-situ oxidation, the sample was taken out of 
UHV and its surface was characterized by AFM in the ambient environment. The AFM 
image (Fig. 6.8c) clearly shows the stair-like structure which originates from the under-
lying Si steps, confirming the uniformity and atomic smoothness of the epitaxial film by 
the two-step method. As a comparison, we prepared a sample of polycrystalline Al film 
with similar thickness (24 nm) by growing the film at RT with a high deposition rate of 2 
nm/min using a conventional thermal evaporator (Denton Explorer) housed in a chamber 
with a base pressure of about 2 × 10-6 Torr. The RMS roughness of the polycrystalline 
sample, revealed by AFM, is about 3.4 nm (Fig. 6.8d) while the RMS of the epitaxial Al 
is 0.23 nm, an order smaller than the polycrystalline film. 
To further investigate the crystallinity of this 100 ML epitaxial film, we carried 
out X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis on the sample. As shown in Fig. 6.8b there is one 
sharp diffraction peak at 39° arising from the Al(111) crystal plane in the 2θ (30° - 80°) 
scan. Notably, the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Al(111) peak is very small 
(about 0.5°), suggesting a good crystalline quality of the Al film. Since the Si(111) peak 
(occurring at 28.5°) is much stronger (about 3 orders higher in intensity due to a deep, 
several-micrometer sampling into bulk Si) than the Al(111) peak, we did not show it in 
order to highlight the feature of the Al(111) peak. Interestingly, we also observed a peak 
around 59° attributed to the Si(222) crystal plane. The observation of Si(222) is likely due 
to the atomic rearrangement of the topmost Si atoms on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) reconstructed 
surface induced by X-ray bombardment on the film. 
We also investigated the performance of our carefully prepared epitaxial film a-
gainst the thermally deposited film in terms of device processing such as plasmonic 
nano-patterning created by focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling. Fig 6.8e and f show the 
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representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of slots sculpted by FIB into 
the epitaxial and polycrystalline films, respectively. Sharp, straight slot edges can be eas-
ily fabricated on the epitaxial film (Fig. 6.8e) while irregular shapes and minor structural 
defects are present along the slot edges on the polycrystalline film even in the optimal 
focused condition of the ion beam (Fig. 6.8f). The difficulty in creating a high-definition 
nano-structure on a polycrystalline film is due to the film's randomly oriented crystal 
grains and rough surfaces, which introduce variations in the resistance to the ion-beam 
milling process and thus result in ill-defined edges. This demonstration suggests that epi-
taxial films can better facilitate the fabrication of large-area, high-definition plasmonic 
nanostructures. 
Thermal film deposition, XRD analysis, FIB milling, and SEM imaging were car-
ried out by my colleague Dr. Fei Cheng. 
6.2.2 Epitaxial Al Grown by a Fast Deposition at Room Temperature 
The two-step method allows the fabrication of epitaxial films with superior qual-
ity of atomic smoothness and excellent crystallinity. However, the method is very time-
consuming - it involves hours-long annealing processes and repeated cycles of growth. In 
this respect we need to explore a more conventional, room-temperature (RT) growth at a 
higher deposition rate, which is still conducted in a UHV environment and on an atomi-
cally-well-defined Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate. This new method will eliminate the anneal-
ing process, and allow a one-shot growth, which will tremendously slash the time needed 
to prepare a film. 
To develop this new method, we first studied the influence of the deposition rate 
on the surface morphology of the film. Here we designed a series of experiments in 
which we deposited 20 ML Al at RT onto a clean Si(111)-(7 × 7) substrate with varied 
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deposition rates - from 0.5 Å/min to 6.2 Å/min. AFM images shown in Fig. 6.9a and b 
represent the films deposited at 0.5 Å/min and 1.0 Å/min, respectively. The surface mor-
phology of these two films are totally different from the two-step-grown, atomically flat 
one: the surface is rough, with flat-top islands separated by deep, meandering fissures. 
Interestingly, the morphology resembles those observed on Ag films prepared by a similar 
method (room temperature deposition with a low deposition rate). See Ref. [24]. 
 
Figure 6.9 RHEED (top panel) and AFM (bottom panel) of 20 ML Al deposited on 
Si(111) at RT with different deposition rates: (a) 0.5 Å/min, (b) 1.0 Å/min, 
(c) 2.1 Å/min, (d) 3.1 Å/min, (e) 4.7 Å/min, and (f) 6.2 Å/min. RMS 
roughness of each film: (a) 0.84 nm. (b) 0.84 nm. (c) 0.39 nm. (d) 0.24 nm. 
(e) 0.17 nm. (f) 0.13 nm. 
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When the deposition rate increases to 2.1 Å/min, the film becomes flatter com-
pared with those deposited at 0.5 Å/min and 1.0 Å/min, though the surface character of 
islands separated by grooves still retains (Fig. 6.9c). As the deposition rate is further 
jacked up, we find that the surface morphology is gradually improved: the RMS rough-
ness of films decreases steadily with higher deposition rates. A sudden change in the sur-
face morphology occurs when the deposition rate is raised to 3.1 Å/min - the surface is 
dotted with pinholes, rather than separated by deep grooves. (Fig. 6.9d). Eventually, 
when the deposition rate reaches 4.7 Å/min and 6.2 Å/min, the surface becomes very flat, 
with small RMS roughness which is comparable to the two-step-grown film, though tiny 
pinholes persist on these fast-deposited thin films (Fig. 6.9e and f). 
Interestingly, RHEED patterns of all films in Fig. 6.9a - f are indistinguishable 
from the one taken on a film using two-step growth (see top panels in Fig. 6.9, RHEED 
on RT-grown films, and Fig. 6.10a, RHEED on two-step 20 ML Al). The observation of 
sharp diffraction patterns indicates that epitaxy is achieved in all growth conditions. 
RHEED is unable to inform us whether fissures or pinholes exist or not. There are two 
possibilities to explain the observation: (1) The size of fissures and pinholes is large 
compared with the coherent length of the electron beam; thus the electron beam can only 
discern the local crystallinity rather than the larger-area surface morphology. (2) The size 
of domains (i.e. the flat areas in the surface separated by grooves or discrete pinholes) is 
not too different on all samples (about 50 nm - 100 nm), resulting in similar size of 
streaks on all RHEED patterns. However, differences on the surface morphology can in-
deed give rise to different RHEED patterns. Take a closer look at RHEED patterns in Fig. 
6.9a and f. The intensity on each streak of the RHEED pattern in Fig. 6.9f (taken on a 
relatively smooth film grown with the highest deposition rate in my study, 6.2 Å/min) is 
more uniform than in Fig. 6.9a (taken on a relatively rough sample grown by a low depo-
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sition rate, 0.5 Å/min). This difference in RHEED patterns may arise from different sur-
face morphologies. The film in Fig. 6.9a shows deep grooves (fissures) down to the wet-
ting layer, which may cause deeper penetration of the electron beam into the film, leading 
to more three-dimensional scattering and hence more inhomogeneous intensity along the 
RHEED streak. In contrast, the flat film in Fig. 6.9f causes less penetration by the elec-
tron beam into the film and hence reduce the contribution of transmission electron dif-
fraction, giving rise to RHEED streaks with more uniform intensity. 
 
Figure 6.10 (a) RHEED (top panel) and AFM (bottom panel) of a two-step grown Al 
film (20 ML). RMS roughness of the film: 0.18 nm. (b) LEED of the film 
from Fig. 6.9f, 20 ML Al grown on Si(111) at room temperature with a 
deposition rate of 6.2 Å/min. The beam energy is 137 eV. The hexagonal 
LEED pattern corroborated the observation from RHEED that the film was 
grown epitaxially with (111)-(1 × 1) surface structure. (c) RMS roughness 
of films from Fig 6.9a - f extracted from the corresponding AFM image. 
The red dashed line represents the RMS of the two-step film in (a). 
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Generally speaking, as long as epitaxy is maintained and local flatness is achieved, 
sharp streaks can be observed in RHEED. To further confirm the crystallinity of the 20 
ML Al film deposited at RT by a deposition rate of 6.2 Å/min, we carry out LEED char-
acterization on this film. Shown in Fig. 6.10b, the hexagonal LEED pattern suggests that 
the film is single-crystalline with the (111)-(1 × 1) hexagonal close packed structure 
(LEED was carried out by my colleague Qiang Zhang). An important lesson from this 
sequence of experiments is that we may possibly achieve the epitaxial growth of atomi-
cally smooth films at RT (the RMS roughness is comparable to the two-step-grown film. 
See Fig. 6.10c) without resorting to the elaborate two-step process as long as the deposi-
tion rate is high. 
In order to further test whether the time-saving RT growth can be applied to grow 
thicker films for plasmonic applications, we deposited a film of 100 ML Al on Si(111)-(7 
× 7) at RT with a high deposition rate (4.7 Å/min). To test the idea of combining the ad-
vantages of the two-step method and RT growth, we also prepared a 100 ML film which 
was deposited using the two-step method for the first 10 ML, followed by RT growth at a 
high deposition rate (4.7 Å/min) for the rest 90 ML. For comparison, a third sample of 
100 ML Al was grown on an untreated Si substrate with RT growth and high deposition 
rate (4.7 Å/min). RHEED patterns, AFM scans, SEM images of slots milled by FIB, and 
XRD scannings are presented respectively for these three samples in Fig. 6.11. According 
to AFM and SEM images, the surface morphology of 100 ML Al either grown at RT or 
by the combination of the two-step process and RT growth is as smooth as the one grown 
by the two-step method (RMS roughness is similar in all films, about 0.24 - 0.26 nm), 
provided that the film is deposited on a carefully prepared reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7) 
substrate. Sharp, straight slot edges are observed on all epitaxial films (Fig. 6.11b and c). 
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Figure 6.11 (a) RHEED pattern of a bare, untreated Si(111) surface, below is the 
RHEED of a 100 ML Al film deposited on the same Si substrate, grown at 
RT with a deposition rate of 4.7 Å/min. In the same column, an AFM image 
(RMS roughness = 6.4 nm), an SEM image of a slot milled by FIB and an 
XRD 2θ scan profile of this film are shown. (b) RHEED of a 
well-reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface. Below is the RHEED of 100 ML 
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Al deposited at RT with a deposition rate of 4.7 Å/min on this 
well-reconstructed Si substrate. AFM (RMS = 0.26 nm), SEM image and 
XRD profile are shown in the same column. (c) In the right column, 
RHEED of a well-reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface, RHEED of 100 
ML Al deposited by the two-step method (10 ML) followed by an RT 
growth (90 ML) on this well-reconstructed Si, AFM (RMS = 0.24 nm), 
SEM, and XRD profile are presented. The Al(111) peak for samples in (b) 
and (c) has FWHM of about 0.55°, only 0.05° larger than that of the 
two-step-grown film. Scale bar on all SEM images: 1 μm. 
In contrast, the surface morphology examined by AFM and crystalline quality re-
vealed by XRD are much worse for the Al film grown on an untreated Si substrate. (Fig. 
6.11a) The ring pattern of RHEED indicates that the film is polycrystalline (See Chapter 
3 for the discussion of the interpretation of RHEED data). The RMS roughness is an or-
der higher (6.4 nm) than epitaxial Al films grown on well-reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7) 
surface. The XRD profile on polycrystalline Al shows peaks not only from Al(111), but 
also from Al(200) and Al(220). The Al(111) peak is much weaker than that from epitaxial 
films. Despite high roughness with irregular islands from this polycrystalline Al film, in-
terestingly, the slot milled by FIB still shows very straight, sharp edges, without signifi-
cant difference from those milled on epitaxial Al films. This feature is apparently differ-
ent from the observation on thermally deposited polycrystalline Al films where the slot 
edges are irregular with structural defects (Fig. 6.8f). We attribute the difference to the 
presence of a relatively high portion of impurities in the Al source and the hostile cham-
ber environment (a bad vacuum of 10-6 Torr) of the thermal deposition equipment com-
pared with our UHV MBE system equipped with a carefully outgassed, clean Al source. 
Finally we are going to report the stability of Al films in the atmospheric envi-
ronment. We note that tiny pinholes observed on thin films (20 ML) grown at RT show a 
time-dependent evolution when exposed to the air. The size of pinholes enlarges and the 
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surface roughens after the films stayed in the atmosphere for 20 days (Fig. 6.12a and b). 
Recalling the study of dewetting we discussed in Chapter 5, we notice that dewetting is 
usually launched around a pit due to a higher mobility of atoms aligning the periphery of 
the pit. These high-mobile atoms can easily overcome the barrier of migration to the top 
of the surface, making the enlargement of a pit a thermodynamically preferable process. 
However, we need to point out a significant difference of Al films from uncapped Ag 
films - Al films have already been capped by a thin oxide layer, which is assumed to sta-
bilize the film from dewetting. Possibly the oxidation dynamics and the resultant oxide 
thicknesses along the periphery of a pit and on top of a flat terrace are different. In this 
scenario the oxide layer around the periphery of a pit might be so thin that atoms aligning 
the periphery of a pit can sufficiently overcome the migration barrier, which is not only 
contributed from the step edge of the pit but also from the oxide layer. In comparison, the 
atomically flat, single-crystalline Al film (10 ML) grown by the two-step method, which 
is free of pinholes and fissures, shows no deterioration during the time span of observa-
tion (which is 20 days in my study, see Fig. 6.12c). Interestingly, thicker (100 ML) Al 
films prepared either by RT growth or the two-step method followed by RT growth show 
no signs of dewetting after 20 days in the atmosphere, as shown in Fig. 6.12d and e. 
Since both films possess no pinholes, pits or fissures on the surface despite a rougher 
morphology than a two-step-grown film, there will be no energetically favorable place on 
the surface to initiate dewetting. Moreover, a relatively smooth surface without rough 
features such as pits and narrow grooves may improve the uniformity of the oxide layer, 
which shall better protect the underlying Al film from dewetting. Finally, as expected, the 
100 ML Al film grown by the two-step method remains atomically flat after 20 days in 




Figure 6.12 AFM images showing the evolution of the surface morphology of the Al 
film in the atmosphere. Each image in the top panel was taken immediately 
after the sample was removed from UHV. Each image in the bottom panel 
was taken on the same sample of the corresponding top panel after the 
sample was stored in the atmosphere for 20 days. The number at the top left 
corner of each image on the top panel indicates the thickness of the film. 
The number at the bottom right corner in every image denotes the RMS 
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value of the film. (a) 20 ML Al deposited at RT with a deposition rate of 4.7 
Å/min. (b) 20 ML Al deposited at RT with a deposition rate of 6.2 Å/min. 
(c) 10 ML Al by the two-step method. (d) 100 ML Al deposited at RT with 
a deposition rate of 4.7 Å/min. (e) 100 ML Al deposited by the two-step 
method for the first 10 ML Al followed by RT growth (deposition rate = 4.7 
Å/min) for the rest 90 ML. (f) 100 ML Al grown by the two-step method. 
In summary, the two-step method still remains the best recipe to produce atomi-
cally smooth epitaxial films while RT growth with a high deposition rate can be utilized 
to quickly produce relatively smooth epitaxial films with good crystallinity. However, 
RT-grown films show worse plasmonic response than the two-step-grown films, though 
they are still better than thermally deposited polycrystalline films. These optical proper-
ties will be revealed by spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement, as will be discussed in 
the next section. 
6.2.3 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry Measurement on Epitaxial Al 
To uncover the intrinsic optical properties of our epitaxial films, we carried out 
and analyzed spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurement [116, 117] on three such 
films - the first one is grown by the two-step method, the second one is prepared by RT 
growth with a high deposition rate (4.7 Å/min), and the third one is grown by the 
two-step method (first 10 ML) followed by RT growth with a high deposition rate of 4.7 
Å/min (the remaining 90 ML). All three samples are epitaxial 100 ML Al (~23.5 nm) 
films grown on Si(111) with in-situ oxidation before removed from UHV. The results 
from the measurement are plotted against data from Palik's handbook of optical constants. 
[40] In contrast to Ag films, in which a capping layer is needed to prevent rapid degrada-
tion of Ag in ambient environment (see Chapter 5 for detailed discussion), epitaxial Al 
films can be well protected by a compact, native oxide layer on the surface simply using 
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our optimally controlled in-situ oxidation method. This native oxide layer not only pre-
vents further oxidation, but also acts as a "natural" capping layer to stabilize the underly-
ing film from dewetting. We confirmed, via SE measurement, that once oxidation is com-
pleted, the epitaxial Al film's pristine quality and surface smoothness do not change over 
a period of six months. 
In our fitting we use a simple capping/Al/Si structural model for the epitaxial 
films (Fig. 6.13a). Although it is uncertain about the stoichiometry of the oxide layer, we 
assume it as Al2O3 in the model since the optical properties of oxide shall not deviate sig-
nificantly from those of Al2O3. The fitted results for both εm' (real part of the dielectric 
function of Al) and εm" (imaginary part of the dielectric function) are plotted against those 
of a thermally deposited film compiled by Palik, as shown in Fig. 6.13b and c. The peak 
around 1.5 eV (about 800 nm) in Fig. 6.13b and c is the result of interband transition (IT) 
of Al. Outside the IT range, the contribution of εm" mainly comes from intraband transi-
tions as well as electron-electron scattering, electron-phonon scattering, and electron 
scattering due to lattice defects and grain boundaries in the bulk. As a result, electron 
scattering from lattice defects and grain boundaries in atomically smooth, sin-
gle-crystalline Al films grown by the two-step process will be expected to be much lower 
than that of thermal films. Our measurements indeed clearly show substantially lower 
loss than Palik's values from near-infrared to ultraviolet regime (1.5 eV to 5 eV, Fig. 
6.13c). The imaginary part of the dielectric function εm" extracted from two fast-deposited 
films (one by one-shot growth at RT and the other by the two-step method followed by 
RT growth) falls in between the two-step-grown and Palik's values. This observation can 
be possibly explained by structural defects (voids and pinholes as discussed above) in-
troduced during the deposition at RT. The fitting residues within the whole spectral range 
are also shown, which are small and centered about zero, suggesting that our model fits 
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the data very well. In the energy range below 1.5 eV, the errors are relatively large due to 
reduced detector efficiency. 
 
Figure 6.13 (a) Layered structure of the Al film with a self-limiting oxide cap. (b) En-
ergy dependence of the real part of the dielectric function extracted from 
the SE measurement on the epitaxial Al film using the two-step growth (red 
solid), the one deposited at RT (blue solid), and the one deposited using the 
two-step method for the first 10 ML and RT growth for the following 90 
ML (magenta). (c) Energy dependence of the imaginary part of the dielec-
tric function extracted from the SE measurement on all three Al films. Both 
(b) and (c) are plotted against data taken from Palik’s handbook (red dashed 
line), and the fitting residues for the epitaxial Al film are plotted below (b) 
and (c). The inset in (c) highlights the comparison of the intrinsic loss 
within the UV regime (3 eV – 5 eV) between the two-step epitaxial film 
and data from Palik's handbook, indicating that the intrinsic loss in the 
two-step film is about half of Palik’s values. The black solid line represents 
the difference ratio of these two datasets. 
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The most interesting observation in the SE measurement resides in the UV range 
(3 eV - 5 eV) where Al outperforms Ag and Au (See Fig. 2.2b in Chapter 2). As indicated 
by the black solid curve in the inset in Fig. 6.13c, the intrinsic loss in epitaxial Al by the 
two-step method is ~ 2 times smaller than Palik's values in the UV range. Our results of 
much improved, significantly low loss Al films can be very valuable in facilitating the 
development of UV plasmonics. In addition, out measurement, carried out on high-quality, 
atomically smooth epitaxial Al films, provides more reliable data on intrinsic optical con-
stants of aluminum. We suggest the inclusion of our newly measured intrinsic optical 
constants in numerical simulation and theoretical prediction to more accurately guide new 
device design. 
The SE measurement was carried out and analyzed by Junho Choi from Dr. Xiao-
qin Li's group and my colleague Dr. Fei Cheng. I express my gratitude to their work. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work 
In this dissertation we reported methods on growing thick, atomically smooth, 
epitaxial silver (Ag) and aluminum (Al) films for plasmonic research. Single crystallinity 
and atomic smoothness of our films assure considerable reduction of plasmonic loss. 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements showed that our atomically smooth epitaxial 
Ag films have much lower values on the imaginary part of the dielectric function, ε", in 
the visible wavelength range of the spectrum, compared with widely cited Palik's data. 
Similarly, our atomically smooth epitaxial Al films possess profoundly lower values of ε" 
in the ultraviolet regime, up to a factor of 2 with respect to Palik's data extracted from 
polycrystalline films. Moreover, these high-quality Al films allow reliable measurement 
of intrinsic optical constants of aluminum. These newly obtained data on Al optical con-
stants from my samples will be essential in describing ultraviolet properties of nanoparti-
cles and nanostructures in a more accurate and comprehensive manner. 
For a long time surface scientists heavily relied on the so-called two-step growth 
(growing the film at a low temperature with a subsequent annealing to room temperature) 
to prepare atomically flat metal films on semiconductor substrates, However, in the per-
spective of thick film growth, this method is very inefficient due to a long waiting time of 
annealing (at least a few hours). The situation will be aggravated if many cycles of 
growth need to be carried out before achieving the desired thickness. Moreover, the 
two-step method is best applied in the thin film regime (a few monolayers of the film) in 
which the quantum size effect is strong and the electronic growth mode determines the 
atomically smooth surface morphology of the film. Beyond a few single layers, however, 
the growth mode will be more dominated by kinetic mechanism in which a couple of 
factors, including the necessity to relieve the strain in the film due to the lattice mismatch 
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between the film and the substrate, the step barrier, and the mobility of adatoms, will de-
termine the surface morphology of the film. In this scenario the film will usually roll 
down the path leading to a rough surface. To overcome these problems we designed a va-
riety of growth methods, including rapid deposition at room temperature and rapid depo-
sition at room temperature followed by annealing at an elevated temperature, which suc-
cessfully achieve the growth of atomically smooth epitaxial films which are much thicker 
(25 - 150 nm) than the typical two-step films. 
In this dissertation we also reported a clean method to oxidize Al films, in which 
the films are oxidized by high-purity oxygen in an ultrahigh vacuum environment. We 
showed that the Al films, without further capping, simply oxidized by this in-situ method, 
can retain atomic smoothness in the ambient environment for at least a few months with 
no sign of dewetting or contamination, assuring the applicability of the films in plasmon-
ics and other research fields such as superconductivity study. In this dissertation we only 
demonstrated the successful growth of atomically smooth Al films. In the expected near 
future we shall testify to their performance in UV plasmonic research. 
Since we only explored two-step growth and room-temperature growth in this 
dissertation, other growth conditions with varied deposition temperatures and deposition 
rates are worth a further effort. Growth on different substrates is another important topic. 
In this dissertation we only reported films grown on Si(111) because Si(111) wafers are 
conveniently available and easy to treat, on which the growth of high-quality epitaxial 
films can be realized. In plasmonics, transparent substrates such as mica might be more 
attractive because films grown on such substrates can be utilized to carry out transmission 
studies. 
Capping techniques are never a trivial trick. Although in my study a capping layer 
is mainly for stabilizing the atomically smooth metal films from dewetting in the ambient 
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environment, capping layers themselves can have far more applications in plasmonics 
and surface science research. Since it is mostly dielectric materials to be used for the 
growth of the capping layer, this dielectric layer naturally serves as the spacer in the 
metal-insulator plasmonic structure. The flatness and uniformity of the dielectric capping 
layer is thus critical in the performance of plasmonic devices. The capping techniques I 
reported in the dissertation, such as Al2O3/MgO and AlOx capping methods, can success-
fully preserve the atomic smoothness of the metal films, and at the same time, serve as an 
excellent spacer because of their uniformity and transparency to the visible light. 
Growing a perfectly uniform, single-atomic spacer of insulator on a metal surface 
is the "holy grail" for many surface scientists. Once such techniques can be successfully 
developed, the door to a variety of studies involving light-emitting dye molecules on a 
metal surface will be opened. Metal causes tremendous quenching to light emission of 
dye molecules if dye molecules are directly placed on top of metal. If a uniform, sin-
gle-atomic layer of insulator is laid down between the metal and the dye molecule, the 
quenching will be largely reduced while the surface plasma of the metal will greatly en-
hance light emission of the dye molecule. Moreover, since the insulator is only sin-
gle-atomic in thickness, it allows electron tunneling between the STM tip and the under-
lying metal, and thus an atomic-scale mapping of the electronic and light-emission prop-
erties of dye molecules can be realized by STM. [118 - 121] 
Finding appropriate materials and developing techniques to grow a single-atomic 
insulator film will thus be a critical job in this field. Although the capping methods we 
reported in the dissertation can successfully protect our atomically smooth metal films, 
they are all thicker than a single layer in order to completely cover the metal surface. A 
candidate material for single-layer insulator growth will be silicon. Although Si is semi-
conductor rather than a truly insulating material, its high resistivity at room and lower 
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temperatures may already allow it to effectively reduce the quenching by the metal to the 
light-emitting molecules. 
Since we exclusively studied metal films on Si(111), it is natural to conceive the 
idea of growing Si on metal, which is just the reverse of metal on Si. Specifically, Si on 
Ag is a promising subject for future research. Ag can perfectly wet the Si substrate al-
though the growth of further coverage of Ag will follow the SK mode due to the lattice 
mismatch between Ag and Si. However, since the purpose here is only to grow a sin-
gle-atomic Si layer on Ag, if Si can well wet the Ag surface, the job is very probably 
achievable. A couple of groups have reported the growth of Si on Ag, in which the struc-
ture of the so-called "silicene" of the Si overlayer was extensively studied by STM. 
However, it seems that most of them did not really realize the growth of a universally 
uniform single-atomic overlayer of Si on the Ag surface. [122, 123] More efforts shall be 
invested in this exciting field of research. 
Finally, one interesting topic for further study is about the composition and thick-
ness of the Al oxide layer formed on the surface of the atomically smooth Al films by our 
in-situ oxidation method. Although it is not news that there exists a native oxide layer on 
the surface of bulk Al, the structure of the oxide and the mechanism of the self-limited 
oxidation process are not very well understood. The stoichiometry and the thickness of 
the oxide film measured from different groups are a lot of time not in agreement with 
each other. A major problem among the studies is that the oxide thickness is not uniform 
due to the rough surface of the sample and possibly not very clean environment during 
oxidation. Our atomically smooth Al films and clean in-situ oxidation method can largely 
overcome this problem so we believe that the oxide layer on the surface of our atomically 
smooth Al films shall show atomic-scale uniformity. However, our system is very differ-
ent from the oxidation taking place on bulk Al. Our Al films are thin (the thickest ones we 
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studied in this dissertation is only 100 ML) and the electronic properties of the Si sub-
strate, as well as the Al film itself, may play a role in the mechanism of oxidation. There-
fore, we cannot directly draw conclusion from the experimental and theoretical studies on 
bulk Al oxidation to predict the properties of our in-situ oxidized Al films. In brief, the 
stoichiometry, uniformity and thickness of the oxide formed on the surface of our atomi-
cally smooth Al films are yet to determine. More experiments shall be conducted to re-
veal these intriguing properties. Moreover, we did not really know whether 5 ML Al, the 
thickness of Al in our AlOx capping method, is completely oxidized or not. All these un-
solved issues are worth further effort to explore and such inquiries may provide new in-
sights into the mechanism of Al oxidation in a nanometer scale. 
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